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Two airlines (United Airlines and Pan American World Airways) B-747 airplane Oeds 
were analyzed to assess the component reliability, system functional reliability, and 
1 
achieved availability of the CAT II configuration !light control system. Also assessed 
1" 
were the costs generated by this system in the catagaries of spare equipment, schedule 
lrreguiiirity, anc.lline and shop maintenance. 
The results indicate that although there is a marked difference in the geographic location 
and route pattern between the airlines studied, there is a close similarity in the reliability 
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FLIGHT CONTROL ELECTRONICS 
RELIABILITY/MAINTENANCE STUDY 
W.W. Dade; R.H. Edwards; G.T. Katt; K.L. McClellan; and H.A. Shomber 
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company 
1.0 SUMMARY 
The flight control electronics reliability/maintenance study is a modification of the ARCS 
(Airborne Advanced Reconfigurable Computer) program (NASA Contract NASI-13654). 
Tins study expands the effort involving the collection and analysis of data concerning the 
reliability and maintenance experience of flight control system electronics currently in use 
on today's passenger-carrying jet transports. 
United Airlines was selected to provide information on reliability, availability and mainte-
nance parameters on the flight-control electronics system of their fleet of Boeing 747 air-
planes. This study was further expanded to include operational data from the Pan American 
World Airways 747 fleet. These two airlines operate in different areas of the world and 
with widely different route systems. Major differences if any in the reliability/maintenance 
cost between these two airlines might be due to these operating differences. 
The results show that there is a close similarity in component failure rates and even closer' 
similarity in system reliability as it relates to Category II Auto land capability., The actual 
in-service CAT II availability for both'airlines shows little difference. 
Time between removals was tabulated a~ well as time between failures. The failure data 
supports the assumption of a Poisson process using the chi squared test. 
There are some diflerences in the maintenance assessment, particularly in the component 
overhaul category. Any relationslnp between these differences and the operating environ-
ment for each airline as described in this study could be rationalized. However, there are 
, many other influences that bear on costing figures such as accounting procedures, level of 














































This study is a follow-on to the Airborne Advanced Reconfigurable Computer System, or 
ARCS, program (NASA contract NASI-13654) and expands the effort involving the collec-
tion and analysis of data concerning the reliability and maintenance experience of flight 
control system electronics currently in use on today's passenger-carrying jet transports.' 
. The ARCS program was a one year study, part of which was to apply methods for assessing 
potential benefits and costs of fault tolerant computer teclUlology as applied to future com-
mercial transport avionics. Sponsorship was from NASA Langley Research Center under the 
Terminal Configured Vehicle (TCV) program. The program joined a team of airline, aircraft 
manufacturer and avionic systems manufacturer personnel to formulate a new fault-tolerant 
airborne computer system architecture. The resulting conceptual design was compared with 
contemporary system technology to determine its impact all airline profitability. 
It was understood that a need existed to establish a baseline assessment of flight control 
system avionics which included operational aspects, as well as a reliability analysis. 
Follow-On Study 
The scope of this follow-{)n study was to bring together specific information on reliability, 
availability and maintenance parameters for a selected avionic control system and identify 
how they are influenced by the maintenance philosophy and policy of the using airline. 
United Airlines was identified as the source for this airline operational data. 
If it is a fact that each airline's maintenance and operating methods differ widely, then the 
reliability and maintenance assessment established in this study would only be representa-. 
tive of an airline whose operating metllDds closely match those of United. With the above 
statement held to be tme, the ARCS follow-on study was further modified to include Pan 
American as a second source airline to provide operational data. With United being a 
domestic operator and Pan American an overseas operator, any difference in maintenance 
and operating practices should stand out clearly. 
The purpose of this modified study was to present the analyses for the two airlines with a 
view to highlight differences where they exist. . 
Report Structure 
This report is organized into four major sections with a concluding cost summary and 
several appendixes. Section 3 covers the Automatic Flight Control System CAFCS) descrip-
tion with emphasis on individual component identifications and their relationship with the 
AFCS·system and other systems. Section 4 describesthe operating environment for each of 
the two airHnes that provided data support involving flight control electronics. In Section 5 
the AFCS component failure rates are established and the system reliability is calculated in 
terms of functional failure of the Category II autoland capability. Section 6 presents the ; - . 
. --c.~~-~'II!<IM;>~'[''<''!::Z';;>:\:;;~~''l&;; __ "'';'' ________ --'-. ___ • _______ ... 
























basic cost elements such as manhours and material expenditure and delay cost~ as part of 
the maintenance assessment. The last section gives a summary ofthe total costs associated 
with the flight control system electronics. 
,As the analysis and results of this shldy were dependent on raw data extraction' from alr-
line records, much of this material is presented as appendixes . 
The Boeing Commercial Airplane Company wishes to acknowledge United Airlines and 
Pan American World Airways for their support during this program. Messrs. A. Miller and 
R. Valeika of Pan American and Mr. II. Takeuchi of United deserve recognition for their 
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3.0 747 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The flight control electronics for the 747 airplane consists of four separate automatic con-
trol systems: autopilot/flight director system, automatic stabilizer trim system, yaw damper 
system, and auto throttle system. These systems provide automatic airplane stabilization 
about the pitch, roil and yaw axes and control the airplane with selective guidance from 
radio, compass, inertial navigation, and air data command inputs. The autopilot system is a 
two-axis (pitch and roll) system which operates the elevators and ailerons to automatically 
maintain altitude, airspeed and/or guide the airplane to designated locations and make 
automatic landings. Control functions are also translated into flight director commands for 
display on the pilotsattitude director indicators (ADI's), thereby providing the pilots flight 
attitude commands during manual operation or allowing the pilots to monitor autopilot 
operation. The yaw damper system operates the rudders to correct any periodic yaw oscil-
lation (dutch roll) and assists in making corrdinated turns. Automatic stabilizer trimmirig 
relieves sustained elevator loads which might be incurred due to fuel burnoff. The auto 
throttle system automatically maintains selected airspeeds and assists the autopilot when 
"making automatic landings by adjusting engine thrust levers. 
The following discussion has been subdivided into five subsections dealing with the 
Autopilot/Flight Direction System (section 3.l), Automatic Stabilizer Trim System (section 
3.2), YawDamper (section 3.3), Auto Throttle (section 3.4), and Category II Operation 
(section 3.5). 
3.1 AUTOPILOT/FLIGHT DIRECTOR SYSTEM 
The Sperry SPZ-I fail passive autopilot/flight director (AP/FD) system, as illustrated in 
figure 3-1,is an integrated autopilot and flight director sy~tem using common computa-
tiorial components. The AP /FD system provides three independent F /D channels and two 
A/P cnannels (bricy.wall). Either A/P channel, as selected on an AP /FD mode select panel, 
can cOlitrol the ?irplane roll and pitch axes control surfaces to selected automatic path 
guidance commands for all cruise modes of operation. Dual channel engagement is allowed 
only for automatic landing .• A flight controller witli pitch and turn knobs is provided for 
manual autopilot guidance. Anyone of the three F /D channels can be selected by the 
captain or first officer for flight director guidance commands as indicated On attitude 
director indicators. 
Independence of each AP/FD channel is assured by isolation of power supplies, sensors, 
computers, aircraft wire b,·:;.dles and shelf wire harnesses. Two hydraulic systems supply 
pressure for the elev.tvr power control units (PCU's) and aileron central control actuators 
, (eCA's) which are controlled by the autopilot channels. 
Output of the autopilot systems control electrohydraulic transfer valves on autopilot 
modules which are part of the PCU's and CCA's. Output of the modules mechanically 
control the hydraulic actuators through linkage which is balanced agaiilst spring-loaded 
detents in each module. During dual channel approaches, control surface commands 
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least value voter. The mechanical voter linkage is balanced against the feel unit; failure of 
one channel is force-summf.d by the linkage to provide a least value movement of the 
control surfaces. A failure of any component is balanced out by the mechanical voter there-
by preventing unwanted control surface movement. DUring single channel or dual channel 
A/P operation, the pilot can override any unwanted commands without disengaging the 
A/P system(s) by moving his control wheel/column with sufficient pressure to cam-out 
the A/P moduie(s). Pressure transmitted through the control cables and feel unit causes 
the spring-loaded detents to unlock the mechanical linkage of the A/P module for as long 
as the pressure is held above the detent range. Releasing control wheel/column pressure 
allows the linkage to be locked by the spring-loaded detent and operation returns to normal. 
This same cam-out action is what allows the two A/P modules to operate together and 
operate as a least value voter during dual channel operation. 
The relationship between the Autopilot system and the primary or manual control system 
(ATA 27) is illustrated by the lateral and elevator control system block diagrams in figures 
3-2 and 3-3 respectively. 
The major electronic elements comprising the autopilot/flight director system for the 747 
aircraft are the following: 
AP/FD mode select panel (I) 
Flight controller (I) 
Flight mode annunciators (2) 
Pitch computers (3) 
Roll computers (3) 
Monitor and logic unit (I) 
Autopilot accessory boxes (2) 
Normal accelerometers (2) 
Each autopilot/flight director channel is integrated into the airplane navigation systems 
(ATA 34) to provide the required variety of autopllot functional.capabilities. These sys-
tems, though not a dedicated part of the AP /FD system, provide navigational information 
required for aircraft path command computation. The following sensor systems interface 
with the autopilot/flight director systems: 
Centr,'ll Air Data Computer System (CADC) 
Magnetic Heading Reference System (MHRS) 
VOR/ILS Navigation System (NAV) 
Low Range Radio Altimeter (LRRA) 
Inertial Navigation System (INS) 
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The autopilot/flight director block diagram, shown in figure 3-4, illustrates the interference 
between the various dedicated and shared elements of the 747 system. It should be noted 
here that, as WeS shown in figure 3-1, for the dualized sensor systems the number one or 
"A" channel sensor interfaces with both the "A" and "C" channel AP/FD computer while 
the number two or "B" channel provides data only to the B channel AP/FD computer. 
Control and Display 
For the following discussion refer to figures 3-5 and 3-6 for control and display component 
layout and location. 
Mode Select Panel-The AP/FD mode select panel (MSP) is centered on the lightshield 
section above the in"trument panels and contains all switches required for autopilot a"d 
flight director mode selection, flight director operation and autopilot engagement. The 
MSP contains two solenoid held-three position A,? engage switches. two flight director 
switches, flne auto throttle switch with speed control and indicator, two course select 
controls with inciicators, a three-position solenoid held course select switch, a rotary fiye-
position mode select switch, a solenoid held back be,1m switch, an altitude select control 
with indicator, a three-position solenoid held altitude switch. and a three-position solenoid 
held TURB/speed switch. Associated green indicator lights illuminate when the auto 
throttle switch is on, back beam is on, or the altitude switch is positioned to AL T SEL or 
ALTHOLD. 
Flight Controller-The flight controller is installed on the aft electronic section of the con-
trol stand. A turn knob and two pitch wheels on the controller provide attitude commands 
proportional to their position during manual control of the engaged A/P channel. Thc 
controller is normally used when one A/P channel is e"gaged in MAN. 
Flight Mode Annunciator Panel-One AP/FD flight mode annunciator panel is installed on 
the captain's and one on the first officer's instrument panel. Each panel is compsed of two 
sections; one section provides F /D flight mode annunciation, the other A/P warning and 
flight mode annunciation. An auto throttle warning light is on the left side of the annunci-
ator panel. The flight director annunciators on the left side are: ALT SEL. NA V, G/S, 
FLARE and GO-AROUND. The autopilot annunciators on the right side area: ALT SEL. 
NAV, GIS, and FLARE. One AlP warning light is on the right. One AUTO THROT warning 
light is on the left. 
Pitch Channel Description and Operation 
The autopilot/flight director (AP/FD) pitch channel essentially comprises an electronic 
computer and a hydraulically operated control unit to automatically control the airplane 
in the pitch axis during autopilot operation. During flight director operation, the pitch 
channel visually relates to the pilot through instrumentation readout, the proper method 
to manually control the airplane in the pitch axis. 
. ,.1;..;', 
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The pitch channel comprises the AP/FD pitch computer, two linear variable differential 
transformer (LVDT), an autopilot transfer valve, autopilot engage solenoid valve, time delay 
bypass valve, two flight director go-around mode switches and two flap actuated switches. 
The three AP/FD pitch computers are identical. Computers A and B are connected to 
autopilot/flight director channels A and B, while computer C is used for flight director 
operation only. 
The pitch control channel receives input data from the following sources: 
Central air data computer (CADC) 
Low range radio altimeter 
VOR/ILS receiver 
Normal accelerometer 
Inertial navigation unit (Pan Am only) 
Pitch attitude gyro 
Pitch rate gyro 
Flight controller (pitch command wheels) 
The pitch channel computes the input data to a composite command that is u,;ed to actuate 
the following indicators and controls: 
Attitude director indicator (ADI) 
Flight mode annunciator lights 
Autopilot warning lights 
Elevator control surfaces 
As the PCU positions the elevator control surfaces in response to the composite command 
signal, the autopilot and elevator LVDT pOsitiong are electrically compared at a summing 
point Any difference between thdir positions greater than the design tolerance is fed back 
through the pitch computer to equalize both LVDT outputs (during dual channel LAND 
mode). The autopilot L VDT signal is also fed back to null out the comr,1and signal . 
The pitch computer is designed using solid-state devices and integrated circuits. The com-
puter contains a pitch rate gyro and eight subassembly plug-in componellt cards. The plug-
in cards are: power supply card, pitch logic card, vertical path conditioner card, flare card, 
gain calibrator card, gain control and sensor card, pitch servocontrol card, and flight direc-
tor card. The signal flow section of the pitch computer is of the analog design which 
computes a command from three basic airplane derivatives: displacement, rate, and accelera-
tion. The command signal computation relies on the use of high-gain operational amplifiers, 
summing amplifiers and integrators. The various input sensing signals are amplified, 
summed and integrated where necessary (with respect to tiu1e) to provide the composite 
command signal to the PCU and ADI inputs. Pitch synchronization modulation, demodula-
tion, and loop feedback also assist the command signal in accurately controlling the aircraft. 
" ._"JL_, ___ ' __ '~_~~.,~, ••• ~_~
 ___ , 
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The pitch computer contains common circuits for autopilot and flight director operation 
up to a separation point at which the command signal is applied to the PCU for autopilot 
operation and to the AD! for flight director operation. Pitch interlocks are solid-state 
digital circuits provided for all operating modes. 
Roll Channel - Description and Operation 
The roll AlP and F ID automatically controls the airplane in the roll axis during AlP opera-
tion. During F ID operation, the Roll Computer provides a display CMD to aid the pilot in 
manually controlling the airplane in the roll axis. 
The roll channel receives input data from the following sources: 
True airspeed from the central air data computer 
Altitude data and logic from the low range radio altimeter 
Deviation signals from the VOR/ILS receiver 
Roll attitude gyro signals from the inertial navigation system 
Roll rate from the roll rate gyro (in Roll Computer) 
Manual roll commands from the flight controller turn knob 
Track and drift data from the inertial navigation system 
Magnetic heading from the magnetic heading reference system 
Course and heading select synchro inputs from the mode select panel 
The Roll Computer supplies a command to the central control actuator (CCA) package. 
As the CCA positions the aileron and spoiler control surfaces in response to the composite 
command signal, the AlP and aileron L VDT positions are electrically compared by the 
Roll Computer (during dual channel LAND mode) and any differences between their posi-
tions greater than a predetermined tolerance is fed back through the Roll Computer to 
equalize both L VDT outputs. The AlP L VDT output is also fed back to null out the CMD 
signal. The F ID commands are displayed on the AD!. Flight mode annunciator lights and 
warning lights display the roll channel status. 
The operating modes for both the AlP and F ID as controlled by the Roll Computer are the 
following: INS, heading hold with turn centrol (MAN) and heading select (CMD), VORl 
LOC,ILS, and LAND. Additional modes for FiD commands are go-around and back-beam 
control. 
The Roll Computer contains computing and logic circuitry that translates information 
received from the airplane sensors into commands that control the autopilot (AlP) aileron 
hydraulic package and the flight director (F/D) attitude director indicator (ADI). The Roll 
Computer contains common circuits for AlP and F ID computations up to a separation point 
at which the command (CMD) signal is applied to a F/D CMD !iection and an AlP CMD 
section for further processing. 
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The signal computation portion of the Roll Computer is of analog design and functions to 
compute a CMD signal from three basic airplane derivatives, displacement, rate, and accelera-
tion. The command signal relies on the use of high-gain operation amplifier. summing 
amplifiers, and integrators. The various input sensing signals are amplified. summed. and 
integrated to provide the composite command signal to the A/P and F /D sections. 
Monitor and Logic Unit 
The monitor and logic lInit controls operation of the warning lights and autopilot engages 
switches. As a result, it is involved in both engage requirements and in the disengageiwarning 
circuits. 
The unit contains logic circuits for single and dual-channel status monitoring and provide', 
signals to actuate the autopilot warning lights and wailer (Aural Warning Device). 
Autopilot Accessory Boxes 
Two autopilot accessory boxes provide the necessary switching and signal conditioning 
required for autopilot operation. Accessory box no. 1 provides the following functions: 
Yaw damper-autopilot gain change interlock 
Compass coupler synchro excitation switching 
Standby power interlock-autopilot disconnect 
Dhnming control and dhnming override of flight mode annunciator lights 
Resistive loads for pitch and roll attitude gyro, elevator L VDT no. 1 and go-around 
switches 
Back beam-AD! localizer needle bias interlock 
Accessory box no. 2 provides the following functioJTSt 
Dhnming control for autopilot and auto throttle disengage warning lights 
Disengage and flasher controifor auto throttle warning lights 
Instrument transfer interlock return A/P switch to MAN 
Nav test inhibit when A/P radio mode selected 
Low ran!',- radio althneter (LRRA) test inhibit when glide slope captured 
Flare al111 and flare initiate control for auto throttle system 
Glide slope and localizer arn1 control for central instrument warning system (CiWS) 
computer 
CIWS inhibit by LRRA 50-foot trip 
VOR/LOC antenna transfer after localizer capture 
Resistive loads for nav receiver accelerometers, roll and pitch attitude gyros and, 
elevator L VDT no. 2. 
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3.2 AUTOMATIC STABILIZER TRIM SYSTEM 
The automatic stabilizer trim system positions the horizontal stabilizer to relieve elevator 
loads. The system is a dual channel (A and B) computer system providing stabilizer trim 
whenever the autopilot is engaged. 
One automatic stabilizer trim unit (ASTU) and one stab trim interface unit contain circuits 
to both trim channels A and B. 
The automatic stabilizer trim system receives input data from feel pressure transducers 
(LVDT's Feel Computer) and elevator position LVDT's. The ASTU provides a discrete 
command signal to actuate the horizontal stabilizer. Stabilizer limit switches and elevator-
operated switches prevent the stabiFzer from trimming if the stabilizer trim-up or trim-down 
limit is reached Or if the control column (elevater) is moved in opposition to stabilizer 
trimming action. 
Each channel of the ASTU provides trim arm and trim control functions in addition to 
fault detection and warning control. During si' gle channel autopilot operation, the trim 
channel associa ted with the engaged AP /FD cl',annel provides stabilizer trimming. During 
dual-channel autopilot operation (LAND mode), the channel engaged first provides stabilizer 
trimming and the remaining channel is placed in standby; if the active trim channel detects 
a failure the standby channel is automatically transferred into the system. 
The stabilizer trim interface unit contains interlock relays for controlling manual trim 
automatic trim channel transfer and interlocking functions. 
3.3 YAW DAMPER SYSTEM 
Two identical yaw damper systems control the upper and lower rudders. Each system 
monitors airplane yaw rate and positions the rudder to compensate for periodic yaw oscil-
lations (dutch roll). Correction signals are applied to the rudder packages during manual 
and autopilot controlled flight to displace the upper and lower rudders sufficiently to damp 
out any yaw oscillations of the airplane. Rudder displacement is limited to 3.6 degrees. 
The yaw damper system also pfCivides a turn coordination feature which improves alrplane 
response during turn maneuvers when the flaps are down at least 10. System gains are also 
changed as a function of flap position. When the flaps are down, the roll attitude signal 
from the INS is introduced to provide rudder displacement proportional to roll rate. The 
roll attitude signal is not used when the flaps are up. The yaw damper system is normally 
engaged for all flight modes and operates full time. 
Each system includes one engage switch and a test switch (on yaw damper control panel), a 
yaw damper computer, and a rudder power control unit. 
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Control and test of each yaw damper system is accomplished from the flight compartment 
by means of two engage and two confidence lest switches (one for each channel) located on 
the yaw damper control panel as illustrated in figure 3-7. The captain's and first officer's 
rate-of-turn indicators use signals provided by a rate gyro in the yaw damper computer. 
3,4 AUTO THROTTLE SYSTEM 
The auto throttle system automatically moves all four thmst levers, in response to preselected 
airspeed commands, thereby causing the airplane to acquire and maintain the selected 
airspeed. The system is normally used during approach maneuvering and the landing phases 
of flight. If two autopilot channels are engaged, the auto throttle automatically retards the 
thrust levers as the airplane descends through the final 30 feet of the flare maneuver. The 
pilot can manually override auto throttle thrust lever positioning. Clutches between the 
thrust levers and auto throttle drive mechanism . drive the thrust levers when pressure is 
applied from the drive mechanism. The clutches slip when a small amount of pressure is 
applied directly to the thrust lever handles. 
The auto throttle system is engaged with a switch on the autopilot/flight director (AP/FD) 
mode select panel. (See figure 3-8, s!,eets I and 2.) Reference airspeeds are selected with a 
rotary control on the AP/FD mode select panel. A digital readout ranging from 101 to 259 
knots is presented in a window above the control and by a servo-driven bug (pointer) in 
the airspeed indicators (AS!). Stops on the control are at 101 knots and at approximately 
395 knots as indicated by the servo-driven bug on the' ASI's. Small overspeed and under-
speed indications are prOVided by a fast-slow pointer on the captain's and first officer's 
attitude director indicators (ADKI's). Pitch attitude signals used by the auto throttle 
computer are obtained from inertial navigation system no. 2. Flare logic is obtained from 
the AP/FD systems. Altitude data is obtained from low range radio altimeter no. 2. Limit 
switches installed on a microswitch assembly on the forward end of the control stand 
monitor thrust lever position and automatically stop auto throttle operation. The primary 
elements of the auto throttle system are one auto throttle computer and an auto throttle 
servo. The computer contains nine , .. odules: a calibrator module, computation module, 
command module, self-test module, sW.itching module, servo module, auxiliary module, 
power supply and accelerometer module. Solid-state analog computational and logic 
circuits are used throughout for signal process;ng. 
The auto throttle system comp0:ients are: one auto throttle computer in the main elec-
tronic equipment rack El, an auto throttle, on-off switch, airspeed select control' tl digital 
indicator on the AP-FD mode select panel on theP 10 panel; an auto throttle warning light 
on the captain's and first officer's flight mode annunciators, eight limit switches in the 
microswitch assembly on the forward end of the control stand, four disconnect switches 
(one on each thrust lever), one servomotor-generator, thrust lever drive mechanism and 
clutch pack assembly in the control stand, circuits in AFC accessory box-2 and. one relay in 
instrnment switching accessory box P73 in the main electronic equipment center, an air-
speed bug and servo-driven synchrotel in the captain's airspeed indicator, an airspeed bug on 
the first officer's airspeed indicator, and fast-slow indicators in the captain's and first 
officer's ADI's. 
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3.5 CATEGORY II SYSTEM n;:aCRIPTION 
Authority for full Category II operations down to 1200-ft rnnway visual range (RVR) and 
a decision height (DR) of 100 ft for the 747 airplane is contingent upon the dual cllannel 
automatic land mode being fully operative. Failure of any element, real or nuisance 
(transient). which results in a loss of full dual channel operational capability necessarily 
results in the affected aircraft being restricted from operating into such low visibility weather 
condition. For ,he sake of completeness, it should be noted here that there is a restricted 
Category II operational classification which permits operations down to 1600 ft RVR and 
DR of 150 ft with one autopilot channel inoperative provided the "C" channel flight 
director is operative in the ILS mode. 
To sa~' .fy the full Category II criteria defined above requires that the following avionic 
equipment be installed and operational: 
Pitch Computer (A&B channel) 
Roll Computer (A&B channel) 
Monitor and Logic Unit 
Mode Select Panel 
Autopilot Accessory Boxes # I and #2 
Automatic Stabilizer Trim Unit 
Stabilizer Trhn Interface Unit 
Normal Accelerometers #1 and #2 
VOR/ILS Receivers # I and #2 (Localizer and Glideslope beam error) 
Radio Althneter # I and #2 
Central Air Data Computers # 1 and #2 (Altitude rate) 
INS's # I and #2 (roll and pitch attitude) 
This configuration is illustrated by the Category II system interface block diagram on 
figure 3-9. For the sake of clarity, the interface between the AFCS accessory boxes and 
the various sensor and computer elements has been deleted from this figure. Yaw damper 
and auto throttle systems are not required for Category II operations. 
Other avionic equipment required for Category II operations though not associated with 
the flight control system include: Marker Beacon Receiver, Instrument Comparator and 
Warning System, ADI (radio altitude display, and windshield wipers and rain repellent). 
Even in the dual LAND mode of operation the AFCS is a "brickwall" system employing a 
single mechanical voter at the servo actuator. Because of the "brickwall" nature failure of 
any single element causes the system to fail passively in a safe manner. Such failure condi-
tions are detected either by in-line monitoring within the individual channels or by "cam-
out" of the dual actuator mechanism. 
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4.0 OPERATING ENVIRONMENT 
4.1 UNITED OPERATING ENVIRONMENT 
The UA Maintenance program as it relates to the components in this study is baaically one 
of condition monitoring rather than time replacement. UA has developed the LIBRA 
(Logical Information Based on Reliability Analysis) system for monitoring which depends 
on a first stage of performance measure through unscheduled removal rutes and effect on 
flight by schedule interruptions. If a trend of that data indicates a need for further amplifi-
cation of data it is possible to add confirmed failures, failure modes, line reported deficien-
cies and their corrcctions and pilot reports either'by fleet, by airplane tail number or COm-
ponent serial number. UA does not preestablish alert levels in their data s}stems but base 
their action On logic using as much data as is feasible to determine the cause when a trend 
indicaees such a study is desirable. 
The MEL (Minimum Equipment List for Flight Release) is a Est approved by the FAA 
which permits revenue t1ight w,.,· , items inoperative when remaining operative equip-
ment provides for continued sa, ~, In some instan'ces the flight may be restricted 
as a result of such inoperative item" 
FAA Regulatory implementation as related to these components is established by the FAA's 
acceptance of the UA monitoring system and they are only involved when UA proposes a 
change to the system at which time UA uses whatever data is required to establish that 
change. Such a change could involve parts modifications or revisions to maintenance 
procedures. 
The FAA also ma!ces periodic audit of all airlines maintenance programs by means of a 
team of FAA specialists who study the airlines data and facilities to check the validity and 
effectiveness of the airline's procedures :ind compliance with the approved maintenance 
program. The UA 747 schedUle operation and related maintenance facilities involve twelve 
stations, all located in cities within the United States. Four stations with 67% of the reve-
nue flights are related as "prime" where manpower and facilities permit all discrepancies 
to be fixed, four stations with 6% of flights are rated as "support" where items required 
for dispatch are fixed but which are equipped to do a bare minimum of work, two stations 
with 25% of flights are rated as "service" where items required for dispatch are fixed but 
are equipped to do other specialized work as instructed by the operatiolls center, two 
stations have no maintenance capability and are serviced as required ry nearby stations 
with adequate facilities. 
San Francisco is the main base for UA 747.'s and all overhaul work is accomplished there. 
San Francisco as an operating station is handled as a separate organizational entity and is 
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4.2 PAN AMERICAN OPERATING ENVIRONMENT 
The PA maintenance program as it relates to the components in th;~ ,tudy, is also one of 
condition monitoring rather than time replacement. PA monitors their fleet on a monthly 
and year-to-date review of schedule interruptions by system, with prescribed tolerance 
levels to provide an alert warning. An alert obligates PA to make a further study of removal 
rates, shop findings or line discrepancies either by total fleet. individual airplane or indi-
vidual serial num ber component to establish the need and nature of corrective action to 
be initiated. 
The FAA regulatory implementation is by means of the maintenance program. They 
receive the monthly reports with the alerts flagged and any further stUdies Or corrective 
actions are included to show resolution of those and earlier alerts. 
The FAA audit team visits PA the same as UA. 
The PA 747 schedule operation and related maintenance facilities involved with this study 
include some 42 stations. 50% of all flights are out of U.S. stations, 29% out of European 
st:ltions, 14% out of stations in the Orient, 4% out of Pacific stations and 3% out of Central 
and South American stations. (Fig. 4-1) 
Two base stations with facilities to correct all discrepancies have about 21% of all t1ights. 
Six additional stations with avionics specialists and spares have 43% of flights. Five addi-
tional stations have limited spares capabilities in these components and have 11% of the 
t1ights. In summary thirteen stations with 75% of the scheduled t1ights have some level of 
capability to correct problvns in this system. Other stations may be required to make 
corrections as directed by PA 'J Technical Center by swapping parts from one plane to 
another depending on schedule overlap times or on the difference in the needs of flights to 
different destinations per the MEL. JFK (New York) is the Main Base for PA 747's and 
all overhaul work is accomplished there. As an operating station it is classed with SFO 
(San Francisco) as a Base station. 
4.3 DIFFERENCES IN OPERATING ENVIRONMENT 
Differences in maintenance practices between UA an': \' p ,re as follows: Both airlines 
maintain a clos~ surveillance of each airplane on a ;>-~-hc'\. Lasis through a central technical 
control and by the use of technical specialists who n.onitu' Jll problems that are en-
countered. The significant difference seems to be tha· P f\ due to their route network 
(figure 4-2) have developed a system of auditing the pI" hIe resolu tions and issuing direct 
requests Or orders to the stations as to progressive trouble snooting and corrective actions 
where as UA maintains more of the authority at each I~ation, but provides their stations 
with a computer terminal through which they can review all related problems on any air-
plane for several earlier flights. 
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Figure 4· 1. -Pan American Line Stations 
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Although PA uses an alert system to originate studies it is much more likely for the problem/ 
component in this study to become apparent to the Technical Control Center when a 
problem is developing and they in turn will refer the problem to the engineer and/or quality 
controller involved for a coordinated study and resolution. For longer range review a 
computerized system of capturing log page information is used (figure 4-3). In addition 
PA uses a documented Malfunction Reporting System in their flight operations which pro-
vides a well defined statement of the problem for the mechanic after the flight crew has 
exhausted all possible in flight tests. 
Because of the distance between PA maintenance b'lse and its stations they have developed 
a probability analysis approach to station spares replenishment. The analysis is further 
refined by an engineering judgment overview that may alter the amount for some spares 
and/or at some stations. Only 68% of PA's 'lights are into stations with facilities for auto-
matic landing which reduces their exposure to problems. There appears to be no major 
difference in the two airlines' maintenance philosophy and regulatory constraints as applied 
to the Automatic Flight Control system. 
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5.0 RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT 
5.1 RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT - UNITED 
The reliability of the 747 flight control system electronics can be evaluated from several 
viewpoints, e.g., failure rates of individual elements, system functional reliability, avail-
ability, etc. For the purposes of this study we have attempted to evaluate the system reli-
ability from all aspects for which sufficient data was available from United Airlines operating
 
and maintenance records. This includes an assessment of the individual failure rates of each o
f 
the elements associated with the electrical flight control system, an assessment of the failure 
characteristics of each element, an evaluation of the full category II system functionill 
reliability as projected from the failure rates of the individual components, and an evaluation 
of the achieved availability of the full cateogry II configuration flight control system. 
In the COUrse of this study two parameters which are fundamental to the study of reliability 
were found to have different definitions depending on who is doing the evaluation. These 
two ambiguous areas are the definition of failure and the definition of time. To some investi-
gators, an element is only considered to have failed for reliability purposes when that failure 
can be directly related to the flight log entry from which it was removed. If this relationship
 
cannot be directly identified, i.e., the failure was found incidentally to the reaS011 for 
removal, the failure is not counted for purposes of reliability determination. FUrthermore, 
the parameter of time can be defmed in two ways: equipment operating time and airplane 
flight time. These two time measurements are not the same, though they are proportio11al. 
Studies at United Airlines have shown that the ratio of operating to flight time is approxi-
mately 1.3 to 1. 
In general for this study, any failure found by the maintenance shop was considered in 
deriving unit failure rates and failure rate characteristics. Where a distinction has been made 
between the two classifications of failures for purposes of clarification, the two are clearly 
designated as ''verified'' failures and "incidental" failures. Time values used in this study are 
all based on airplane flight time. Conversion to operating times can be made simply by 
applying the 1.3 to I time factor. 
The discussion which follows is subdivided into four major sections dealing with component 
failure characteristics (section 5.1.1), system functional reliability (sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3), 
and system availability (section 5.104). 
5.1.1 COMPONENT RELIABILITY EVALUATION 
In the tables and discussiQ:1 which follows, the failure characteristics for each of the line 
replaceable units (LRU's) associated with the 747 flight control system electronics are 
described. These discussions have been subdivided into separate sections dealing with major 
computers dedicated sensors, servo and control and display elements and shared sensor. 
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Failure infonnation on each of the LRU's was initially obtained by reviewing component 
inspection and removal (I&R) tag histories for all removals during the period from July 1975 
through June 1976. A summary of the information obtained from these reviews is contained 
in appendix A, From the I&R tag histories the following infonnation was obtained: 
.. Number of removals 
.. Number of failures 
.. Number of verified failures 
.. Failure manifestation (verified failures only) 
.. Causes for unverified/unjustified equipment removals 
Where required, or at least desired, this information was supplemented by a review of the 
shop maintenance records dating back, in many cases, to 1970 and 1971. 
Where a I year failure history was used as the sole source of failure rate infonnation. the 
failure rate with appropriate confidences levels were computed based on the total operating 
time during the sample period and the total number of failures observed. This calculation 
begins with the assumption that for electronic equipment failures are generally Poisson 
distributed. For large values of IT, where: 
A = mean failure rate 
T = observation time. 
The Poisson distribution tends to a nonnal distribution. Since: 
mean = A' T 
varia~ce = a2 = ~ , T 
The number of failures F inside an interval will. if they are many. tend to a nonnal 
distribution. 
The confidence interval is found from tables over the nonnal distribution. As an example: 
90% confidence 
F-(A'T) 
> -1.2816 ~ 
;;:::-::- 1.2816 




























;;=.--:: 0.2533 vA ' T = + 
2 
This approximation gets better for large values of}; • T. By inserting into the above equa-
tions the observation time period and the number of failures incurred, it is then a simple 
calculation to find j\. This approach has been followed in all of the following component 
reliability computations. 
Major Computers 
Being the core or foundation of the flight control system forthe 747 airplane, a major 
effort was expended analyzing the major computer elements. Those LRU's considered to 




Monitor and Logic Unit (MLU) 
Auto Stab Trim Unit 
Auto Throttle Computer 
In order to assess in greater detail the failure characteristics of the above listed equipment, 
we attempted to compute the actual number of hours from one failure to the next. A 
one year historical record proved to be too short a period of time in which to do this 
since most items under study had no more than one failure during that time. Therefore 
the study scope was expanded to include the installation and removal records for each 
unit dating back to the beginning of shop maintenance records (1970-71). An example 
of one of these shop records is shown in figure 5- I. These shop records were translated into 
a chronological history of each unit, by serial number, by tracing individual unit serial 
numbers installation and removal histories. This complete translation for each of the major 
computer units is given in the tables of appendix B. 
As can be seen in appendix B a great deal of information was found to be either missing or 
conflicting making it diffic:1lt at best to accurately track unit "times-to-failure." 
Because of that we were forced to do some estimating and extrapolating to fill in operating 
times where the records were incomplete. Using tins approach then provided us with 
enough data points on WInch to base some meaningful failure rate calculations . 
The summarized failure times for the computer units is given in the table in each section. 
In these tables the LINE column refers to the line of the complete table (appendix B) from 
which the failure time has been derived. The DATA SOURCE column identifies where the 
data was obtained empirically based on actual (A) records or estimated (El because of 
missing infolmation. 
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Plane Oate TSO Unit on Reason for Removal V
es No File No. Date 
8003 10·7·70 678 1 AlP flare made will nol arm. Failed #3 lest 
X VOROH 17612 10·21 ·70 
Repairs made: Unit passed all tests . 
Removed from stock tor checking on AI E. 17612 11·25·72 
Repairs made: Checked O'K on ATE . 






Repairs made : A5A8 replaced alc failed #193 ATE . 
A4A8 replaced alc failed 71-66 on card and 133.1 and 135.1 ATE . 
8010 G No AlP flare capture . 
16008 6·8·72 
Repairs made: Normal overhau l comp mod 8 COA S·0587. 
8026 6·7·73 6822 20 I Time ----- r~-l I O~G24 __ ~ 6·7·73 
Repairs made : Repl A·7 card (SH0050276) a/claiis 244 , ·245, ·245.1, ·246, ·247, ·248, ·249, ·249.1 , ·251, ·250.1 (
found A 7 ,'· 1 bad) POH 
8004 I 8·29·74 13714 14 I Time I .><._1 88349 ---'-8-.3-0.-7-4--
Repairs made : Normal overhaul 
8019 18 "A" AlP wi ll nOI eng and fai ls self lest 3, 6
 & 7 E2834 4·19·75 
Repai rs made: With this unit installed. No mal found. C/H 







•.. - - \1' 
Failure rate characteristics are illustrated by plotting the number of failure occurrences 
which Were observed within a certain time-to-failure window. In other words the number of 
'failures from the table which occurred within a time window of 200 to 400 hours has been 
plotted as a magnitude at 400 hrs. etc. 
This method of computing mean failure rates has been defined as method J. Method II is 
an ~stimate based on a one year sample period from 7/1/75 through 6/30/76. These failure 
rate, are therefore given with appropriate confidence levels where the confidence applies 
to the probability that the computed failure rate is less than or equal to the calculated value. 
Pitch Computer 
a) Failure Rate (refer to table 5-1 and appendix A) 
Method I (complete history) 
425 fallures/106 hrs MTBF = 2354 hrs 
Method II (,75/,76 data) 
(3 units/airplane) (53808 airplane fit hrs) = 161424 unit hrs 
(58 verified failures + 26 incidental failures) '" 84 total failures 
90% confidence - A';; 598 failures/106
 hrs 
MTBF ;;;, IG71 hrs 
60% confidence- A .;; 535 failures/106 1us 
MTBF ;;;, 18.69 Ius 
Method III 
84 total failures x 106 hrs 520 failures 
= 
161424 unit hrs 106 hrs 
b) Failure Rate Characteristics - figure 5-2. 
c) Failure Manifestations 
Performance Anomally 42% 
Fallure/Wa.tning Indication 26% 
Falls BITE Test 16% 
Inoperative 10% 


















• i 1 , 
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~,,",occ·~. ~~-~---,----,---.---,,~~~ __ C-CU~-d-J~j 
.... _...... _
_ .,;.s .. · .. 
Table 5-1_ - Pitch Computer Failure Times 
90 Entries 
, Sperry Part No. - 2590622-908 A = 2354 
I United MR No. - 22093 8 = 2289 
• UNIT DATA UNIT DATA 
LINE S/N SOURCE ~ LINE Si N SOURCE TIME 
• 
4-7 2 E 4200 196 28 E 272 
8 E 599 197 A 1561 
11-13 3 E 2869 198-199 E 1710 
14-17 E 1165 200 E 36 
18-19 E 844 211 30 A 343 
20 A 231 216 31 E 2830 
26 4 E 3719 217 E 4307 
32 5 E 308 218 A 630 
33-3 5 E 7765 219 E 5410 
40 6 E 1747 220 A 1010 
41-43 E 2909+ 223 32 E 2964 
52-53 8 E 2442 224 E 1886 
54 E 10516 
55 E 1345 239 35 E 2855 
56 E 1064 244-247 3~ E 1067+ 
57 A 430 249-252 37 E 6432 
58-66 9 E 9870+ 254 A 3857 
I 68 10 E 616 260 38 E 532 69 A 138~ 261 Invalid - Same Problem 
! 70 A 1357 264-265 39 E 4400 
I 76-79 11 E 3516 269-272 40 E 4738 
I 80 E 2128 275-276 41 E 2956 
81 A 1111 277 A !] ~ \ 
85-87 12 E 1664 278 A 224 
89-90 Invalid - Same Problem 279-280 A 1464 
95-96 13 A 3210 284 42 E 5368 
108-109 15 E 1512 298-300 44 E 3241 
113-114 E 1860+ 303-304 45 E 4756 
117-120 17 A 6547 305 A 51 
130-131 19 E 9779 309-310 46 A 282 
132 A 1762 317 47 E 2592 
1~7-138 20 E 684 319-320 E 3105 
139-140 A 2672 324 48 E 912 
142-150 Invalid - Same Problem 328 49 A 2751 
153-154 22 A 230 329 E 68 
158-165 Invalid - Same Problem 
167-168 24 E 2189 342 51 E 1782 
173-175 25 E 667 343 E 3702 
176-178 Invalid - Same Problem 344 A 272 
185 26 A 75 346-348 52 E 491 0 
• 
Sperry Part No, 
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SOURCE ~ LINE 
A 2089 353 
E 1196 358 













X' = 2354 
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a) Failure Rate (refer to table 5-2 and appendix A) 
b) 
c) 
11ethod I (complete history) 
383 failures/I 06 hrs MTBF = 2613 Ius 
Method II (,75/,76 data) 
(3 units/airplane) (538il8 fIt Ius) = 161424 unit hrs 
(58 verified failures + 13 incidental failures) = 71 failures 
90% confidence - A';; 512 failures/l06 lus 
MTBF ;;. 1953 hrs 
60% confidence - A .;; 453 failures/106 Ius 
MTBF ;;. 2206 hIS 
Method III 
71 total failures x 106 hrs 440 failures 
-'-'--=--:-"--'-'---'-'- = ---
161424 unit hrs 106 hrs 
Failure Rate Characteristics - figure 5-3, 
Failure Manifestations 
Perfonnance Anomally 25% 
FailurefWaming·Indication 9% 
Fails BITE Test 38% 
Inoperative 6% 
Engage/Disengage Problem 17% 
Other 5% 
,,' 
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l~ II Table 5-2.-Rol/ Computer Failure Times kl 121 Entries II Sperry Part No. - 2590623-907 X = 2613 United Airline~ No, - 220 2 s = 2455 II UNIT DATA UNIT DATA 
i I ~ SiN SOURCE TIME ~ SiN SOURCE TIME 
1 ~ 2 1 E 2220 
'I 3 E 1915 151-152 18 E 616 , , 4 A 2416 153-156 E 2214 1 Ii 
II 
5-7 E 6898 157 E 2176 
11 2 E 1800 159 A 3117 ~ 12 E 3388 166 20 E 1782 .. 13 A 5480 167 E 1914 
!1 
16-20 Invalid - Same Prbblem 170 E 9140 
"1 23 4 A 897 171 A 504 
" 24 E 946 173 21 E 1782 
25-26 E 13500 174 E 2871 l ~ 
32-33 6 E 1185 175 E 1276 d 34 E 1276 176-177 E 3690 !I 35-36 E 7120 178 E 4942 
37 A 1670 185 23 A 143 [ I 39 lnvalid - Same Problem 186 E 1626 
40 7 E 271 187 A 1417 
f ; 41 E 3100 188-188 E 4930 42 A 2559 190 A 1126 r -
60-62 10 E 699 193 24 A 1665 I , , 
-63 A 1914 194-196 E 5756 ! I 64-65 E 2052 197 A 1673 i i .:;' 66 A 49 201 25 A 164 . "
70 lnvalid - Related Problem 202 E 930 
1 
71 11 E 1595 203-205 E 3640 
72 A 531 206 E 3000 
73 lnvalid - Same Problem 210 26 A 6921 
74 E 2214 211 A 1437 
79-84 12 E 3450+ 214-216 27 E 550 1 
85-89 E 610 217-219 E 570 ! 
90 Invalid,,. Same Problem 220-221 E 4892 j 1"01-102 14 E 286a 222 A 91 103 A 102 225-230 28 E 5996 • 
108 15 E 414,7 238-239 29 E 3137 ~ 
109-112 E 48'12 240-24l1 A 4209 , • 
113-114 E 912 244 30 A 465'1: j , 
it 135-137 16 E 7020 245 E 123 ! 139 A 600 246 A 5624 II 142-143 A 3.524 247 A 47 i ,Ii 144-145 E 5166 248-249 E 718 111 146 E 532 250 A 1275 ~I ! 
'I ~ If " , 1 ~ 1 I, 
j 
j 




_I ~j 1 
__ . L._.o __ 4 
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Sperry Part No. . 2590623-907 
United Airlines No. - 22092 
UNIT DATA 
1ill§ SiN SOURCE ~ 
253 31 E 297 
254 E 6452 
255 E 3208 
.256 E 3234 
257 A 2374 
261-264 . 32 E 3594 
265 A 1403 
270-272 33 E 13500 
279-280 35 B 503 
281 E 912 
282 A 570 
283-284 E 1744 
287 36 E 1276 
291-292 E 3331 
293 A 294 
294 A 639 
298 38 A 1767 
299 A 224 
300-301 E 171 
302 E 228 
303 A 892 
313-317 Invalid - Same Problem 
318 40 E 1140 
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. i: = 2613 I I , 
B - 2455 I 
UNIT DATA 
~ SiN SOURCE TIME 
373-376 . 49 E 8640 
383 52 A 1250 1 
384-385 Invalid - Same Problem 
3S0-391 53 E 5980 
393-394 53 E 798 
1 396-401 54 E 3809~ 402-405 Invalid - Same Problem 
407-411 55 E 7130 l 
413-414 56 A 694 
4i3-420 57 A 4696 
424-425 58 A 1052 
426 A 171 
427-·428 E 1368 
441-442 Invalid - Same Problem 
I I I • I 
,I I ;-, 
l 
I 
I I \ 
I 
, I I 
I 
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a) Failure Rate (refer to table 5-3 and appendix A) 
Method I (complete history) 
232 failures/J06 hrs 
Method II (,75/,76 data) 
MTBF = 4305 Ius 
(2 units/airplane) (53808 airplane hrs) = J07616 unit hrs 
(16 verified failures + 4 incidental failures) = 20 failures 
90% confidence -7; ..;; 247 failures/106 Ius 
MTBF ;;;. 4044 hrs 
60% confidence - ~..;; 197 failures/I 06 hrs 
MTBF ;;;. 5085 hrs 
Method III 
20 total failures x J06 hrs 186 failures 
= 
107616 unit hrs J06 hrs 
b) Failure Rate Characteristics - figure 5-4. 
c) Failure Manifestations 
Performance Anomally(1) 
Failure/Warning Indication 




(1) Intermittent turns ("kick) either left or right 















Bendix Part No_ 



























































































Table 5-3_ - Yaw Computer Failure Times 
£ Ilt::-tea 
- 1964212-2 ~ = 4305 
- 22138 8 = 4125 
UNIT DATA 
TIME UNE Si N SOURCE TIME 
• 
7717 132 16 A 2539 
7623+ 135-139 17 E 7930 
16241 141 18 E 2675 
10462 149 19 E 1914 
3144 150-152 A 9136 
324 157-1 59 21 E 1330 
224 160 E 2788 
46 161 21 E 9515+ 
11499 163-164 22 A 6347 
510 170-172 23 A 4479 
2473 175-176 24 A 352 
3219 177-178 E 13197+ 
919 180-181 25 A 9307 
6052 184 A 329 
317 5 187 26 A 183 
3003 190 26 E 13171+ 
8708 192 27 A 1479 
1156 193-194 E 1270 , 
8035+ 195-196 E 2848 
380 197-200 28 E 14827 
8307 207 31 A 118 
2875 209 A 71 
105 210-212 31 E 6158 
426 219-221 33 A 3895 
621 222 A 4020 
1848 '224 27 A 1413 
14 227 34 A 157 
8702 228-233 E 4795 
1845 235-236 35 A 2418 
14888 237 35 E 6074+ 
2063 239-240 36 E 5259 
1326 242 37 A 2781 
6826 243 35 A 727 
543 244 37 A 825 
924 245 E 4711+ 
12176 246 38 A 3225 • 
1535 247 38 A 588 
4517 l 49-250 E 3922 
11538+ 254-255 40 E 6210+ 
3175+ 259 42 E 445€+ 
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Although the pitch, roll, and yaw computer all include a rate gyro as an integral part of the 
LRU, in the case of the pitch and roll computers it is not a significant contributor to the 
unit failure rate. However, in the case of the Yaw Computer its rate gyro contributed to 
between 65 and 90% of all unit failures. 
Monitor and Logic Unit 
a) Failure Rate (refer to table 5-4 and appendix A) 
Method I (complete history) 
407 failures/l 06 hrs 
Method II (,75/,76 data) 
MTBF = 2455 hrs 
1 unit/airplane 53808 unit hrs. 
(15 verified failures + 1 incidental failure) = 16 failures 
90% confidence - ~ .,;;; 409/106 hrs 
MTBF ;;,. 2445 hrs 
60% confidence -7: .,;;; 317/106 hrs 
MTBF ;;,. 3157 hrs 
Method III 
16 total failures x 106 hrs 297 failures 
= 
53808 unit hrs 106 hrs 
b) Failure Rate Characteristics - figure 5-5. 
c) Failure ManifestDtions 
Engage/Disengage 33% 
Warning Function 33% 
Mode Ught Function 13% 
Fail BITE 13% 













Table 54.-Monitor and Logic UnIt Failure Time Summary 
Sperry Part No. 2591027-902 ); - 2455 ' Hr. I 
United AirUnes No. 2Z0::;~ 
UNIT .DATA UNIT 'DATA 
.!4m! .§Lli.. .~OURC E ~ LINE ~ SOURCE ~ 
3-4 1 A 1741 ' 125 10 A 2273 II 5 1 A i512 126-127 10 E 1963 
6 1 A 766 128-131 10 E 2122 I 8-11 1 E 4379 132 10 A 1204 
15-16 2 A 5727+ 133-134 10 E 3076 
19 2 A 1133 138-140 11 E 2i~:1; 
20-21 2 E 227 141 11 A 1613' 
II 22 2 .\ 1996 142 11 E 1944 I, 23-26 2 E 3171+ 143-146 11 E 2567 
27-29 3 A, 2734 147-148 Invalid - Same Problem 
30-31 3 E 1812 
/1 32-34 3 E 5134+ 153 12 A 284 35-38 4 E 2190+ 154-159 12 E 5433 
39 Invalid - Same Problem 160-161 12 A 682 
40-47 4 E 6946+ 165-167 13 E 2743 
49 5 E 1823 
50-51 5 E 151 169-171 13 A 1002 
52 5 E 2918 172-176 14 E 7714+ 
53-54 5 E 1260 178-181 14 E 1510 
55-57 5 E 2114 182-184 14 E 1057 
61-64 6 E 204 165-187 14 E 9000+ 
65-67 6 E 3613 191-195 15 E 3926 
68 Invalid - Same Problem 196-201 15 E 4077+ 
69-70 6 E 332 203 ' 16 A 3395+ 
204 16 E 182 
73-74 Invalid - Same Problem 205 " 206 InvaUd - Same Problem 
75-77 6 E 1510 
78 Invalid - Sam'. Problem 207-210 16 A 797 
80-85 7 E 2114+ 211-217 16 E 6167+ 
86 7 E 668 219-221 17 E 2430+ 
87 7 A 2982 222 17 A 416 
88 ,7 A 965 223 17 A 1864 
89-93 7 A 1675 224-227 17 E 4530+ 
94 7 A 571 230 InvaUd - Same Problem 
99 8 ' A 1599 231 18 A 362 
100-103 8 E 7576+ 232-234 InvnUd - Same Problem 
105-106 9 A 985 235-236 .18 A 30'\4+ 
107-114 9 E 4983 239-246 19 E 5440+ 
115 9 E 1337 248-256 20 E 6040+ 
116-118 9 E 453 258-267 21 E 4228 
i 119- 121 9 A 110G 268 InvaUd - Same Problem j 269 21 A 92 ~ , 122 ? A 211 273 22 E 302 277-281 23 E 3473+ 
f 285-287 24 E 2699+ 292 2~ A 564 
, 
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Automatic Stabilizer Trim Computer ," 
a) Failure Rate (refer to table 5-5 and appendix A) 
b) 
c) 
Method I (complete history) 
404 failures/I 06 Ius 
Method II ('75/'76 data) 
MTBF = 2476 hrs 
I unit/airplane 53808 unit hrs 
(22 verified failures + 3 incidental failures) = 25 failures 
90% confidence - ~ .;; 600 failures/I 06 hrs 
MTBF ;;" 1667 hrs 
60% confidence - J:: .;; 489 failures/106 hrs 
MTBF ;;" 2046 hrs 
Method III 
25 total failures x 106 hrs 
53808 unit hrs 
465 failures 
= \06 hrs 
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Table 5-5,-Auto Stab Trim Unit Failure Time Summary 
69 Entries 
Sperry Part No. 2591415-902 :i = 2476 
United Airlines No. 22123 s = 1991 
UNlT DATA UNIT DATA 
liNE SiN SOURCE ~ ~ SiN SOURC E TIME 
4-6 1 E 846 122-127 11 E 2786 
7-10 E 7662 128-133 E 24B8 
11 A 362 134-138 E 636B
 
f 
12-13 A 92 139-140 12 A 2517 
15-18 2 E 410 141 F- 8
96 
19 A 535 142- 149 E 555B 
23 3 A 4296 150 A 1884 
24- 25 A 3949 152-153 E 817 
26-28 E 3285 154-159 13 E 420 
29-31 E 1194 160 A 2057 
32 'A 984 162-163 A 3180 
35 4 E 4378 164 E 1094 
36-37 A 4144 165 280 
38 A 4965 166 665 
39 E 1944 168-169 14 A 2598 
40-41 E 647 170 E 2673 
47-50 5 E 1791 171-172 A 2307 
51 A 1319 174 15 A 1816 
52-53 E 1692 176 Not Valid· Sa .. ,e P ,:oblem 
54-55 E 3781 177-178 A 2167 
56 A 3068 179-184 E 2572 
i 57 E 796 185-18
6 Not Valid - Same Problem 
58 6 A 3572 187-189 Not Valid 
59 A 90 193 16 A 5159 
60-68 E 5075 194-200 E 5373 
69 E 243 201 E 5250 
72-73 7 E 796 203-204 17 A 2296 
74-77 E 2868 207-210 E 2056 
78-80 E 1450 212 18 A 7310 
81-84 8 E 698+ 213 A 154 
85-91 E 8528 214-216 E 1411 
92 A 296 217-218 E 1144 
93 A 1048 231 21 A 1088 
94 A 219 
96-103 9 E 3818 
104-106 E 1996 
107-108 E 2818 
109 Not Valid - Same Problem 
111-114 10 A 5210 
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a) Failure Rate (refer to table 5-6 and appendix A) 
Method I (complete history) 
181 faiiures/l 0-6 hrs MTBF=5538hrs 
Method II C75/'76 data) 
, 1 unit/airplane 53808 unit hours 
(9 verified failures + 5 incidental failure" = 14 failures 
90% confidence - A";;; 336 failures/106 hrs 
MTBF ;;;. 2733 hrs 
60% confidence -T..,,;;; 278 failures/106 hrs 
MTBF ;;;. 3592 hrs 
Method III 
160 failures 14 total failures x 106 h['; 
53808 unit hrs 
= lOt: hrs 
b) Failure Rate Characteristics - figur~ 5·7. 
c) Failure Manifestations 
Performance Anomaily( 1) 
Failure/Warning Indication 
Fail BITE Test 
Inoperative 
Other 


















































Table 5·6.-Auto Throttle Computer Fat1ure Time Summary 
Sperry Part No. 1964693-1 
United Airlines MR No, 22312 
UNIT DATA 
LINE SiN SOURCE :rIME 
1 1 A 56 
4-6 2 E 6845 
11 3 A 8394 
15 4 A 16403 
19 5 E 5680+ 
20-21 6 E 8477 
23 7 A 3309 
24-29 7 E 7296+ 
30 8 A 2203 
31 E 3229 
32 E 10364 
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1: ~ 5538 
B = 3867 
UNIT "DATA 
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Dedicated Sensor, Servo, and Control/Display Elements 
The following list identifies those LR U's which have been classified as dedicated sensor, 
servo, and control and display elements in the 747 flight control system electronics: 
Mode Select Panel (MSP) 
Controller 
Normal Accelerometer 
Trim Interfaced Uit 
AFCS Accessory Boxes 
Elevator, Aileron & Rudder L VDT 
Autostab Trim Pot 
Autothrottle Servo 
The functions of each of these elements has been defined in the system description (sec-
tion 3). 
Except where specifically noted otherwise all of the reliability derivations are based on a 
one year sample period from 7/1/75 through 6/30/76. 
Mode Select Panel 
a) Failure Rate (refer to appendix A) 
I unit/airplane 53808 unit flying hours 
18 verified failures + 4 incidental failures = 22 failures 
90% confidence - A .;;; 540 failures/106 hrs 
MTBF ;;. 1863 Ius 
60% confidence - A .;;; 431 failures/I 06 Ius 
MTBF ;;. 2317 hrs 
Point estimate 
22 total failures x 106 hrs 409 failures 
=--~ 
53808 unit hrs ,uo hrs 
b) Failure Manifestations 
Altitude Select Function 22% 
Heading Select Function 17% 
Course Select Function 11% 































Failure Manifestations (Continued) 
A'ltO Throttle Function 11% 
Pitch Mode Selector Function 11% 




The A.FCS mode select panel is considered to be one LRU, yet it controls a wide 
variety of different functions. 
Controller 
a) Failure Rate (refer to appendix A) 
I unit/airrlane 53808 unit flying hrs 
2 verified failures + I incidental = 3 failures 
90% conlidence(l) - ~ <;; 124 failures/106 hrs 
MTBF :> 8055 hrs 
60% confi(lence(l) - ~ <;; 
MTBF :> 
78 failures/106 hrs 
12872 hrs 
Point Estimate 
3 failures x 106 hrs 




b) Failure Manifestations 
c) 
Aileron Hardover 




In addition to the two verified failures used here, appendix B shoyls a third as a 
unit physically damaged out of stock. This was not considered in computing unit 
failure rate. 
The sample size (3 failures) for this unit is so small as to leave some question as to 
the validity of the results. No further shop records were available at United and 












































a) Failure Rate (refer to appendix A) 
2 unit/airplane 107616 unit flying hrs 
I verified failure + a incidental failures = I failure 
90% confidence -?;: ~ 
MTBF ;;:. 
36 failures/I 06 hrs 
27665 hrs 
60% confidence - A ~ 19 failures/10 6 hrs 
MTBF ;;:. 53275 1m 
Point estimate 
I failure x 106 hrs 
107616 unit 1m 
b) Failure Manifestation 




These units are returned to the vendor (Sperry) for repair, hence UA has no 
information regarding the shop findings. Since this unit was leaking oil, it appears 
reasonable to assume that it was in fact failed. 
Trim Interface Unit 
a) Failure Rate (refer to appendix A) 
I unit/airplane 53808 unit flying hrs 
o failures 
90% confidence - A ~ 43 failures/! 06 hrs 
MTBF ;;:. 23395 Ius 
60% confidence - A ~ 17 failures/ I 06 1m 
MTBF ;;:. 58487 hrs 
b) Failure Manifestations - None. 
c) Comments 
No shop data available prior to 7/75. 
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AFCS Accessory Boxes 
a) Failure Rates (refer to appendix A) 
Box I - I failure/53808 unit flight hrs 
90% confidence - A.';; 72 failures/ I 06 hrs 
MTBF ;;.. 13832 hrs 
60% confidence - A.';; 38 failures/I 06 hrs 
MTBF ;;.. 26638 hrs 
Point estimate* 
3 failures x 106 hrs 




Box 2 - 0 failures/53808 unit flying hrs 
90% confidence - i.;; 43 failures/ I 06 hrs 
MTBF ;;.. 23395 Ius 
60% confidence - A.';; 17 failures/10
6 hrs 
MTB F ;;.. 58487 hrs 
Point estinlate** 
I failure x 106 hrs 
289395 unit hrs 




Box I - Intermittent warning light 
c) Comments 
* APeS Accessory Box I has only shown three failures since approximately 1970 
(289395 flight hrs). 
** APCS Accessory Box 2 has had only one failure since approximately 1970 
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Box I - A";;; 23 failures/l06 hrs t = 0 
MTBF ;;. 43423 hrs 
Box 2 - A";;; 13 failures/l 06 hrs 
MTBF ;;. 74395 hrs 
60% confidence 
Box I - A";;; 14 failures/! 06 hrs 
MTBF ;;. 69233 hrs 
Box2 - A";;; 7 failures/lOG hrs 
;;. 143265 hrs MTBF 
a) Failure Rate 
(9 units/airplane) (53808 airplane hrs/yr) = 4842 n unit hrs 
There were five removals during the time period of interest for which there is no 
data available showing the number of actual failures. The following is based on 
the conservative assumption that all five removals were also failures. 
90% confidence - A";;; 19 failures/I 06 hrs 
MTBF ;;. 52241 hrs 
60% confidence - A";;; 13 failures/106 hrs 
MTBF ;;. 76991 hrs 
Point estimate 
5 failures x 106 hrs 




b) Failure Manifestation: Unknown - no information. 
c) Comments 
The assumption that all removals were verified failures is probably reasonable 
since, due to the difficulty in removing elements of the servo actuation package, 
mechanics are likely to take great care to be sure its bad before making the 
removal. 
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Automatic Stabilizer Trim Pat 
58 
No data. 
Auto Throttle Servo 
a) Failure Rate 
No failures in 53808 unit flying Ius. 
90% confidence -" .;; 
MTBF ;;;, 
43 failures/106 hrs 
23395 hrs 
60% confidence -".;; I 7 failures/I 06 hrs 
MTBF ;;;, 58487 Ius 
b) Failure Manifestation' . none. 
c) Comments 
Based an one year I&R tag history - no complete shop records available. 




2 unit/airplane 107616 unit flight hrs 
33 verified failures + I incidental failure = 34 failures 
90% confidence -;....;; 393 failures/I 06 hrs 
MTBF ;;;, 2542 hrs 
60% confidence - i.;; 330 failures/I 06 hrs 
MTBF ;;;, 3031 hrs 
Point estimate 
34 failures x 106 hrs 





F/D flag 61% 
Command bares) will not 
bias out-of-view 
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The ADI provides a vehicle for displaying roll and pitch command information 
to the flight crew either for manual airplane control or for monitoring autopilot 
performance. In addition to command information, it also displays such situation 
information as aircraft roll and pitch attitude, localizer and gJidescope error, radio 
altitude, etc. For this analysis, only those failures/removals relating to its I1ight 
director function are evaluated, for more general information refer to appendix A . 
Shared Sensor Systems 
Shared sensor systems are those avionic systems (generally A TA chapter 34) which provide 
airplane state and/or guidance information to the flight control system yet are not a part of 
it. Such systems would be installed in the airplane even if there Were no automatic control 
systems because they also provide information required by the flight creW for manual flight. 




Air Data Computer 
Compass Coupler 
The major difficulty encountered in evaluating the reliability aspects of these systems from 
the standpoint of the flight control system, is in trying to distinguish between those unit 
failures which have an impact on the flight control system and those which do not. Many of 
these avionic systems measure several parameters each of which may be output through 
several isolated output channels. Wherever possible in the following discussions, both the 
overall failure rate and that portion which potentially has an impact on the automatic flight 
control system are calculated separately. 
VOR/ILS Receiver 
a) Total Failure Rate 
(2 unit/airplane) (53808 airplane hrs) = 107616 hrs 
(19 verified failures + 4 incidental) = 23 total failures 
90% confidence - 7:..:; 279 failures/I 06 hrs 
MTBF ;;. 3585 hrs 
60% confide<lce - A":; 225 failures/I 06 hrs 
MTBF ;;. 4438 hrs 
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b) AFes Related Failure Rate 
15 failures have a potential AFeS impact 
90% confidence - A';;; 194 failures/I 06 hrs 
MTBF ;;,. 5160 hrs 
60% confidence - X.;;; 149 failures/I 06 hrs 
MTBF ;;,. 6720 hrs 
Point estimate 
15 failures x 106 hrs 












a) Total Failure Rate 
b) 
2 unit/airplane 107616 unit flying hrs 
(16 verified failures + 7 incidental failures) = 23 total 
90% confidence - ~.;;; 279 failures/! 06 Ius 
MTBF ;;,. 3585 hrs 
60% confidence - ~ .;;; 225 failures/106 hrs 
MTBF ;;,. 4438 hrs 
AFes Rebted Failure Rate 
16 failures have a potential AFeS impact 
90% confidence - ~.;;; 205 failures/! 06 hrs 
MTBF ;;,. 4889 hrs 
60% confidence - X';;; 158 failures/I 06 hrs 
MTBF ;;,. 63!3 hrs 
Point estimate 
16 failures x 106 hrs 













































3 failures were caused by external short. 
Inertial Navigation System (INS) 
a) Total Failure Rate 
2 units/airplane 107616 unit hours 
(69 verified failures + 3 incidental failures) = 72 total 
90% confidence - A';; 778 failures/106 hrs 
MTBF ;;,. 1286 hrs 
60% confidence - A';; 689 failures/ I 06 hrs 
MTBF ;;,. 1451 hrs 
b) AFCS Related Failure Rate 
Since the only functions required by the AFCS from the INS for Cat II operation 
are attitude and heading references, the total list of INS failures was reviewed to 
eliminate t:l0se failures which, based 011 engineering judgment, should not have 
affected these references. This left a total of 38 failures, primarily associated with 
the platform/ginlbal assembly itself. 
90% confidence - A .;; 435 failures/106 hrs 
MTBF ;;,. 230 I Ius 
60% confidence - A';; 368 failures/106 hrs 
MTBF ;;,. 2718 hrs 
Point estimate 
38 failures x 106 hrs 


































































































Fail Self Test 
Other 
Air Data Computer (CADC) 
a) Total Failure Rate 






(37 verified failures + 22 incidental failures) = 59 total failures 
90% confidence -".;; 648 failures/I 0
6 
Ius 
MTBF ;;;, 1544 hrs 
60% confidence -".;; 567 failures/!0
6 
hrs 
MTBF ;;;, 1765 hrs 
Point estimate 
59 failures x \06 hrs 




b) AFCS Cat II Related Failure Rate 
For C(ltegory II autoland operations the only CADC output required is altitude 
rate (H). In this case all CADC failures were reviewed to separate out only those 
which affect the altitude function from which H is derived. There were 24 
failures Judged to be in this category. 
90% confidence - ".;; 289 failures/10
6 
hrs 
MTBF ;;;, 3454lirs 
60% confidence -)\.;; 235 failures/I 06 hrs 
MTBF ;;;, 4258 1m 
Point estimate 
24 failures x \06 Ius 223 failures 
= 
107616 unit Ius 106 hrs 
'-I 
















c) Failure Manifestation 
Altitude/Mach Perfonnance 













n) Total Failure Rate 
b) 
2 units/.lirplane 107616 unit flying 1m 
(7 verified failures + 2 incidental failures) = 9 failures 
90% confidence - A';;; 132 failures/! 06 Ius 
MTBF ;;. 7573 hrs 
60% confidence - A';;; 97 failures/ I 06 hrs 
MTBF ;;. 10279 1m 
AFCS Related Failure Rate 
7 failures with possible AFCS/Cat II impact 
90% confidence - ~.;;; 109 failures/! 06 hrs 
MTBF ;;. 9143 hrs 
60% confidence - A';;; 78 failures/ I 06 Ius 
MTBF ;;. 12827 hrs 
Point estimate 
7 failures x 106 hrs 




c) Failure Manifestations 
Heading Flag 
No Siave/lnop/Erratic 
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Component Reliability Summary 
Table 5-7 summarizes the failure rates of the various elements which comprise the 747 flight 
control system electronics. The rates shown have been derived !'rom the one year observa-




Table 5-7.-Ffiilure Rate Summary, United Airlines 







Auto stab trim unit 
Auto throttle comp 
Dedicated Sensor, Servo and Display Elements 
Mode select panel 
Controller 
Normal accelerometer 
Trim interface unit 
AFCS access box 1 
AFCS access box 2 
LVDTS 
Auto throttle servo 
ADI 
Shared Sensor Systems 
va R/I LS receiver 
Radio altimeter 
INS 
Air data computer 
Compass coupler 

























Poisson Failure Process Verification 
A test was conducted on the United time-to-failure data in this section for the fiv~ com-
ponents (Yaw Comp'.!ter, Monitor and Logic Unit, Autothrottle Computer, Pitch Computer 
and Roll Computer) to determine if the observed data is Poisson distributed. Time-to-failure 
data defines a probability of failure distribution for each of the components. The number 
of failures in the time period is Poisson distributed if and only if time-to-failure is expo-
nentially distributed. 
The exponential 'jistribution is a special case of the Weibull distribution wherein the hazard 
funetion is a co lstant. Hence, the procedure of the investigation was to fi- a Weibull to the 
time-to-failure Jata and verify the constant hazard assumption. The hazard is commonly 
referred to as the instantaneous failure rate and different from the average failure rate which 
is based on observed data by dividing the total number of failures by the total unit hours of 
operation or flying. 
A two parameter Weibull distribution was fitted to each of the five sets of time-to-failure 
data, i.e., a Weibull distribution with a scale parameter (0) and shape parameter (b). The 
value of the shape parameter provides a sufficient test to determine the nature of the 
hazard. If the reliability function is defined as 
where t = time, b = shape and 0 = scale then the following can be said of the hazard as Ihe 
parameter b takes on various values: 
b> I implies time dependent increasing hazard such as that associated with wear 
out, 
b < I implies time dependent decreasing hazard such as that associated with 
improvements in equipment or maintenance procedures. 
b = I implies constant hazard or no dependence on time. 
A constant hazard (constant failure rate) defines an exponential failure distribution which in 
tum defines a poisson distribution for the number of failures in the time period. 
The resultant Weibull parameters using an HP-55 calculation( I) to fit the data are as follows. 
Component b e 
Yaw Computer 0.78 4250.10 
Monitor & Logic Unit 1.17 2587.82 
Autothrottle Computer 0.99 6443.41 
Pitch Computer 0.91 2411.00 
Roll Computer 1.03 2716.57 
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Conclusions from the above results are that, with the exception of the Yaw Computer. the 
value of b is sufficiently close to one to indicate a poisson distribution for the number of 
failures in the samples. The fact that b for the Vaw Computer is less than I (opposite of 
wear) implies the equipment itself was not constant over the time period or that the data 
sample is not sufficiently large or accurate to indicate a conclusion. Since the hazard 
appears to be decreasing for this component the average failure rate will be conservative. 
5.1.2 SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL RELIAl3ILITV - FULL C>',TEGORY II 
An assessment of the functional reliability of the full category II control system can be 
made by combining the failure rates (A's) of each of the individual elements required for 
such operations. The following paragraphs discuss the functional reliability and functional 
readiness characteristics of the 747 full Cat II configur~tion flight control system. 
Functional Reliab 
Figure 5-8 illustrates the flight control system equipment required for operations into 
defined minimum category II weather conditions. Also induded in figure 5-8 are the 
individual failure rates determined in section 5. J. J. Since a failure of anyone of these 
elements results directly in a loss of full category II capability, the reliability model is a 




w!'"re Ai = mean fdilure rate (/I 06 hrs) of each element 
n = total number of elements 
Using the individual failure rates shown in figure 5·8 the system functional reliability for 
thi' defined configuration is: 
A = 5650 failures/10 6 hrs cat II 
Functional Readiness 
Functiona! Readiness has been defined as the probability that the prescribed function is 
available after some time (t) of system operation Thus, the functional readiness (FR) is 
equal to unity at time zero and decreases towards zero for long exposure times. For 
the 747 full Catego'.y II flight control system configuration, since every element must 
operate: 
n 
FR(t) = IT R· I 
i=1 
where Ri = probability of module i surviving = ;Ai! 
n = number of modules 
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For those modules which include two identical elements, i\ = 21. where A is the mean unit 
failure rate calculated in sedion 5.1.1. 
For example for the 747 configuration described in figure 4.2-1 : 
FRFull Category II = RRadio Alt ' RINS ...... Rpitch Computer' RRoll COIllPuter 
Using as the time interval (t) the average mission time for United 747 fleet of4.02 hrs this 
results in a 97.75% probability that the system will be capable of full category II operation 
at the end of the flight given that it was fully operational at the start. 
5.1.3 SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL RFLIABILlTY - RESTRICTED CATEGORY II 
As previously described, the 747 flight control system is qualified for restricted Category 11 
operation with either the A or B channel autopilot inoperative provided the C channel flight 
director is operational or with A and B channels operative and C channel inoperative. Mini-
mum weather conditions for restncted Category 11 operations are defined as 150 feet 
decision height and 1600 feet RVR. This says in effect that weather conditions at or above 
these minimums can be entered with anyone of the three roll and/or pitch computers 
inoperative. For restricted Cat 11 operations the pitch and roll computer stages can there-
fore be viewed as TMR (Triple Modular Redundancy) for reliability a"essment purposes. 
The following paragraphs discuss the functional reliability and functional read ill"" 
characteristics of the 747 restricted Cat II configuration flight control system. 
Functional Reliability 
The only difference in dealing with the restricted Cat II system as opposed to the full Cat II 
is in modeling the failure rate of the pitch and roll computer modules. In the case of a 
module containing two identical elements, e.g. pitch computers for which both are required 
for functional success A dual = 21. element. However. with redundant systems, single 
failures can occur which do not cause system failure. In order to detennine the system 
failure rate a measure of how failures are treated must be made. In other words inspection 
intervals have to be established where all rr"'ponents are checked for function and any 
failed components are replaced. 
In general failure rate is defined by 
A(t) -I dR =--
R dt 
where R is the probability of survival and A(t) is the failure rate which is deFl1dent on 
time t. 
With a regularly inspected and repaired redundant system, the system will have the same 
probability of failure in each interval of length T. Hence, over long periods of time it will 
fail exponentially (a constant average failure rate) with an MTBF given by 
, 


























1- R (T,O) 
MT is the system MTBF when the system is inspected and repaired, if necessary every, 
T hours. 
For a TMR stage (3 pitch or 3 roll computers), two must operate for system operation. 
The survival probability of the TMR stage 
where AC = A COMPUTATION CHANNEL 
= A ROLL COMPUTER + A PITCH COMPUTER 
The MTBF of the TMR stage is a constant and given by 
[ 
-2A T -3A T] 
=1. 5/6 - 3/2 e c + 2/3 e C 
AC -2AcT -3 AcT 
1-3e +2e 
Also the average failure rate 
A(t) = 
-Act 
6Ac (I - e ) 
-Act 
3 - 2e 
A test of the MTBF equation shows that as the impecticn interval T approaches infinity ie 
single failures are not repaired, then the MTBF approaches 5/6 Ac' However, as the inspec-
tion interval reduces towards every flight the MTBF becomes a very large number (MT for 
TMR = 127,690 Hrs). 
For restricted Cat II operation, as the MTBF for the pitcr. and roll computer stages is much 
greater than the MTBF for alI the other elements, the s}stem functional reliability can be 
expressed as the sum of the individual failure rates a~ calculated for the fWI Cat II reliability 
less the pitch and roll failure rates. 
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This failure rate is a constant when the computation channel failure rate is not included. 
Functional Readiness 
Functional readiness of at least the restricted Category II configuration is computed in the 
same manner as for the full Category II system except for the survival probability of the 
TMR stages. In the TMR case: 
where R = probability ofmcdule surviving 
r = probability of an element surviving = e-At 
Using a mission time of 4.02 hours: 
FR(t) = IIRi = .9839 
or a probability that the system will be at least capable of operating into restricted Cate-
gory II conditions of approximately 98.39% given that it was fully operational at the start 
of the mission. 
5.1.4 CATEGORY II AVAILABILITY 
The availability of the 747 Category II autoload function is assessed empirically from 
;nformation extracted from United Airlines flight log records. An example of a flight log 
showing the type of information is shown in figure 5-9. The flIght leg provides informa-
tion relative to the occurrence of a reported malfunction as reported by the flight crew and 
the corrective action taken by line maintenance. 
When reviewing system availability the question of true hardware availability versus legal 
functional availability arises. If a malfunction is reported on an approach, whether it is 
a true failure or not, the system is considered legally unavailable until line maintenance 
either repairs the system or verifies via ground test its fault-free status. 
The Category II availability is expressed in terms of the proportion of time for which the 
flight control system is in Category II status. United Airlines has identified availability as 
reported, legal and actual for both full Category II and restricted Category II. A summary 
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Figure 5·9.-C' .Il'gory I t Availability, Sample Entries 







Tab/e 5·8. System Availability, United Airlines 
Percentage of time for which flight control system is in 
Category II status 
Repcrted Category II Availability: 
Full ........................................ 89.45% 
Full/restricted .................................. 97.19% 
Legal Category II Availability: 
Full ................... " ..............•.... 90.57% 
Full/restricted . ................................ . 98.25% 
Actual Category II Availability: 
FUll ....................................... . 91A·,% 
Full/restricted .................................. 98.86% 
5.2 RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT - PAN AMERICAN 
A similar approach to United Airlines has been taken in evaluating the system reliability 
using available data from Pan American. The same four sections d"aling with component 
failure characteristics (section 5.2.1), system functional reliability (section 5.2.2 and 5.2.3) 
and system availability (section 5.2.4) are discussed as follows. 
5.2.1 COMPONENT RELIABILITY EVALUATION 
Failure information on each of the component LRU's was obtained from shop records 
(component "B" tags). A CDunt of the findings for each recDrd according to number of 
failures (confirmed and incidental) and number of units that tested OK gave the percentage 
Df records that were failed. 
The component removal rates including the number of units removed and the flight hours 
accumUlated over the six month periDd were extracted straight from the computer sum-
maries. Component times to failure were nDt obtainable from Pan American records. 
From the above number of removals and percentage of units in the shop that fail, the 
expected number of failures can be obtained. By inserting this number and the hours flown 











































Pitch Computer PA No. 72201 
1. No. of records examined - III Count 
2. Findings: Test ok 50 
Confirmed failure 34 
Incidental failure 27 
3. Failure manifestation (confirmed failures only) 
Performance anomaly 
Failure/warning indication 
Failure BITE test 
Inoperative 
Engage/disengage problem 
4. Failure rate 
(3 units/airplane) (61,944 airplane flight hours) = 185,832 unit hours 
Number of removals in tir;,e period = 148 
Percentage failures (confirmed + incidental) = 55% 
-
442 failures/I 06 hours 60% confidence - A ..;; 
MTBF ;;" 2231 hours 




No. ofrecords examined - 146 
Findings: Test ok 
Confirmed failure 
Incidental failure 
Failure manifestation (confirmed failures only) 
Performance anomaly 
Failure/warning indication 
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4. Failure rate 
(3 units/airplane) (61,944 airplane flight hours) = 185,832 unit hours 
Number of removals in time period = 149 
Percentage failures (confirmed + incidental) = 50% 
60% confidence - A ,,; 416 failures/106 hours 
MTBF ;;. 2406 hours 




No. of records examined - 35 
Findings: Test ok 
Confirmed failure 
Incidental failure 
Failure manifestation (confirmed failures only) 
Performance anomaly 
Failure/warning indication 
Fail BITE test 
Inoperative 
Engage/disengage problem 





(2 units/airplane) (61,944 Airplane Flight Hours) = 123,888 unit hours 
Number of removals in time period = 38 
Percentage failures (confirmed + incidental) = 66% 
60% confidence - ~,,; 212 failures/ I 06 hours 
MTBF ;;. 4711 hours 
Monitor and Logic Unit PA No. 72204 
I. No. of records examined - 62 
2. Findings: Test ok 
Confirmed failure 
Incidental failure 

























I ~ ~----~ , 1 I II 
I 
I ' : Ii , 
, 
! ' ' I 
3. Failure manifestatiC'n (confirmed failures only) Count % 
.j 
Engage/disengage 65 I I 
Warning function 20 I 
,! Mode light function 5 Fails BITE test 5 
I' Camout detection 5 " • i: 
" '>j 
i l 




(1 unit/airplane) (61,944 airplane flight hours) = 61,944 unit hours 
'I • ~ ! Number of removals in time period = 46 ;! 
:i 
Percentage failures (confirmed + incidental) = 40% 
I 60% confidence - A ,,;;; 325 failures/10
6 
1; MTBF ~ 3076 hours 
Automatic Stabilizer Trim Unit PA No. 72224 
I. No. of records examined - 64 Count % I , 
2. Findings: Test ok 37 58 ~ I Confirmed failure 23 36 Incidental failure 4 6 




, Performarce anoLlaly 13 
I Failure/w&ming indication 30 
" , Fails BITE test 44 ii 
,I Inoperative 9 , 
, 
Engage/disengage problem 0 " tI Other 4 
Ii 
4. Failure rate 
I h 
I (I unit/airplane) (61,944 airplane flight hours) = 61 ,944 unit hours j j 
I 
, 
Number of removals in time period = 55 j • 1 
'I 1 • I 
Percentage failures (confirmed + incidental) = 42% , 
:\ 1 I 
60% confidence - A ,,;;; 391 failures/106 hours 
.j 
I 1 MTBF ~ 2555 hours , ;1 1 
;1 i 
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No. of records examined - 29 
Findings: Test ok 
Confirmed failure 
Incidentai failure 
3. Failure manifestation (confirmed failures only) 
4. Failure rate 
Performance anomaly 
Failure/warning indication 







(1 unit/airplane) (61,944 airplane flight hours) = 61,944 unit hours 
Number of removals in time period = 10 
Percentage failures (confirmed + incidental) = 76% 
. 6 60% confidence - A';;; 141 frulures/l 0 hours 
MTBF ;;. 7080 hours 
Dedicated Sensor, Servo, and Control and Display Eiements 
Mode Select Panel PA No. 72222 MFR No. 2590624-924 
1. No. of records examined - 81 Count 
2. Findings: Test ok 31 
Confini'd failure 46 
Incidental failure 4 
3. Failure manifestation (confirmed failures only) 
Altitude selection function 
Heading select function 
Course selection function 
Auto throttle function 
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4. Failure rate 
(l unit/airplane) (61,944 airplane flight hours) = 61,944 unit hours 
Number of removals in time period = 66 
Percentage failures (confirmed + incidental) = 62% 
60% confidence - A." 689 failures/I 06 hours 
MTBF ;;. 1452 hours 
Flight Controller PA No. 72203 MFR No. 2590625-902 
[. No. of records examined -- 27 Count 
2. Findings: Test ok 
Confirmed failure 
Incidental failure 
3. Failure manifestation (confirmed failures only) 
No manual modes (inop) 
Turn function 
Pitch function 




(1 unit/airplane) (61,944 airplane flight hours) = 61,944 unit hOllrs 
Number of removals in time period = II 
Percentage failures (confirmed +,incidental) = 48% 
60% confidence - A. " 
MTBF ;;. 
95 failures/! 06 hours 
10470 hours 
Normal Accelerometer PIN 57381 MFR No. 2588696-904 Mod A 
There were no removals of this component in the six month period reviewed. 







This unit is not repaired in house. It is sent to the vendor for repair. The vendor doos lwt 
indicate findings on the tag when the unit is returned to Pan Am. 
There were no removals of this component in the period 12/0 I /77 thru 05/31/77. 
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(2 units/airplane) (61,944 airplane flight hours) = 123,888 unit hours 
Number of removals in time period = 0 
Percentage failures (confirmed + incidental) = 0 
60% confidence - A .;; 
MTBF ;;;. 
0.5 failures/I 06 hours 
1,930,900 hours 
Auto Stabilizer Trim Accessory Box 
PA No. 72215 MFR PIN 65B47519-9 
Our shop does not keep records on this item. 
A review of B component tags going back to 1974 shows the following: 
No. of tags reviewed - 59 
No. of unconfirmed (test ok) units - 54 (91.5%) 
No. of confirmed failure units - 2 (3.4%) 
No. of incidental failure units - 3 (5.1%) 
Failure Rate 
(1 unit/airplane) (61,944 airplane flight hours) = 61,944 unit hours 
Number of removals in time period = 18 
Percentage failures (confirmed + incidental) = 8.5% 
60% confidence - A';; 30 failures/! 06 hours 
MTBF ;;;. 33,593 hours 
Autoflight Accessory Box #1 
PA No. 72223/72217 MFR No. 65 B47520-l4/13 
Shop does not keep records on this unit. 
#l-review of B component tags going back to 1974 shows the following: 
No. of tags reviewed - 31 














No, of confinned failure units - 7 (22,6%) 
Failure Rate 
(I unit/airplane) (6 I ,944 airplane flight hours) = 61,944 unit hours 
Number of removal; in time period = 6 
Percentage failures (confinned + incidental) = 22.6% 
60% confidence - A';; 28 failures/106 houl's 
MTBF ;;. 35,733 hours 
Auto Flight Accessory Box #2 
PA No. 72216 MFR No, 65B47521-18 
#2-review of B component tags going back to 1974 shows the following: 
No. of tags reviewed - 33 
No. of unconfinned (test ok) units - 28 (85%) 
No. of con finned failure units - 5 (I 5%) 
Note: 3 of the 5 con finned failures were due to mechanical failure (damage to connector! 
pin), not electronic/electrical failure. 
Failure Rate 
(1 unit/airplane) (61,944 airplane flight hours) = 61,944 unit hours 
Number of removals in time period = 2 
Percentage failures (confmned + incidental) = 15% 
LVDT's 
60% confidence - A .;; 
MTBF ;;. 
8 failures/! 06 hours 
130,551 hours 
Rudder Control Power Package PA No. 72705 
1. No. of records examined - 31 
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3. Failure manifestation (confirmed failure only) 
Transducer (LVDT) 






Note: There were no removals for auto flight control system problems. 
Inboard Elevator Control Power Package PA No. 72703 
I. No. of records examined - 37 
Findings: Test ok 
Confirmed failure 
Incidental failure 
3. Failure manifestation (confirmed failures only) 
Transducer (LVDT) 













Note: There were 7 removal, for auto flight control problems. None had a confirmed 
transeucer (LVDT) failure. 
Central Lateral Control Actuator PA N:J. 70717 
I. No. of records reviewed - 8 
2. Findings: Test ok 
Contirmed failure 
I ndden tal failure 
3. Failure characteristics (confirmed failures only) 
Transducer (LVDT) 
Other auto flight control system 
Other 
Elevator Feel Carr.· .er PA No. 72711/70772 
I. No. of records reviewed - 22 










































Failure characteristics (con finned failure only) 
Transducer (LVDT) 
Other auto flight control system 
Other 
Failure rate - LVDT's 
Count 
(9 units/airplane) (61,944 airplane flight hours) = 557,496 unit hours 
Number of removals in time period = I 
Percentage failures (confirmed + incidental) = 95% 
60% confidence - A .;;; 
MTBF ;;. 
0.5 failures/lOG hours 
2,153,500 hours 





This unit is repaired by the vendor who does not supply findings. There were no records 
of any removal> during 1976-1977. 
Attitude Director Indicator PA No. 73407 MFR No. 2590281-905 
\. No. of records examined - 48 
2. Findings: Test ok 
Confirmed failure 
Incidental failure 
3. Failure manifestation (con finned failures only) 
Flight director flag 
Command bares) will not bias out 













*Note: The other category includes non flight director items such as pitch/roll attitude, 
expanded localizer/glide slope, radio altitude, etc. indication. 
4. Failure rate 
(2 units/airplane) (6\,944 airplane flight hours) = 123,888 unit hours 
Number of removals in time period = 32 
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Percentage failures (confirmed + incidental) = 62% 
60% confidence - A .;; 
MTBF ;;. 
169 failures/l 06 hours 
5911 hours 
Annunicator PA No. 734n MRF No 75-0147-9 
I. No. of records examined - 3 I 
Findings: Test ok 
Confirmed failure 
Incidental failure 
3. Failure manifestation (confirm,d failures only) 
Autopilot function 
Fligh t director function 














"Note: Most reported failures were for mechanical. test, or dimming problems rather thJn 
functional discrepancies. 
Failure rate 
(2 units/airplane) (61.944 airplane flight hours) = 123.888 unit hours 
Number of removals in time period = 3 
Percentage failure, (conflrmed + incidental) = 5571 
60% confidence A';; 16 failures/l 06 hours 
MRBF ;;. 6 r665 hours 
Shared Sensor Systems 
For the sl- sed components there was no shop data available from Pan American to make a 
determindtion of specific AFCS related failures. The same ratio of failures having a poten-
tial AFCS impact for each LRU as determined from the United Airline data is applied to the 
Pan American data. 
Navigation R.eceiver PA No. 73458 
I. No. of records reviewed - 126 Count % 
2. Findings: Test ok 91 7: 
Confirmed failure 31 25 













3. Failure manifestation (confirmed failures only) 








(2 uni.s/airplane) 61,944 airplane flight hours) = 123,888 unit hours 
Number of removals in time period = 103 
Percentage failures (confirmed + incidental) = 28% 
Assume 65% of failures have a potential AFCS impact 
160 failures/l 06 hours 
;;. 6248 hours 
60% confidence - A <;; 
MTBF 
Low Range Radio Altimeter Transceiver PA No. 73432 
I. No. of records examined - 97 
2. Findings: Test ok 
Contirmed failure 
Incidental failure 
3. Failure manifestation (confirmed failures only) 
4. Failure rate 
Inoperative 
Erratic Altitude 
Auto flight control system warning 
Flag/warning indication 













(2 units/airplane) (61,94-1- airplane flight hours) - 123.888 unit hours 
Number of removals in time period = 55 
Percentage failures (confirmed + incidental) = 44% 
Assume 70% of failures have a potential AFCS impact 
60% confidence - A <;; 145 failures/l06 hours 
MTBF ;;. 6893 hours 
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Inertial Navigation Unit PA No. 73458 
I. No. of records examined - 148 
2. Findings: Test ok 
Confirmed failure 
Incidental failure 




Fails self test 
Other 





(3 units/airplane) (61.944 airplane flight hours) = 185,832 unit hours 
84 
Number of removab in time period = 258 
Percentage failures (confirmed + incidental) = 89'fr 
Assume 53'7c of failures have a potentiai AFCS impact 
60'7c confidence ,- A ..;; 670 failuresfl 06 hOllrs 
MTBF ;;. 1492 hours 
Central Air Data Computer PA No. 73404/73460 
1. No. of records examined - 137 
2: Findings: Test ok 
Confirmed failure 
Incidental failure 
3. Failure manifestation (confirmed failures only) 
Altitude/Mach performance 
Altitude/Mach flag 
True air speed/static air temp/Total air temp 
Inoperative/all flags 
Auto flight control system performance 





































4. Failure rate 
(2 units/airplane) (61,944 airplane flight hours) = 123,888 unit hours 
Number of removals in time period = 185 
Percentage failures (confirmed + incidental) = 55% 
Assume 40% of failures have a potential AFCS impact 
60% confidence - l\";; 342 failures/I 06 hours 
MTBF ;;;. 2924 hours 
Magnetic Heading Reference Compass Coupler PA No. 73412 
1. No. of records examined - 64 
2. Findings: Test ok 
Confirmed failure 
Incidental failure 
3. Failure manifestation (confirmed failures only) 
Heading flag 
No. Slaving/inop/erratic 
Auto flight control system heading ref. 





(2 units/airplane) (61 ,944 airplane flight hours) = 123.888 unit hours 
" 
Number of removals in time peri9d = 40 
Percentage failures (confirmed + incidental) = 62% 
Assume 77% of failures have a potential AFeS impact 
163 failures/! 06 hours 
;;;. 6122 hours 
60% confidence - l\ ,,;; 
MTBF 








The rates shown in the table 5-9 have been derived from the 6 month observation period 
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Table 5-9. Failure Rate Summary, Pan American 
Note: 60% confidence level 
Element 





Auto stab trim unit 
Auto throttle camp 
II. Dedicated Sensor, Servo and Display Elements 
Marl>:. select panel 
Controller 
Normal accelerometer 
Trim interface unit 
AFCS access box 1 
AFCS access box 2 
LVDrS 
Auto throttle servo 
ADI 
III. Shared Sensor Systems 
VORI1 LS receiver 
Radio altimeter 
INS 
Air data computer 
Compass coupler 
































5.2.2 SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL RELIABILITY - FULL CATEGORY II 
There are three Inertial Navigation Units installed on each Pan American airplane. However 
the third INU is not tied into the autoland function and therefore for reliability purposes 
the Inertial Navigation System (INS) input will be regarded as a dual system equivalent to 
that used on the United airplanes. Full Category II is lost if either of the two INU's fail. 
Functional Reliability 
Figure 5-10 illustrates the flight control system equipment required for operations into 
defined minimum category II weather conditions. Also included in figure 5-10 are the in-
dividual fa:lure rates determined in section 5.2.1. Since a failure of anyone of these 
elements rtlsults directly in a loss of full category II capability. the reliability model is a 
series string of elements. Hence the system fmctional reliability can be expressed as 
where 
n 
L Ai i=1 
\ = mean failure rate (106 Ius) of each element 
n = total number of elemen IS 
Using the individual failure rates shown j" figure 5.2.1 the system functional reliability for 
this defined configuration is: 
Acat II = 6176 failures/! 06 hrs 
Functional Readiness 
Functional readiness has been defined as the probability that the prescribed function is 
available after some time (t) of system operation. Thus. the functional readiness (FR) is 
equal to unity at time zero and decreases towards zero for long exposure times. For the 
747 full Category II flight control system configuration, since every element must operate 
where 
n 
FR(t) = II ~ 
i= I 
-A·t 
Ri = probability of module i surviving = e 1 
n = number of modules 
t = mission length 
For those modules which include two identical elements, Ai = 271. where A is the mean unit 
failure rate calculated in section 5.1. For example for the 747 configuration described by 
figure 5-10: 
FRFulI Cat II = RRadio All • RINS ... Rpitch Computer' RRoll Computer 
., 
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Using as the time interval (t) the average mission time for Pan American 747 fleet of 4.27 hrs 
(appendix D) this results in a 97.40% probability that the system will be capable of full 
category II operation at the end of the flight given that it was fully operational at the start. 
5.2.3 SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL RELIABILITY - RESTRICTED CATEGORY II 
As previously described, the 747 flight control system is qualified for restricted Category II 
operations with either the A or B channel autopilot inoperative provided the C Channel 
flight director is operational. Minimum weather conditions fer restricted Category II 
operations are defined as 150 feet decision height and 1600 feetRVR. This says in effect 
that weather conditions at or above these minimums can be entered with anyone of the 
three roll and/or pitch computers inoperative. For restricted Cat II operations the pitch and 
roll computer stages can therefore be viewed as TMR (Triple Modular Redundancy) for 
reliability assessment purposes. 
The following paragraphs discuss the functional reliability and functional readiness charac-
teristics of the 747 restricted Cat II configuration flight control system. 
Functional Reliability 
The only difference in dealing with the restricted Cat II system as opposed to the full Cat II 
is in modeling the failure rate of the pitch and roll computer modules. In the case of a 
module containing two identical elements, e.g. pitch computers for which both are 
required for functional success Adual = 2Aelement. However, with redundant systems, 
single failures can occur which do not cause system failure. In order to determine the 
system failure rate a measure of how failures are treated must be made. In other words 
inspection intervals have to be established where all components are checked for function 
and any failed components are replaced. 
In general failure rate is dermed by 
. -I dR 
A(t) = -,- -
R dt 
where R is the probability of survival and A(t) is the failure rate which is dependent on time t. 
With a regularly inspected and repaired redundant system, the system wiII have the same 
probability of failure in each interval of length T. Hence, over long periods of time it will 
fail exponentially (a constant average failure rate) with an MTBF given by 
J R(t) dt 
I-R(T,O) 
MT is the system MTBF when the system is inspected and repaired, if necessary every, 
Thoms. 
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For a TMR stage (3 pitch or 3 roll computers). two must operate for system operation. 
The survival probability of the TMR stage 
-2;\t -3Act 
RTMR = 3 e -2e 
where AC = ACOMPUTATION CHANNEL 
= AROLL COMPUTER + ApITCH COMPUTER 
The MTBF of the TMR stage is a constant and given by 




Also the average failure rate 
A test of the MTBF equation shows that as the inspection interval T approaches infinity ie 
single failures are not repaired, then the MTBF approaches 5/6Ac' However, as the inspec-
tion interval reduces towards every !light the MTh.' become, a very large number (MT for 
TMR = 105,216 1m). 
For restricted Cat Il operation. as the MTBF for the pitch and roll computer stages is much 
greater than the MTBF for all the other elements, the system functional reliability can be 
expressed as the sum of the individual failure rates as calculated for the full CAT Il 
reliability less the pitch and roll failure rates. 
= 6176 - 2 [484 + 41 6] /106 
ARestricted Cat II 
= 4448 failures/l 06 hrs. 





































Functional readiness of at least the restricted Category II configuration is computed in the 
same manner as for the full Category I except for the survival probability of the TMR stages. 
In the TMR case: 
where R = probability of module surviving 
r = probability of an element surviving = e-:\t 
Using a mission time of 4.27 hours: 
FR(t) = fIRi = .9812 
or a probability that the system will be at least capable of operating into restricted Category 
II conditions of approximately 98.12% given that it was fully operational at the start of the 
mission. 
5.2.4 CATEGORY II AVAILABILITY 
The Category II availability is based on a daily QXI (MEL tracking) report for the 6 months 
period March thru August 1977. 
Full Category II is defined as autoland (dual) availability with minimums of 1200 FI. RVR 
and 100 Ft. DH. Restricted Category II is defined as single channel autofiight control with 
minimums of 1600 FI. RVR and 150 Ft. DH. 
Review of the QXI sheets shows that all restrictions were dual (autoland) operation not 
available. There were no items in which both autofiight control systems were inoperative. 
Tabulation of the daily average percentage of the fleet with full Category II availability is 
as follows: 
March 96.05% June 92.48% 
April 93.29% July 89.91% 
May 91.35 August 9 I. 16% 
6 months average availa~ility = 92.37% 
The stations in which Pan Am flies, on its scheduled routes, which are Category II certi-
ficated are: 
JFK New YOlk, N.Y. DTW Detroit, Mich. 
1M) Washington, D.C. ORD Chicago, Ill. 
DFW Dallas/Ft. Worth TXL Berlin (Tegal) 
SFO San Francisco, CA MUC Munich, Germ. 
LAX Los Angeles, CA LHR London, U.K. 
SEA Seattle/Tacoma, WA AMS Amsterdam, Neth. 
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6.0 MAINTENANCE ASSESSMENT -UNITED AND PAN AI\IERICAN 
The major elements of maintenance assessment are line maintenance, shop maintenance. 
delays and cancellations, and the sparing activity. Each of these elements contributes to 
main tenance cost. 
Line Maintenance 
The measure of line maintenance cost is given by the manhours expended to remove and 
replace components on the airplane. Included is the time spell t for test and check of 
components and system. Each component replacement is considered a line maintenance 
event. The manhours can be expressed in terms of maintenance events and also in terms of 
airplane flight time. 
One measure of the maintenance effectiveness achieved at the line level is what is commonly 
referred to as the verification rate. Quite simply, the verification rate is the ratio ofveril1ed 
equipment removals to the total number of removals. A removal is verified if the removal 
and replacement corrects the malfunction and/or the stop maintenance operation finds 
the removed unit to have a failure which can be directly related to the noted reason for 
removal. 
Shop Maintenance 
As with line maintenance, the shop maintenance is expressed in manhours expended in 
restoring/overhauling components. A major contributor to shop maintenance also are the 
material costs associated with overhaul. The shop maintenance costs are thus a sum of the 
manhour costs and the associated material costs. 
When components are returned to the vendor for overhaul or work, the cost is not included 
in the data. 
PA shop material cost was provided in cost per unit removed and rovted tluough the shop. 
UA only used material charges against verified failures so the PA deta I,'as devel"ped to 
show these same unit costs per verified failure using the percent failures pfJvide,j in the data. 
6.1 LINE MAINTENANCE 
The United Airlines line maintenance assessment is presented in the r,mn of munhollrs 
expended and total maintenance events on a monthly basis split up by AT A 100 chapter 
headings (see Appendix C), Twelve months results from July 1975 through June 1976 are 
totaled for the autopilot system (ATA Chapter 22) as shown. The shared components and 
servo components are not included in Chapter 22. 

















~.-.- .. ~ 
Autopilot System Components--Average Manhour per Event = 1.53 (A TA Chapter 22) 
For Pan American the component replacement, check and test times have been identified 
for each AFCS component (see Appendix D). In order to arrive at an average man hour per 
event for comparison with United Airlines results, the total removals for the period Decem-
ber 1976 through May 1977 are used as a data base. 
For ATA Chapter 22 components 
_ :E (Component manhour/event x no. of removals) 
Avg. Manhour per event 
Total number of removals 
842 
= 583 = 1.44 manhOl rs per event 
Removal/Verification Rates 
For United Airlines the following sections identify, for each electronic element in the 747 
flight control system, the removal rate. the reasons for removal and the associated verifica-
tion rates. This information has been derived from the one-year I&R tag removal histories 
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161424 unit f1ight hrs 
= 133 rem ovals 


































i Symptom , 
, A/P performance I, ~ 
" Fails BITE r 
" I' Engage/disengage ,I 
j: Warning indication 
























161424 unit fit Ius 1495 Ius = 
108 removals 












= 3165 hrs 

















































*MTBR = 53808 hrs = 1035 hrs 
52 removals 
*Verification rate = 15/52 = 28.8% 
*Excludes scheduled or time controlled removals. 














MTBR = 34 Is = 1583 hrs 
remova 
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Auto Throttle Computer 
Symptom Removals 
Does not respond properly 
(overboosts) 17 






= 2070 hrs 26 removals 
Verification rate = 9/26 = 35% 
Mode Select Panel 
Symptom Removals 
A/T control 2 
Al t select functions 6 
Course select function 5 
Hdg select f,mction 3 
Pitch mode sw 2 
Lateral mode sw 0 






48 removals = 1121 hrs 
Verification rate = 18/48 = 38% 
Verified Unverified 
4 13 
2 0 • 
2 
2 2 















2 0 J , 
0 0 , , 
2 5 
I 9 
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Aileron hard over 















MTBR = 10 I = 5381 hrs 
rem ova s 
Verification rate = 3/1 0 = 30% 
Accelerometer- I Removal 











MTBR = 10 1 = 5381 hIS remova s 
Verification rate = 0% 
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AFCS Accessory B ox I 
Symptom 
AlP warningl disengage 




MTBR = 53808 hrs = 17936 
3 removals 
Verification rate = 33% 
AFCS Accessory Box 2 
98 
Symptom 
Chronic PIA test 
AlP disengage 
Removals 
Causes pitch compo to fail 
Total 







MTBR = = 17936 3 removals 





MTBR = = 17936 3 removals 











































Symptom Removals Verified Unverified 
Warning indication 24 10 14 
Weak output 27 6 21 
Inoperative 9 3 6 
Fails BITE 2 0 2 
Autoland disconnect 3 0 3 
Other 4 0 4 
Total 69 19 50 
MTBR = 
I07616hrs 
69 removals = 1560 hrs 
Verification rate = 19/69 = 28% 
Radio Altimeter 
Symptom Removals Verified Unverified 
Inoperative 17 7 10 













MTBR = 107616hrs 176 ' = 4hrs 61 removals' 
Verification rate = 18/61.= 30% 
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Symptom Removals Verified 
Malf. code/warn 64 56 
Error 7 5 
Inop 7 7 
A/P performance 8 0 
Other 8 . I 
Total 94 69 
MTBR = 
107616 hrs 1145 hrs = 94 removals 
Verification rate = 69/94 = 73% 
Air Data Computer 
Symptom Removals Verified 
:: 
Ii Alt/Mach perf 26 9 
II Alt/Mach flag 19 9 
, 
i TAS/SAT/TAT 8 5 I j Inop/all flags 19 8 I AlP perf 9 2 
BITE 4 3 
GPW/ATC 4 I 
, 
, 
Other 10 0 
Total 99 37 
MTBR = 
107616hrs 8 
- = 10 7 hrs 
99 removals 
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Hdg Flag 4 
No slave/inop/erratic 8 
AlP hdg hold 2 





= 5664 hrs 
19 removals 
Verification rate = 7/19 = 37% 
Attitude Director Indicator 
Symptom Removals 
ILS display 9 
Attitude display/flag 27 
R wy display Iflag 35 
Turn and bank indo 6 
Flight director flag 29 





= 847 hrs 
127 rem ovals 
Verification rate = 76/127 = 60% 
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Summary of Verification Rates - United Airlines and Pan American 
The verification rates for Pan American were extracted from the shop finding results identi-
fied in Section 5.2. 
confirmed failures 
Verification rate = --=======-- J( 100%· 




Cnmputer, yaw damper 
Unit, monitor and logic 
Unit, auto stabilizer trim 
Computer, auto throttle 
L c Jicated Sensors 
Box, accessory stabilizer trim 
Box, accessory # I 
Box, accessory #2 
ControIIDisplay·.Units 
Panel, mode select 
Control, AlP flight 
Indicator, attitude director 
Shared Sensors -~-
Receiver, navigation 
Transceiver, low rangeradia alt; . 
Unit,inertiaFnaVigation 
Computer, c.entral air data 
Coupler, MHR compass 
Verification rate percent 


































































































6.2 SHOP MAINTENANCE 
The basic cost elements that make up shop maintenance cost are labor manhours per removal 
and material cost per failure. Both these cost elements have been extracted from the 
maintenance assessment appendixes (United Airlines-Appendix C and Pan American-
Appendix D). The results are shown in Table 6-1. 
Total shop maintenance costs can be computed from the manhour and material cost for 
each component as follows: 
Shop cost/year = labor manhours per removal 
x labor rate ($/Hourl 
x no. of removals per year 
+ 
material cost per failure 
x no. of failures per year 
1;,( I 
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Computer, yaw damper 
Unit, monitor and logic 
Unit, auto stabilizer trim 
Computer, auto throttle 
Dedicated Sensors 
Accelerometer, normal 
Box, accessory stabilizer trim 
Box, accessory #1 
Box, accessory #2 
Control/D isplay Units 
Panel, mode select 
Control, AlP flight 
Light Set, flight mode annunciator 
Indicator, attitude director 
Shared Sensors 
Receiver, navigation 
Transceiver. low range radio alt. 
Unit. inertial navigation 
Computer, central air data 
Coupler, MJ-IR compass 
*Returned to vendor 
Labor manhour 
per removal 
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6.3 SCHEDULE IRREGULARITY 
When an airborne system failure results in an in
terruption of scheduled operation, such as 
delay or cancellation of scheduled flight, additio
nal cost would be incurred. An industry 
survey made in early 1976 shows the following d
elay and cancellation costs for 747 aircraft: 
Cost for typical delay of 40 min: $ 550 - $1,190 
Cost for cancellation of flight: $1,500 - $5,000 
The composition of these costs includes extra g
round transportation, hotel and meal ac-
comodations for passengers, overtime pay for
 maintenance and flight crews, etc. In addi-
tion, many intangible items such as competitors
 reliability, schedule similarity, load factors, 
etc. are important factors, although difficult to 
substantiate. All these items have different 
values depending upon the individual case, and t
he difficulty is evidenced by the large 
spread as shown in the industry survey. At Uni
ted. costs of flight schedule interruptions as 
cited below are being used only for the purpose
 of engineering work estimates: 
747 delay cost per hour per delay: $ 300 
747 cancellation cost per departure: $3,600 
Boeing has, since the introdllction of 747's, mai
ntained a computerized file of schedule 
interruptions for all operators using operator da
ta. This data is filed by component and 
for this study the 24 units for which reliability 
data was collected were included in the 
search. 
Because of the difference in rou te structure a di
fferent value was used for delays and cancel-
lations for the two airlines. 
Average cost per delay hour for delays 
Average cost per flight cancellation 
No. of delays 
No. of cancellations 
Resulting cost for all interruptions 
Total flight hours in study 
Interruption cost per flight hour 
Total flights in study 
Intemlption cost per flight 
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7.0 FIRST COST SUMMARY 
The costs examined to this point are direct maintenance costs involving line and shop labor 
and material. From a broader viewpoint of asse,sing a total cost of owning the AFCS, other 
costs such as hardware acquisition costs, initial maintenance and flight crew training costs 
must be taken into consideration. A detailed cost-of-ownership computation is out of the 
scope of this study; however, a summary of each item should serve to illustrate the .nagni-
tude of line and shop cost as compar~d to the total cost. The following first cost items are 
divided into two broad cat~gories: hardware costs and spares costs. 
The following ce,cs are those from United Airlines. 
One Time Co,ts 
Hardware acquisition cost ................................... $ 2,809,399 
Spares acquisition cost ..................................... $ 867,161 
Initial cost of maintenance crew training ........................ $ 65,800 
Initial cost of flight crew training ............................. $ 368,520 
$4,110,880 
Inventory cost pel' airplane in fleet is .......................... $ 204,254 
Note: 
Above costs ar0 for AFCS computers. servos, and dedicated sensors te -'pport the fleet 
of 18 747's. 
Similar inventory data from Pan American includes: 
Hardware acquisition cost ................................... $4,284,992 
Spares acquisition cost .................. , .................. $1,256,967 
Total inventory S5 ,541,959 
Inventory cost per airplr.'le,in fleet is ........................... S I 73,186 
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14678 12 09-29-75 
03 06-26-75 
727 03 03-06-76 
li997 03 03 -06-76 
1l01l 11 09-09-73 
7907 20 
12485 11 09-07 -74 
13702 13 11-27 -74 
14820 
3 02-18-75 
7075 32 04-14-75 
73 58 32 04-25-75 
19 08· 31 -75 
16176 14 12-16-75 
17502 13 04-09-76 
18031 
8555 
5067 29 09-14-74 
JAL LOAN 10-18-74 
27 01-24-76 
03 11-1l-72 
7711 04 12-20-72 
LOAN TO N.W. 
? 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
































PITCH COMPUTER (Conti nued) 
ON OFF 
UNIT 
LINE SIN AIRPLANE DATE TIME AIRPLANE DATE TIME STATUS 
31 10 03-05-73 8473 FV , 
32 23 05-01-73 4495 FV 
33 10 07-21 -75 1950 OK 
34 28 08-11-75 7884 28 08-14-75 7938 OK • 
35 28 10-02-75 8292 28 04-30-76 10004 FV 
36 20 06-14- 76 16643 20 06-15-76 ? OK 
37 6 14 01-14-79 10540 
38 11 08-18-74 13254 OK 
39 JAL LOAN FV 
40 13 09-22-74 13565 13 03 -05-75 148 FV 
41 17 03-30-75 14548 17 06-06-75 15088 OK 
42 28 07-03-75 7452 28 04-09-76 9787 OK 
43 32 04-29-76 10388 
44 13 01-21-79 11317 
45 7 04 12-03-76 2411 FV 
46 12 01-26-76 17341 12 04-02-76 17913 OK 
47 32 04-20-76 10292 32 04-24-76 10336 OK 
48 32 04-27 -76 10373 32 06-11-76 10769 OK 
49 8 8012 09- -70 48 OK 
50 04 10-21-70 643 OK 
51 13 12-30-70 FV 
52 14 05-17-71 OK 
53 19 11-29-71 1480 FV 
54 19 10-31-74 11748 FV 
55 03 04-18-75 3 ? FV 
56 12 09-22-75 16598 FV 
57 12 11-08-75 16911 12 01-26-76 17341 FV 
58 9 14 01-07-72 3721 OK 
59 20 06-24-72 3284 OK 




PITCH COMPUTER (Continued) 
ON OFF 
UNIT 
LINE SIN AIPRLANE DATE TIME AIRPLANE DATE TIME STATUS 
61 ? OK 
62 11 01-09-74 11327 OK 
63 17 06-04-75 15078 OK 
64 32 06-18 -75 7808 OK 
65 10 02-08-76 OK 
66 04 02-20-76 2832 
67 10 13 04-14-73 8521 FV 
68 23 07-01-73 5162 FV 
69 23 12-19-74 10391 23 05-27-75 11773 FV 
70 14 06-07-75 14819 14 11-03-75 16176 FV 
71 17 11-11-75 16453 17 3-20-76 17384 OK 
72 12 04-17-76 18072 12 04-18-76 18081 OK 
73 13 04-24-76 18029 
74 13 04-14-73 8521 
75 11 23 07-01-73 5162 23 07-03-73 5188 F\, 
76 20 02-17 -74 9406 OK 
77 03 04-06-74 12265 
78 23 11-10-74 10100 OK 
79 10 12-03-74 14459 FV 
80 19 12- 10-74 12147 19 08-31-75 14406 FV 
81 03 10-30-75 1754 03 04-08-76 2865 FV 
82 28 04-30-76 10004 
83 12 11 09-07-74 13415 
84 03 07··04-75 680 03 07 -15-75 727 FV 
• 85 QANTAS LOAN 07-28-75 OK 
86 23 10-04-75 12966 7.3 01-26-76 13029 OK 
87 32 02-24-76 09843 32 03-03-76 ? FV 
88 09 03-13-76 2981 
89 10 05-(;2 -76 4219 FV 
90 23 06-23-76 FV 
ORIGINAL PA~ 
OF pOOR QU I 
< 183 
--
P ITCH COMPUTER (Continued) 
ON OFF 
UNIT 
LINE SIN AIRPLANE DATE TINE AIRPLANE DATE TIME STATUS 
91 23 12-02-72 2966 
92 13 17 06-03-74 11843 17 07-20-74 12257 OK 
93 12 08-08-74 13135 12 08 - 14-74 13191 OK 
94 13 10-20-74 13702 FV 
95 27 11-08-74 3655 27 08-04-75 10841 OK 
96 20 08-21-75 14321 20 12-29-75 15345 FV 
97 04 01-11-76 2591 
98 14 11 07-32-72 5912 
99 8003 07 - 09-74 13041 OK 
100 28 07-27-74 4512 28 07-03-75 7452 CK 
101 10 07-21-75 7950 10 11-27-7'j 3045 FV 
102 04 12-04-75 2418 04 12-04-75 2418 FV 
103 8011 02-28-76 17470 11 03-27 -71 HMV OK 
104 28 04-09-76 9787 
105 15 11 02-15-74 11639 OK 
17 05-06-74 11594 OK 
107 16 07-14-74 12282 FV 
108 11 08-14-74 13254 
109 10 02-13-75 3528 FV 
110 10 02-27-75 
II 111 16 27 04-30-75 11773 OK 112 17 06-10-75 15122 17 09-03-75 15892 FV 
113 32 09-07-75 8613 32 10-0)-75 8819 OK 
114 32 10-16-75 8934 • 
115 35 07-15-74 
116 17 33 12-19-74 4439 FV 
117 18 01-06-75 12624 18 04-27 -75 13628 OK 
118 18 05-21-74 10521 18 06-10-75 13964 OK 
11 9 32 06-18-75 7808 32 02-24-76 9843 OK 
120 32 02-28-76 9870 32 03-01-76 9935 FV 
184 
PITCH COMPUTER (Continued) 
ON OFF 
UNIT 
LINE SIN AIRPLANE DATE TIME AIRPLANE DATE TIME STATUS 
121 32 01.-24-76 10335 32 05-07-76 10456 OK 
0 122 10 03-13-74 12177 
123 18 10 01-16-75 296 10 06-28-75 1773? OK 
124 11 07-16-75 15850 JAL LOAN 07-15-75 OK 
125 14 05-17-71 ? 
126 19 11 06-20-72 5457 OK 
127 12 06-24-72 5844 OK 
128 11 07-31-72 5907 11 07-32-71 591 2 OK 
129 04 08-28-72 6981 FV 
130 04 12-17-72 7711 OK 
131 04 07-02-75 1067 FV 
132 11 07-16-75 15851 11 03-27-76 17613 FV 
133 03 04-08-76 2865 
134 20 20 07-17 -73 7277 FV 
135 14 08-13-73 9140 FV 
136 ? 09-06-73 FV 
137 12 10-21-73 10515 OK 
138 14 12-03-73 FV 
139 29 01-09-74 2847 29 08-27-74 5067 OK 
140 27 09-01-74 7950 27 10-21 -74 8402 FV 
141 19 11-08-74 11835 
142 18 04-23-75 13586 
143 21 17 06-06-75 15088 17 06-10-75 15122 FV 
144 17 09-03-75 ? 
145 13 11-04-75 17094 
146 12-01-75 
147 35 01-18-76 8746 35 01-28-76 8833 
148 27 02-22-76 12485 27 02-25-76 12517 
149 35 03-10-76 9245 
150 35 03-13-76 9229 
ORIGINAL PAOG tEl 
OF POOR QUAl.ll'¥ 
185 
$!!!!! . -
j PITCH COMPUTER (Continued) 
I ON OFF UNIT LINE SI N AIRP LANE DATE TIME AIRPLANE DATE TIME STATUS 
151 22 32 04-26-75 7358 8032 05-18-75 7521 OK 
152 17 09-03·75 15892 17 11-11-75 16453 FV • 
153 04 12-04-,75 2418 04 01-11-76 2591 OK 
154 27 01-24-76 12209 27 01-30-76 12266 FV 
155 27 02-25-76 12517 27 05-22-76 13351 OK 
156 10 06-07-76 14860 
157 17 06-26-75 18228 
158 23 32 04-14-75 7325 32 05- 13-75 7476 FV 
159 28 07-03-75 7452 28 07 -22- 75 7666 OK 
160 12 10-31- 75 12 11-08-75 16911 FV 
161 LOAN JAL 8 Hrs OK 
162 13 01-27-76 17551 13 02-03-76 17601 FV 
163 10 02-08-76 3479 OK 
164 35 02-18-76 8987 35 03 -01 -76 9112 OK 
165 27 03- 18-76 12729 
166 24 12 07-05-74 12812 FV 
167 28 01-05-75 6159 OK 
168 12 02-21-75 14688 12 04 -09-75 15517 FV 
169 18 4-16-75 13579 FV 
170 18 04-27-75 13628 
171 12 02-21-75 14688 
172 25 14 06-07-75 14819 FV 
173 28 07-30-75 7741 28 08-11-75 ? OK 
174 16 09-06-75 15945 16 10-31 -75 16414 OK 
175 13 11-04-75 17094 13 11-24 -75 17159 FV 
• 
176 35 01-28-76 8833 35 02-17-76 8987 FV 
177 10 02-27-76 3655 10 03-05-76 3719 FV 
178 32 04-08-76 10191 32 04-27-76 10373 FV 
179 18 11-07-73 8814 
180 26 14 01-14-74 10540 14 02-22-74 10895 OK 
186 
_ 1 .l.. 
.--~----
P ITCH COMPUTER (CONTINUFD) 
ON OFF 
UNIT 
LINE SIN AIRPLANE DATE TIME AIRPLANE DATE TIME STATUS 
• 
181 32 02-27-74 3607 32 04-15-75 7333 OK 
182 14 05-02-75 14523 
183 12 05-09-75 15501 OK 
• 184 11 07-16-75 15850 FV 
185 28 07-22-75 7666 28 07 -30-75 7741 FV 
186 28 08-19-75 7915 28 04-30-76 10004 FV 
187 10 06-15-76 4591 
188 14 05-05-71 1363 
189 27 11 07-31 -·72 5907 FV 
190 23 12-02-72 2966 FV 
191 04 05-05-75 58?? FV 
192 16 08-05-75 15736 16 09-06-75 15945 OK 
193 12 09-22-75 16598 12 05-01-76 OK 
194 12 06-29-72 5844 
195 28 18 05-21-74 10521 FV 
196 03 07-26-74 13216 FV 
197 12 08-06- 74 13127 12 02-21-75 14688 FV 
198 20 13327 20 05-07-75 ? OK 
199 12 05-09-75 15501 12 10-03-75 16649 FV 
200 12 10-31-76 12 11-04-75 16882 FV 
201 04 ? 04 02-20-76 2832 OK 
202 13 07-07-76 17997 13 04-24-76 18029 OK 
203 16 09-30-73 5723 
204 ').' 28 07-13-74 4400 8028 07-27-74 4512 FV 
205 32 08-01-74 5040 32 03-18-75 7075 FV 
206 14 04-01 -75 H.286 
207 17 07-05-73 8678 
208 30 27 11-20-74 8671 OK 
209 13 11-27-74 14037 13 02-07-75 14651 OK 
210 29 11-08-75 8993 FV 
211 13 11-211-75 17159 13 01-20-76 17502 FV 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 187 
P ITCH COMPUTER (Continued) 
ON OFF 
UNIT 
LINE SIN AIRPLANE DATE TIME AIRPLANE DATE TIME STATUS 
212 10 02-08-:'6 3482 
• 
213 23 04-09-76 14322 OK • , 
214 12 05-16-76 117 
215 31 14 05-05-71 1363 FV 
" 
216 10 03-27-72 5107 FV 
217 17 07-05-73 8678 FV 
218 20 07-17-73 7277 20 09-19-73 7907 FV 
, 219 23 05-27-75 11773 FV I 220 13 06-25-75 15786 13 10-06-75 16796 FV 
I 221 20 12-19-75 15345 
I· 
~ 222 32 23 09-18-73 6009 23 09-21-73 6048 FV 223 35 09-27-73 1239 35 07-15-74 ? FV 
224 12 02-1 2-75 11463 FV 
225 13 03-05-75 148 
226 33 18 06-21-71 200 FV 
227 03 02-12-73 8263 OK 
228 19 04-14-74 9950 OK 
229 16? 05-17-74 11762 OK 
230 03 07-04-75 680 FV 
231 ? ? ? FV 
232 32 12-26-73 9366 32 02-28-76 9864 OK 
, I 233 20 03-15-74 3274 .. 
234 34 23 11-20-74 10100 23 12-28-74 10386 FV 
235 LOAN JAL OK 
236 ? 12-16-75 ? ? 
237 12 04-26-76 17913 • 
238 35 20 06-16-75 3690 FV 
239 20 06-14-76 16643 FV 
I 240 14 01-3! -74 10715 
~ 241 36 28 01-05-75 6159 28 07-03-75 7452 OK 





LINE SIN AIRPLANE 
• 243 19 























































TIME AIRPLANE DATE 
14406 19 08-31-75 
8819 32 12-26-75 
? 01-30-76 
17601 13 04-07 -76 





?7 01-2 1-74 
LOAN ITEM 
11594 17 07-20-75 
14461 
10515 
5058 8029 11-18-74 
14460 10 01-16-75 
14651 13 07-31-75 
32 10-16-75 
12266 27 02-22-76 
2628 ,, ~ v_ 03- -76 
9970 





10444 29 08-26-74 
12753 18 04-23-75 
11773 23 10-04-75 
16411 
11 09-96-73 
ORIGINAL PAG~ 11 


























P ITCH COMPUTER (Cont i nued) 
ON 
UNIT 
LINE SIN AIRPLANE OATE TIME AIRPLANE 
274 29 
275 14 12-03-73 ? 14 
276 27 
277 27 11-20-74 8571 27 
278 18 06-10-75 13961 18 
279 03 07-17 -75 727 03 
280 10 11-27-75 3045 10 
281 03 03-06-76 2628 
282 11 03-28-76 17613 
283 42 17 
284 14 
285 03 07-18-73 9814 03 
286 23 09-21-73 6048 
287 12 
288 11 
289 32 05-13-75 7476 
290 17 
291 43 03 07-09-74 13041 03 
292 19 09-13-74 11308 19 
293 12 08-14-72 13191 
294 44 16 
295 11 01 -09-74 11327 03 
296 32 07- 09-74 3991 32 
297 12 
298 19 10-31-74 11748 19 
299 23 05-27-75 
300 10 










04- 08- 75 9809 
07 -01 - 74 14188 
10-30-75 1754 
01 -08-76 3482 
01 - 23 - 72 3551 
07-11-73 8803 
08-02-73 9970 
08-08 -74 13135 






08-01 -74 5040 
08-16--74 13205 
05- -75 13266 
02-27-76 3655 
03 -08-72 222 
04 -08-72 2784 
06-02-72 1070 































































PITCH COMPUTER (Continued) 
ON 
UNIT 
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04-27 -73 369 
08-2S-73 8046 





05-07 -73 3320 
01-21-74 11317 



























11 I i I 
I P ITCH COMPUTER (Continued) 
l1 ON OFF J 
f 
UNIT 1 LINE SIN AIRPLANE DATE TIME AIRPLANE DHE TIME STATUS 
1 336 32 11-04-74 5899 1 
, I I, 337 14 05-29-76 ? II 
, ' 
'-"'1 338 51 29 06-09-73 477 OK 
339 16 09-30-73 5723 FV 
340 29 01-09-74 2847 FV 
341 32 01-17-74 3245 32 02-27-74 3607 FV 
I. 342 32 11-04-74 5899 FV Ii 343 11 02-28-76 17476 FV I I: t'l 344 32 03-01-76 9935 32 04-09-76 10207 FV 
i:i 345 52 35 07-01-73 314 FV Ii 346 14 01-14-74 10540 OK 
I 347 20 02-17-74 1 9406 20 10-17-74 11541 OK 
348 32 04-14-75 7325 FV 
349 14 05-02-75 11523 OK 
/1 350 23 05-27-75 11773 23 05-17-76 14737 OK 351 06-11-76 10769 I !I 32 iii 352 53 13 10-02-73 01292 FV : : , 
353 13 08-14-74 13106 FV 
354 20 08-21-75 14322 OK 
355 19 08-31-75 14406 
, . 356 54 23 09-18-73 6009 OK t : 
, 357 35 01-18-76 8746 FV \ . \ ' 
1 358 35 01-31-76 8857 35 02-18-76 8987 FV 359 32 02-28-76 9864 32 04-08-76 10191 OK l : , i 360 20 04-12-76 16190 I 
14860 I 361 10 06-07-76 OK 1 
362 55 35 04-27-73 1239 FV . 1 II I 363 32 04-09-74 3991 FV 
364 18 05-27-74 11787 FV 
365 18 01-19-75 12753 FV 
366 20 02-28-75 12747 20 13327 OK ! 
1 
1 
192 ;i~ , 
, 
",:-, __ J~~~ = JLj 


































































"t j, ll', 
, , 



























OFF i 11 
TIME AIRPLANE DATE TIME STATUS ,\, I : I ' 














































09-07 -75 8613 
10-31-75 16875 






















27 12-29-73 5667 FV 
FROM STOCK (SAME PROBLEt~) 
13 09-22-74 13565 OK 
















'''1 d 1 
, I ' ' , 
: 1 
i 1 :: .', { . 
: I· j 
: \ ~ 
! I 
i ' 










: \ J • \/> i 
I! .j 
: I ,'1 






l) ,i 1 
I i 1 
I ~ 
11 i, 1 
, (, j 
" , III 
i I. 1 !' _C: 
I, j 


















~ _ ..... ..-0-_, 
PITCH COMPUTER (CONTINUED) 
ON 
UNIT 



















































































16 04-02-75 14576 
32 04-26-75 7358 
20 03-15-74 3274 
? 05-10-74? 
18 01-21-75 12770 
28 8-18-75 7915 
28 04-17-74 3611 
11 06-08-75 15601 
04 03-13-76 2981 
27 09-01-74 7950 
20 02-28-75 12747 
03-30-75 14548 
20 02-06-76 15629 
35 03-13-76 9229 
35 02-01-76 

































.., !, I 
, i ,1 
1'1 





























I ,. , i ! ! . 








1 1 8010 11-17-70 83S FV 1 , 1 2 SOl1 10-22-71 349S FV • I , 
3 S013 07-27-72 6163 FV : I 1 . , 04-12-73 8862 , 4 8004 08-17-72 6446 8004 F , 
5 8020 06-05-73 6812 OK 9 l 
6 8012 06-10-74 12504 OK ! 
j 
., 
7 S012 07-06-74 12828 8012 09-26-75 1661S F ! I 
8 S004 01-09-76 257S S004 02-20-76 2832 OK , I I 9 8035 03-04-76 9135 , I 10 2 8003 05-05-72 5297 FV , 
11 8003 11-11-72 7261 FV 1 
12 8003 1(;-22-73 10803 FV i. 
13 S027 02-26-74 6230 S027 11-0S-75 11710 FV ! 1 
14 8032 12-06-75 9307 
'j 15 3 8010 12-03-74 14459 
16 S019 02-13-75 12640 OK ) 17 8029 03-07-75 6783 8029 03-23-75 6428 OK ~.,: 
18 8003 04-18-75 4 8003 04-22-75 175S1 OK l 
19 8019 05-04-75 13266 8019 05-06-75 13287 OK 1 
I 20 8012 05-21-75 F I , 
I 21 8020 07-23-75 1404 FV 
1 
22 4 8003 11-01-70 897 FV 1 
I 23 8014 12-16-70 150 FV 
1 
I 24 8016 01-11-71 261 S016 05-04-71 1207 FV 
25 8011 06..,04-71 2261 SOIl 07-15-71 2637 OK 1 , 26 8011 06-15-75 15674 FV j- I 
27 5 8029 10-11-73 1986 I ., 
28 8013 02-07-75 14651 OK X i 
29 S013 02-25-75 14775 8013 10-02-75 16756 OK .. !, 
30 8029 10-05-75 8688 I ',! 
31 6 8012 08-14-71 2913 F 1 ! ., 32 8012 09-02-71 3089 OK J I I i I I 33 8016 02-01-72 3120 FV ... ): .'1 , 34 8020 06-30-72 3354 FV • 
I 1 35 8010 08-01-72 6292 OK· 
, ,. 
36 8013 01-31-75 14675 FV 
37 8017 02-19-75 14179 8017 08-22-75 15849 FV 
3S 7 S019 06-04-72 3337 F I 
39 S012 06-27.,72 5848 FV 
40 8013 OS-OS-72 6287 F 1 I , 
1 
196 I :A , " : ;'] 





-., "--- ;;;- ~ b. _ .. , •.• ,. " ..;.~~;" " ,,\ "-'--, .. -.",-"""'-~'--""'- "~ ,~"~,,,,,,,,-.,l'-- . ...l;~."." .• ,,_ .•. :.,, __ ....... ~ _ t ¢" ,i' .... ~ ... __ ~~J- ,~'-' .. _'-'-_~~".:"'_ ,_"'. ~ ...... " '0 
~ 
I: IIf I I' ,. III I k I ill • 
! j I' 1 ,i , t ; i I ROLL COMPUTER H I ' ,. ON OFF ' ) , ,. 1 i 
! I I 
U UNIT ; ! ~ LINE SiN AIRPLANE DATE TIME AIRPLANE DATE TIME STATUS .I, I I < 1 
I 41 8019 10-19-73 8334 FV I 
I " 42 8035 11-74-74 4451 8035 06-16-75 7010 OK 'I 
:1 ! 43 8 8003 10-20-70 FV , i 
44 8013 07-27-71 2557 FV :) 
I .. 
" 
45 8019 02-29-72 2369 ;J 
I 
46 8010 05-22-72 5473 F 'i 
47 8013 08-08-72 6287 'i 1 
,:1. 48 8017 08-22-72 5648 
I 1\ 49 8010 05-30-72 5553 8010 06-19-72 5813 OK 50 8020 06-30-72 3354 8020 06-30-72 3354 F 51 F i II ,! 52 8013 07-27-72 6163 8013 08-07-72 6279 OK i 'I j , , 
,. II 53 8011 09-20-73 10258 ' 1 
54 9 8027 03-09-73 2483 FV I j 
55 8011 04-27-73 8735 ;1 1 
56 10 8011 12-25-72 7412 8011 09-09-72 10148 OK I i if 
i 57 8020 10-04-73 8048 F 
:I 1 
i>- l 58 8029 FV :1 ' 
I 59 8010 02-20-74 FV ;1 I 60 8019 03-04-74 9584 '! , I 
I 61 8027 02-27-76 6230 OK ,. 1 ~ 1 
62 8014 06-09-74 10417 F & FV 1 ' j 
63 8017 07-21-74 12265 8017 02-19-75 14179 F ~i ! j 
64 8019 09-01-75 14413 OK \: '",1 ~ 1 
f 65 
8032 12-06-75 9337 F :; : 
66 8018 02-15-76 16146 8018 02-21-7R 16195 FV ! .~ 
67 8011 03-14-76 17603 U , 
68 11 Loan 02-08-71 OK r j • , 
69 8004 03-16-71 8004 11-21-71 4031 FV 
i, ' ! , 
70 8014 12-19-71 3302 FV I 71 8011 06-19-72 5442 F ' ' 




73 8010 09-30-72 6844 FV I 74 8017 07-05-73 8678 F 75 8032 07-14-73 1221 
76 8016 04-27-75 14825 j 
77 8018 02-15-76 16146 FV 
78 8013 04-01-76 17948 I 79 12 8018 05-17-74 10487 
80 8011 12-13-74 14157 OK 
: 1 
ORIGlNAL PAGE IS 1 J 
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ROLL COMPUTER . 'j j 
ON OFF 1 I.' j 
I , 
UNIT I l , 
LINE 2L!i AIRPLANE DATE TIME AIRPLANE DATE TIME STATUS , 
. j 
i' ! 
02-02-75 14590 OK > ! 1 81 8013 01-31-75 14075 8013 
82 8019 05-04-75 13266 
I·.·. 
~ 
83 8012 05-12-75 8012 07-26-75 16057 OK l 
84 8004 08-12-75 1463 8004 08-20-75 1536 FV 
, 
j 
85 8017 08-22-75 15849 8017 09-07-75 15947 OK 
" 1 86 8013 10-02-75 16756 8013 10-27-75 16936 OK 
87 8027 11-05-75 11678 8027 11734 OK .j 
88 8012 01-20-76 17283 8012 01-26-76 17341 OK j 89 02-26-76 FV 
90 8004 02-28-76 2890 8004 03-16-76 3010 FV 1 91 8016 04-28-76 17649 , 
92 13 8010 11-17-70 838 j 
I' 
93 8003 09-11-71 3445 
94 8019 12-26-72 5522 I' j 95 8019 04-16-73 6400 i I' I ii 96 8010 11-15-74 OK I, 97 8010 11-30-74 2 FV 1 
'1 98 8029 03-25-75 6943 
Ii 
f ,99 14 8029 08-28-74 5026 l : , 
100 8014 11-11-74 13208 8014 11-20-74 13768 F )"- 1 j ~ , 101 8010 11-30-74 13643 8010 12-03-74 14459 OK i 1 ' . 102 8017 09-18-75 FV 
103 8016 10-08-75 16272 8016 10-23-75 16374 FV t·! ;; 104 8003 12-16-75 8003 01-02-76 FV l 105 8018 02-13-76 16129 , I ,. 106 15 8012 08-31-71 3077 I 107 80ll 11-01-72 6584 FV I 
1 
108 8004 01-02-73 7847 F i, , 
109 8027 02-26-74 6730 OK 
110 8010 03-13-74 12177 h , 
111 8029 10-25-74 5611 OK I 
., 
1 112 8010 06-07-75 1512 F • , 
113 8010 06-28-75 1728 8010 07-22-75 1959 OK l 
I' 114 8003 12-16-75 FV I 115 80~:; 02-21-76 16195 8018 05-15-76 16939 OK , 1 116 16 tlO03 12-23-70 1260 I 
117 8004 04-19-71 :. i 1 118 8017 07-16-71 1903 '" • j 119 8014 12-19-71 3302 I i 1 120 8010 08-01-72 6292 h , , 
121 8010 09-30-72 6844 8010 03-29-73 8741 OK ti 1 122 8004 06-13-73 9461 OK 133 8012 07-09-73 9420 Iii 134 8029 08-22-73 1370 8029 10-06-73 • 918 F I . 135 8028 03-01-74 3150 OK ii I " !,-, 
Ii , , ! 
1'1 
198 [1 : i 
_.L 
-,.--- --,'-:-~-""",,---- ------- - ,-_.-_. -
;;j 
~:.. ,- ', __ ,."~~ ..... ~li:'~~--,--,~,.~_.~.,-,,, ,..j . , ... ~.-.-- ,-~-". , 
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I '; .... ~~ 
J. LINE SIN AIRPLANE DATE TIME AIRPLANE DATE TIME ST
ATUS 
f 
" , 136 8003 04-05-74 12265 8003 08-04-74 13296 OK r 
i 137 8012 01-20-76 
17283 FV I 




I 139 8003 03-06-76 2628 8003 05 .. 26-76 3228 FV Ii! f 140 8020 06-15-76 HMV 
'\ I 141 17 3 12-23-70 1260 FV ! : , 
r 
-
142 4 02-19-71 1084 4 03-16-71 1864 OK 
143 16 05-04-71 1270 16 03-10-72 4014 FV 
144 20 06-05-73 6812 
I 
J II: 
i 145 16 04-29-75 14825 FV 
, 
'1 14·6 29 08-09-75 
29 10-05-75 8688 FV J 
I 147 18 10-25-75 15311 I' . 
.: t 148 18 16 01-11-71 261 OK Ii I 149 11 06-04-71 2261 OK V* ! 150 4 07-06-72 6005 FV 
, .~ 151 18 11-18-72 
6381 OK 
152 3 02-08-73 8209 FV 
t,] 
153 14 04-01·-73 7703 OK F 154 19 04-16-73 6400 OK 
ij 155 16 04-27-73 8024 16 05-21-73 8217 OK 
-'. I 156 20 11-13-73 8479 FV 
i 
;"', 
\ 157 32 07-29-74 5007 F 
I 158 3 04-22-75 17518 3 07-04-75 680 FV 
159 10 07-22-75 1659 10 05-03-76 4776 F 
160 18 05-15-76 16939 l 161 19 19 06-04-72 3337 162 12 07-09-73 9420 OK , . 163 16 08-01-73 9045 16 06-15-74 11971 OK 
164 35 07-13-74 3928 
1 165 20 4 02-1
9-71 1084 FV 
166 3 09-11-71 3445 FV 
167 17 04-05-72 4231 FV 
168 18 05-10-72 3228 1 
; 169 3 06-02-72 5584 F 
j 
170 10 01-18-75 508 F l 
171 11 01-11-76 17099 11 03-14-76 17603 FV f',. ~ 
172 21 16 04-04-71 1024 FV 
173 2 10-17-71 3652 FV 
1; j ! ,~ 
, 174 4 08-17-72 1446 FV 1 
• 
175 19 12-26-72 5522 FV !, ! 
176 7 01-12-73 OK ,I ,- J 
177 3 04-05-74 12265 FV 1 178 23 01-20-76 13029 FV 
179 35 03-30-76 94013 I 180 22 10 06-19-75 1634 t 181 4 07-07-75 J110 4 08-02-75 0 FV 
.j ORIGIN , l 
OF p., .At PAGE IS 
1 - UOR QUALIT
y 199 
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10 08-1~-73 10774 
16. 06-15-74 11971 
10 05-04-76 4,247 
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1 ON OFF UNIT I . LINE SIN AIRPLANE DATE TIf1E ,URPL;.Nc DATE mlE ST;;TUS 1 _._-
271 20 12-28-71 r 
'1 1505 ! I 272 11 12-13-74 14157 11 06-26-75 18684 FV 
273 34 10 03-13-74 12177 I 
... 1 274 29 03-07-75 6783 OK , 275 29 03-23-75 6428 29 03-25-75 6943 FV • 276 20 06-15-76 HMV OK 
277 35 14 04-01-73 7703 
278 STOCK 08-08-74 F 
279 29 08-27-74 5067 29 08-31-74 5104 OK 
280 10 11-15-74 FV 
.. ' ~ 281 10 03-07-75 757 F 
1 282 16 05-01-75 14841 16 07-07-75 15411 FV 283 3 01-02-76 0 OK 
284 14 01-12-76 16649 14 03-10-76 17240 FV j 285 19 04-16-76 16086 
286 36 20 12-28-71 1505 OK 
287 12 04-04-72 5053 F 
288 10 05-22-72 5473 10 05-25-72 5510 
289 14 08-26-72 5761 OK ~ 
290 13 02-14-74 11536 FV 
291 13 04-02-74 11916 13 08-15-74 13115 OK 
292 19 05-03-75 13266 FV 
293 11 06-15-75 15674 11 07-31-75 15968 FV 
294 14 09-17-75 15768 14 11-29-75 16407 FV 
295 37 14 02-03-72 2100 FV 
296 14 05-08-74 10434 1 -. 
297 38 14 09-16-74 12740 14 09-17-74 12746 FV 
I 298 29 10-25-74 5611 29 05-09-75 7378 F 299 29 06-16-75 7702 29 07-14-75 7926 FV 300 Return from 07-28-75 OK Quantus 
301 4 08·02-75 4 08-12-75 1463 FV i 302 16 10-08-75 16272 FV I 303 13 11-07-75 17056 13 04-01-76 17948 FV 304 12 04-08-76 17987 . 1 
I 305 23 05-05-76 14563 F i I 306 39 3 10-22-73 10803 
I 
307 29 08-28-74 5026 OK 
308 19 11-05-74 11806 FV I 309 29 06-10-75 7702 OK ' '. 310 28 07-01-75 7433 311 40 18 03-24-72 2158 OK 
312 19 09-20-73 8019 FV 
, 
313 10-09-73 FV 
314 3 04-18-75 4 lK 
J,_--c-.,-.=2_02~--,....,...._~_~_--cc-. 
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1 I I II 
,I 
1 ROLL COMPUTER 




,j 1 ~ L!~;E SIN J~IRPl.~hE DATE TIME AIRPLANE DATE TI>lE STATUS 
-----
_.-".-. 
360 47 4 02-24-75 2:33 1 " 361 28 07-13-75 7565 28 07-19-75 7642 OK 
362 11 07-31-75 15968 
363 48 4 04-12-73 8862 
I' 
364 12 06-05-73 9074 
365 29 08-22-73 1370 FV , 
I 366 29 10-06-73 1918 29 10-11-73 1986 FV 367 Back from JAL 11-29-73 OK 
368 20 04-29-74 10037 FV 
369 18 10-25-75 15311 OK 
370 14 11-29-75 16407 
371 06-02-76 OK 
372 49 27 02-02-73 2400 FV 
373 32 12-08-73 2854 OK 
374 16 04-10-75 16584 1 375 13 11-07-75 17056 OK I 376 16 '04-29-76 17571 FV 377 50 4 06-13-73 9461 4 02-24-75 2:33 FV 
378 4 03-14-75 118 4 02-20-76 2832 OK ! 
379 32 02-28-76 9864 1 
380 51 35 05-31-73 ~ FV I 381* 35 10-13-75 8028 35 01-12-76 8787 OK 382 12 01-26-76 17493 12 04-18-76 18081 FV 383 52 19 10-19-73 8334 19 03-04-74 9584 FV 384 32 07-29-74 5007 32 08-01-74 5040 FV 
1 
385 STOCK 08-12-74 FV 
386 20 08-27-74 11062 
387 14 04-28-75 14499 
388 20 02-06-76 15629 FV ,j 389 4 02-20-76 2832 
390 53 32 07-14-73 1221 F 1 391 4 03-14-75 118-- F .- ,1 
392 STOCK 05-02-75 FV 
393 10 06-28-75 1728 OK 
394 3 07-04-75 680 3 09-28-75 FV 
395 20 10-20-75 14872 
396 54 28 09-03-73 1398 OK 
, :1 397 10 10-11-73 10794 398 08-20-74 OK 
399 14 09-16-74 12740 OK 
400 19 12-24-74 12182 OK 1 
401 10 06-07-75 "1512 10 06-09-75 1541 FV 
402 35 06-16-75 7010 35 06-21-75 7021 OK 
403 4 07-07-75 1110 F 
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i ·1 J" J 
I ! 
11 
: 1 , I 
'. ~ 









LINE SIN AIRPLANE DATE TIME AIRPLANE DATE TIME AT STATUS I 1 1 10 06-24-71 2687 10 07-01-71 2759 72 FV 
1 2 LOAN 08-18-71 ? ? OK 3 10-08-71 ? ? OK I 4 DROPPED 10-08-71 ? O? OK 5 13 10-22-71 3332 13 10-25-71 3356 20 OK I :0.; 6 11 11-15-73 10775 ? FV 
' .• J 7 11 07-27-74 13054 11 07-30-74 13056 4 OK • 8 LOAN 09-24-75 OK .?--
9 27 02-22-76 12406 , 
10 2 11 11-20-70 567 11 08-n5-71 2853 FV* 
11 4 10-18-71 3761 
12 3 4 08-24-71 3400 FV* 
13 13001 12 07-10-74 FV 
14 LOAN 11-02-74 OK 
15 17 07-07-75 15335 FV 
16 11 07-05-75 15314 11 ? 
17 16058 11 08-11-75 15974 OK 
18 13 12-05-75 17233 13 ? ? ? ? 
19 4 389 13 12-27-70 460 71 OK 
20 10 06-29-71 * 2675 10 06-24-71 2687 12 FV 
21 4 Cl8-24-71 3400 4 10-13-71* 3724 324 FV 
22 3731 11 11-29-71 ? FV 
23 18 01-09-72 2077 18 04-16-72 2301 FV 
24 4 06-18-72 5794 4 07-03-72 5983 OK 
25 17 07-29-72 3441 FV 
26 18 10-07-72 4964 18 10-11-72 5012 FV 
27 27 11-02-72 1413 27 04-08-76 12912 FV** 
28 27 06-22-76 13676 FV 
29 5 14 12-31-70 284 14 11028072 6530 6246 FV* 
30 LOAN 04-30-73 OK 
31 17 07-06-73 8082 17 10-24-73 9845 763 FV** 
32 32 12-21-73 2828 32 07-05-74 4766 1938 OK I , I 33 10 01-30-75 419 10 06-21-75 1700 FV I 
1 34 10 07-08-75 ? , 35 13 11-17-75 17112 13 12-5-75 17233 121 FV* 
1 
36 27 01-25-76 12224 27 02-22-76 12406 182 OK 
37 27 04-08-76 12912 27 04-27-76 13119 ll07 OK 
38 6 I 16 06-04-71 1587 16 06-27-71 1748 161 OK I l 39 10 11-27-71 3983 10 01-16-72 4387 404 OK .. ~ , 
40 12 02-04-72 4460 FV I 41 16 02-16-72 3778 16 10-10-73 9830 5052 FV* 
42 32 12-01-73 , ... - .... 32 12-05-73 2828 59 OK l _1/':1 43 28 01-20-74 2781 28 01-03-75 5907 3126 FV** 44 3 06-29-75 632 45 7 12 06-21-71 2438 12 12-18-70 890 OK 46 LOAN 03-26-71* FV 
1 47 2438 12 07-29-72 5441 3003 FV* , 
206 I 
I 
J: - ,_..:=~, ~",.~ _____ " _____ nO 
- - .- - - __ I . ..$ 


























YAW COMPUTER (Continued) 
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UNIT 











































































































AIRPLANE DATE TIME D. T STATUS 


































10 02-25-72 '1809 25G FV 
11 07-27-74 130S4 8307 F* 
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YAW COMPUTER (Continued) 
ON 
UNIT 








































































































































07-09-73 7181 92 
07-15-74 12966 19 
01-14-71 294 




01-04-72 4033 1294 






11-18-75 9056 5831 
01-24-7l 1449 
07-29-7l* 
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YAW COMPUTER (Continued) 
ON 
UNIT 
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DATE TIME AT STATUS 

























10-26-63 6394 6347 
09-10-74 
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! 
YAW COMPUTER (Continued) 
ON OFF 
LINE 
LINE SIN AIRPLANE DATE TIME AIRPLANE DATE TIME .M STATUS -;.:' 
188 LOAN 05-22-72 OK l 189 LOAN 06-09-7? OK 190 16 07-12-72 5255 
191 27 O? 23 02-02-72 47 47 FV I 
.. ~ 192 20 04-13-72 2554 20 06-27-73 4033 4033 FV** 193 32 12-01-73 2779 OK 194 11 07-06-74 12909 11 07-13-74 12947 38 FV 
195 LOAN 09-18-74 OK 
196 11 10-29-74 13883 11 11-14-75 16711 2828 FV* 
197 28 19 04-02-72 2726 OK 
198 19 04-21-72 2909 19 08-16-72 4172 OK 
199 STOCK 09-13-72 OK 
200 10 09-28-72 68? 10 01-12-76 3268 FV 
201 28 17 03-06-76 1725(1 17 
202 29 20 04-13-72 2554 FV 
203 18 07-11-72 3935 18 
•. ·1 204 30 LOAN 08-08-72 11 ? 205 23 10-14-72 ? 
206 31 18 07-11-72 3935 FV* . \ , 
207 19 09-02-72 4448 19 09-19-72 4566 FV* , 
i 208 02 LOAN 10-15-72 F* 1 I 209 12 08-31-73 9961 12 09-05-73 10032 F* j 210 16 10-10-73 9830 16 09-30-74 12995 3165 OK : . .- ~ i 211 LOAN 10-22-74 OK - ,.~ 
212 10 06-21-75 
, 
1 
213 32 18 11-28-72 5499 
I 214 2490 23 10-14-72 ? 2490 FV* 215 23 10-26-73 6394 216 33 13 10-25-72 6814 FV** 217 20 06-27-73 4033 20 07-01-73 2089 FV* 
218 9033 20 I 219 20 07-09-73 7181 20 07-17-73 7277 OK ! 220 12 07-21-73 9531 12 08-31-73 9961 431 OK i 221 17 10-24-73 9845 17 10-28-74 13213 3368 FV • I 222 17 11-02-74 13254 17 03-18-76 17274 4020 F** 223 14 05-30-76 j 224 34 27 11-02-72 1413 FV** 225 20 07-16-73 499 20 
226 1135 35 09-20-73 ? F* • 
227 32 12-05-73 2828 32 12-21-73 2985 F j 
228 35 02-22-74 2675 35 03-11-74 2866 OK 
1 
229 35 06-10-74 3543 35 06-22-74 3770 OK 
230 11 07 -15-74 12966 11 10-19-74 13807 OK 
231 LOAN 02-20-75 OK 
232 32 08-03-75 ? 




I ,,:: ~ ~' 
! "; , 
I .. " 






'. LINE SIN AIRPLANE DATE TIME AIRPLANE DATE TIME t.T STATUS Ii, 
234 LOAN 07-16-76 FV* ' , . I !.; 235 35 35 07-05-73 284 OK i ! 236 11 11-15-73 10775 11 07-06-74 12909 FV* 
237 12 07-10-74 13001 
238 36 19 01-21-74 ? FV* 
239 32 02-23-74 3582 32 08-03-75 8309 OK 
240 13 11-17-75 17112 F* 
241 10 01-12-76 3268 
242 37 28 01-20-74 2781 FV 
243 35 02-11-74 2861 35 06-iD-74 3593 FV 1 244 11 07-30-74* 13058 11 10-29-74 13883 F I 245 19 01-02-75 12264 I • 
246 38 29 02-19-74 3225 3225 FV* l '47 23 04-27-74 8146 23 09-08-74 9434 588 F* d8 16 09-30-74 12995 249 17 02-27-76 17203 17 03-06-76 17250 47 FV 250 27 04-27-76 13119 27 
251 39 35 02-12-74 2675 2675 OK " l 
." :1 
252 32 07-05-74 9845 
253 40 32 02-23-74 3582 FV* 
254 28 05-25-74 3947 28 01-30-75 6100 2153 OK 
., 255 11 07 -05-75 15314 OK 
i! 
256 41 23 04-27-74 8146 8146 FV ' '. 1 
257 27 11-27-74 8732 27 01-25-76 12229 OK j 
258 42 28 05-25-74 3947 FV I 259 28 01-03-75 5908 
260 43 27 11-27-74 8732 FV** 1 261 LOAN 01-23-75 OK 
I ' 262 20 04-01-75 13038 
' , 
• 'l 
263 44 17 07-15-75 17274 NEW I 264 45 3 06-29-75 630 FV* . , 







I' 1 I~ 
:1 
j 
· 1 ' , j " ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
i I OF POOR QUALITYi I 
211 \i .. 1 f~ I 
I' 
_" J _, __ r. ~.-~, 
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_ •• _~.w _~ ~. c. 
-"" '_._'''-. --~,~." 
·····1 
MLU 
I ON OFF UNIT. I ( 
I !:!@. SiN . AffiPLANE . DATE TIME 'AIRPLANE DATE TIME STATUS 
~ 'i 1 1 8003 09-13-70 513 OK I 
I 2 8003 04-03-71 2089. FV i ," , 
3 8019 08-17-71 567 8019 11-15-71 1344 OK 
4 8019 11-:29-71 1480 8019 03-07-72 2444 FV L 
5 8019 04-12-72 2825 8019 08-30-72 4337 FV 
6 . 8011 11':'11-72 6992 8011 01-17-73 7768 F 
• 7 8016 03-27-73 .7696 8016 I 04-02-73 7774 FV 
8 8003 08-17-73 10110 OK 
9 8003 09-05-73 10349 8003 12-17-74 14,475 OK ' . I~ I' 
I! 10 8012 01-08-75 14320 8012 02-18-75 14670 OK j I' 11 8004 02-27-75 3 8004 10-05-75 1928 FV j 12 8013 10-14-75 16875 8013 10-22-75 16889 OK 
, I 
, 13 8029 12-12-75 9209 I 14 2 8016 " 01-11-71 261 ! ! 15 01-22-71 OK 
. i 1 , 16 8010 06-03-71 2511 8010 12':28-71 8238 FV 
I 17 B012 04-07-72' 02-16-73 I 18 8019 04-12-73 6549 FV I 19 8004 04-18-73 8923 8004 08-03-73 10056 FV .' I I 20 8020 10-04-73 OK j 21 8012 11-08-73 10660 8012 11-12-73 10699 F .j 1 
22 8012 12-02-73 10888 8012 07-11~74 12884 FY 1 23 8012 08-05-74 13122 8012 01-08-75 14316 OK I 24 8013 01-23-75 14522 8013 09-11-75 16609 FV 25 . 8012 09-26-75 8012 01-14-76 17219 OK 26 8027 '03-08-76 12618 01-23-76 OK , 
27 _ 8003 3 8003 09,..13-70 513 10-07-70 £78 OK , i i 28 Stock 11-25-70 OK i I j 29 8016 02-05-71 499 8016 11-28-71 3069 FV i '-.- j 
30 8010 12-28-71 8238 8010 05-30-72 5553 OK :~' , ~ 
31 8026 06-07-73 6822 FV I 32 8004 08-03-73 -10056 8004 08-29-74 13714 OK 
33 8019 10-24-74 11680 8019 04-16-75 13186 OK ! , 
. I 
I , , 34 8016 07-07-75 15411 8016 07-23-75 15622 OK I , . l 35 4 8014 02-08-71 658 8014 09-30-71 2676 OK I 36 Loan 01-20-72 OK 
37 8014 02-18-72 3835 OK 1 
38 Stock 04-25-72 FV 1 39 8014 06-10-72 4954 80H 06-23-72 5094 F 






























































59 S023 05-1S-76 14664 
60 6 S004 11-21-71 4031 


































































01~13-72 4103 62 SOl1 01-13-72 4.1 03 SOIl OK 
63 8019 04-10-72 2800 S019 04-12-72 2825 OK 
64 8010 05-30-72 5553 8010 06-10-72 FV 
65 8014 06-23-72 5094 8014 04-20-73 7914 OK 
66 S013 09-12-73 10059 OK 
67 8012 11-12-73 10699 S012 12-02-73 1088S F 
68 S020 12-05-73 8717 S020 04-14-74 9923 FV 
69 801S 05-10-74 10444 06-19-74 OK 
70 SOl1 07-31-74 13083 SOIl OS-15-74 13226 FV 
71 8018 09-2S-74 11677 801S 10-23-74 11923 OK 
72 8010 11-14-74 14451 SOlO 11-15-74 F 
73 SOlO 11-2S-74 000 F 
74 8017 12-12-74 S017 12-31-74 13726 FV 
75 8003 01-10-75 11695 S003 07-12-75 727 OK 
76 S016 07-23-75 15622 S016 07-25' 75 15632 OK 
77 8029 09-05-75 S436 S029 10-05 75 8688. FV 
Il< 
t;V' 
11" i l! _ 
{i ' , ' I , 
I 
I' ill I) ! 












I 1 I )' .j 
, I ! I, ' ! I ,', 
\1 1 
ii' 1 [ I ' 
! i j' 
: I 







; i I, 
\} -' 1 
J,"1 ; i 
i 
i li~ 
i 1 . lJ', ' 
11' 7S S032 11-05-75 9144 8032 11-27-75 9246 FV 
, I 79 8004 12-2S-75 2492 i i 
f 80 7 8012 02-27-71 1533 OK i r 
, t " ~ 
¥, j' "'11 
V ! ORIGll'!AL PAGE IS I OF POOR QUALm 213 ! I j 
.. I. ~,:.J ~ n4 
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I ON OFF UNIT LINE SiN AIRPLANE DATE TIME AIRPLANE DATE TIME STATUS 
j 
12 8013 11-27-74 161 14037 8013 01-23-75 14522 FV I 162 ~ 8014 03-17-75 14175 8014 03-29-76 17327 OK I 163 8016 05-13-76 17777 
164 13 8010 06-03-71 2511 FV 
165 8004 06-14.-'71 2709 8004 10-18-71 OK 
166 Loan 11-26-71 OK 
167 8016 11-~8-71 ;:s039 8016 05-14-72 4624 FV 
168 802.0 0(;-25-72 2973 07-04.-72 F 
169 8013 OfJ-22-72 6·118 8013 11-09-72 6914 OK 
.•. ~ 170 JAL 12-10-72 OK 171 8004 12·-23-72 7791 8004 07-10-73 8297 FV 
I 172 8004 03-28-73 8713 8004 04-18-73 8923 OK 1 lrl3 8032 06-28-73 tr39 8032 08-30-74 5297 OK 174 ! 8011 05-01-73 8/67 1 175 8029 09-09-74 5190 8029 09-05-75 8436 OK J 176 8003 11-02-75 1791 177 14 8018 06-14-71 118 FV ~ -
178 8012 08-26-71 3026 8012 04-07-72 OK 
179 Loan 04-25-72 OK 
180 8027 07-13-72 138 OK 1 I 




182 11-07-72 OK 
J 183 8012 03-08-73 8147 OK 
184 8012 06-09-73 9097 8012 06-11-73 9117 FV 
1··.··1 185 
8017 07-06-73 8678 8017 06-26-74 12028 OK 
186 8004 08-29-74 13714 8004 02-15-75 15108 OK 
187 8017 02-19-75 14179 1 188 15 8011 07-28-71 2773 OK . I I 
189 8012 08-13-71 2913 8012 08-15-71 OK I I 190 8004 10-23-71 3791 8004 11-19-71 4011 FV 
·1 191 11-30-71 OK I l I 192 8004 12-29-71 4383 8004 05-28-72 5545 OK I 
.. 1 193 8010 06-10-72 8010 07-07-72 6010 OK 
J 194 
8003 07-28-72 6190 8003 11-20-72 OK 
195 8019 01-25-74 9260 FV 
196 8027 03-06-74 6303 OK j 
197 8010 11-14-74 14451 OK 1 ___ -
198 8020 12-12-74 11990 
199 8010 06-27-75 13804 OK 






















































































































































































































































































































































01-25-74 9260 8019 
03-06-74 6363 8027 
03-24-75 14"-97 8016 
05-05-75 13272 





12-21-72 6655 8016 
12-29-72 6747 
8012 
02-09-73 8219 8003 
8016 
8020 
04-02-73 7774 8016 
06-07-73 6822 8020 
8014 12-07-73 10236 
8019 11-16-75 14736 
8014 10-17-73 9778 
8!!37 02-07-74 8044 
80:;2 08-30-'74 5297 
8020 10-18-74 11549 
8020 11-25-74 11869 
8023 01-02-75 10569 
8035 02-03 -7 5 5820 
8014 02-16-75 13907 
8014 03-13-75 14132 
8035 01-24-76 8795 
8013 09-12-73 1005f 
8018 05-01-75 13674 
8011 ul-14·-74 li372 
8016 12-09-74 13602 


















































































































LINE SiN AIRPLANE DATE ~ 
281 23 
, 282 ! 8032 11-27-75 9246 283 8010 01-05-76 3221 284 8012 04-17-76 18072 
285 24 
286 l 8016 06-20-74 12042 287 8024 01·-04-75 10554 
288 25 8023 12-20-74 10508 
289 8016 02-19-75 14215 
290 
291 8016 04-29-75 14825 
292 8004 10-05-75 1928 
293 8010 02-07-76 3469 
294 26 
295 27 8012 01-14-76 17219 
296 ~ 8035 02-05-76 8887 297 8011 06-02-76 18346 
298 28 8032 12-26-75 9366 
299 29 
300 l 8010 02-06-76 3366 301 8014 03-29-76 17327 
. ,_." 
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1 - . 
~ . 
ON OFF 
SIN PLANE DATE TIME PLANE DATE TIME STATUS 
34 4 12 11-21-70 673 OK 
35 13 11-28-71 3594 FV 
36 13 4-23-71 1636 13 4-17-72 5037 OK 
37 19 5-31-72 3279 19 8-3-72 4022 FV 
38 13 9-8-72 6639 13 2-25~74 11605 F 
39 10 3-12-74 12177 10 11-15-74 ? FV 
40 10 1-7-75 253 OK 
41 29 2-18-75 6673 29 3-7-75 ? F 
42 19 6-11-75 13504 
43 5 14 2-8-71 658 OK 
44 13 3-14-71 1203 13 4-13-71 1524 OK 
~ 45 3 5-26-71 2518 3 6-3-71 2518 FV 46 11 6-30-7] .2493 ~ 47 12 8-22-71 2996 12 9-18-71 3258 OK ~ 48 4 9-27-71 3647 4 10-9-71 3706 OK 49 I RETURN ! 
,f Nil 11-16-71 OK ! 
I! 50 10 2-7-72 4618 10 3-30-72 5169 FV I 
il 51 12 4-7-72 5081 12 8-20-72 6400 FV i~ 
j'; • 52 4 9-7-72 6684 
li 
~, 53 16 5-24-73* 8178 fV 
1,\ 
! 
54 R FROM 1 " Nil 6-12-73 OK Ii 
• • 
" 55 20 7-17-73 7277 20 1-2-75 12204 FV , ~ 56 10 1-7-75 253 10 1-18-76 3321 F 
57 23 5-27-76 14764 FV 
58 6 18 6-21-71 200 18 6-28-72 3772 FV 
F . , 59 16 7-10-72 5215 16 7-18-72 5305 1 
60 19 8-3-72 4022 19 8-10-72 4098 OK 
61 12 4-20-73 8621 OK 
62 16 5-24-73 8262 16 8-8-73 9122 OK 
63 10 10-11-73 10794 10 3-12-74 12177 OK 
• 64 13 5-6-74 12176 OK 1 , 
65 17 5-22-74 11721 
J 66 35 8-13-74 4258 ? 8-28-74 ? OK 
67 R. F. j AMERICAN 9-6-74 ? OK 
I 68 35 9-14-74 4551 35 9-18-74 4572 FV B i 1 , • i 
J J 
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SIN PLANE DATE TIME PLANE DATE TIME STATUS 
! . 
69 6 (continued) 29 10-31-74 5676 FV I 
70 32 1-15-75 6549 I 
71 7 3 10-9-70 598 3 5-25-71 2518 FV I 72 RETURN , I' FROM LOAN 5-28-71 OK I 
" F 73 16 10-27-71 2851 FV I 74 12 3-12-72 4815 OK 
75 13 4-21-72 5085 OK • 
75 19 4-30-72 2999 19 5-31-72 3279 OK 
77 20 5-30-72 3354 20 11-28-72 5096 FV 
I. 78 5-24-73 8262 OK I 16 
79 10 5-27-73 9356 10 5-29-73 9371 OK 
I 80 14 12-16-73 10313 14 1-14-74 10554 FV I, . 
81 8 12 9-10-70 76 OK 
82 13 4-13-71 1524 13 4-20-71 1599 uK 
83 12 7-3-71 2577 OK 
84 12 8-09-71 2883 FV 
• 85 RET.F.A. 9-1-71 ? OK 
'I 86 
" 9-24-71 ? OK I 87 19 11-19-71 ? OK 1 88 16 11-27-71 3069 15 5-11-72 4601 OK 1 
89 16 6-25-72 5069 16 6-29-72 5103 OK 1 
90 18 7-5-72 3852 18 7-25-72 4097 OK i-
91 19 8-10-72 4098 19 6-9-74 10417 F 
92 19 9-11-74 11295 19 10-15-74 11591 F 
93 20 2-22-75 12678 20 6-20-75 13726 F 
FV I 1 94 20 8-27-75 14·382 20 9-20-75 14601 95 29 10-19-75 8837 
96 9 4 6-14-70 605 4 6-30-71 2893 OK 
97 12 7-15-71 2682 ~ 98 12 9-18-71 3258 12 9-26-71 3319 OK ,: 1 
• I 1 99 13 11-28-71 3594 
j 100 19 2-19-72 2273 19 3-4-72 2413 OK 
OK ~ 101 12 3-12-72 4816 12 4-7-72 5081 i 
I, 102 13 4-21-72 5085 13 5-14-72 5326 OK I I I, 
" .' 'j I . , '1 ~ , 
I 222 i j I • 
I .~j \ 
_.. _·r _,- .~-lh ..... _"."8 ..... " • _.-.- ...... -. 
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ON OFF I S[N PLANE OATE TIME PLANE DATE TIME STATUS ., 1 . 9 ( continued) r 103 14 6-10-72 4954 14 6-28-72 ? FV 
104 3 7-4-72 5938 3 2-18-73 8311 OK t,· .. 
105 16 3-19-73 7602 
106 13 5-5;-73 ? FV 
~ 107 19 6-9-74 10417 19 8-27-74 11145 OK 
" 108 35 9-18-74 4572 35 8-2-75 7445 FV I ( 
109 29 8-25-75 8316 29 8-21-75 8321 FV i 
i 110 19 9-24-75 1827 i i 
I ! 10 j , 110 3 10-9-70 698 OK i. 
I 112 10 4-24-71 2184 10 12-8-71 4083 OK i I 113 20 2-2-72 1840 20 6-30-72 3354 OK i I 
I 
114 11 7-3-72 5601 11 10-17-72 6700 FV 
, 
115 11 12-27-72 7442 11 8-15-73 9857 OK 
! 116 16 9-22-73 9636 OK 117 ? 2-25-74 ? OK 
118 13 3-17-74 11759 
119 17 7-1-74 12078 FV 
120 16 8-18-74 12623 
,. 
'j , j 
121 11 ? 12-15-70 ? OK 1 , 
i 122 13 4-20-71 1599 13 4-23-71 1636 OK 
123 3 6-31-71 2567 OK ,i 
124 LOAN 7-22-71 FV "; . 
125 LOAN 5-27-71 OK 
126 LOAN 9-22-71 OK 
127 16 5-29-72 4710 16 6-25-72 5069 F 
128 20 7-18-72 3576 OK ,I 
I, OK ..:' 1 129 4 8-17-72 6446 4 9-7-72 6684 
130 LOAN 10-14-72 OK l I 
131 12 4-20-78 8621 
" 
l 
132 10 5-29-73 9371 10 6-4-73 9428 OK J i 
133 14 8-2-73 9005 14 8-21-73 9227 F i! 1 
134 10 9-9-73 10458 10 10-11-73 10794 OK 
, 
.' J 
135 4 5-7-74 12641 OK 1 136 29 10-31-74 5676 29 2-18-75 6673 OK 
' :~ 
OK , ,. 137 .35 3-30-76 9401 1 
138 13 5-13-76 18162 13 5-14-76 18174 FV B 1 I I 1 J l I lGWKL 1?A.G~ 223 I OR . iR QUA I 0]'1190 ';, f 
Ib. _ .. , .• 
"',~~,'''''''~-'>-........ ...., ......... 
J __ 
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139 12 13 3-14-71 1203 OK 
t .:; 
I 140 3 6-3-71 2567 3 11-9-71 3881 F i . 
141 13 4-17-72 507 FV 
j 142 4 5-6-72 5764 4 8-17-72 6446 OK 
i., 
" 
__ "I 143 10 8-27-72 6526 10 10-4-72 6879 OK I" 
144 11 10-17-72 6700 11 12-27-72 7442 OK 
145 10 4-29-73 4085 
146 12- 5-14-73 8846 OK 
147 10 5-27-73 9356 OK i : 
148 10 6-4-73 9428 10 9-9-73 10458 OK ! ' 
149 35 8-13-74 4258 F 
150 19 10-18-74 11620 19 6-11-75 13504 FV 
151 ? 8-15-75" ? F 
152 29 10-5-75 8688 29 10-19-75 8837 OK 
I 153 10 1-24-76 3374 F 13 154 18 6-7-71 44 OK 
155 4 6-30-71 2893 4 6-30-71 2902 OK I 
156 12 8-22-71 2996 OK : : r 
·157 20 9-4-71 389 20 9-16-71 491 OK ' ' 
158 12 9-26-71 3319 12 10-6-71 3386 OK 
159 LOAN 11-2-71 F 
160 3 11-9-71 3881 3 7-4-72 5938 F ;, 
161 14 12-1-73 10160 ii' 
16~ 14 12-8-73 10240 14 12-16-73 10313 OK 
163 32 2·-9-74 3442 32 1-15-75 6549 FV 
I 
164 29 6-16-75 7702 FV 
165 20 7-17-75 14002 20 8-17-75 14282 FV i 1 166 20 9-20-75 14601 20 12-2-75 15266 FV • I 167 10 5-30-76 4462 
1 14 168 11 6-30-72 2493 OK , 
·1 
169 12 7-3-71 2577 12 7-15-71 2682 FV j , 
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ON OFF 
I SIN PLANE OATE TIME PLANE OATE TIME STATUS 
174 15 16 7-4-71 1816 FV i
l 
175 LOAN 7-17-71 OK 
176 20 8-10-71 5159 20 9-4-71 5389 F 
• 177 4 10-9-71 3706 4 5-6--72 5764 OK 
178 16 5-11-72 4601 16 5-29-72 4710 FV 
179 16 6~29-72 5103 16 7-10-72 5215 OK 
180 12 5-14-73 8846 l2 5-22-73 8916 OK I 
181 14 7-11-73 8503 14 7-31-73 8984 OK I I· 
182 16 8-8-73 9122 
183 14 12-8-73 10240 OK 
184 23 1-31-74 7310 23 4-22-74 8101 FV j '" 
185 19 8-27-74 11145 19 9-11-74 11295 OK 
186 19 10-18-74 11620 FV 
187 20 2-18-75 12694 ~O 2-22-75 12678 OK 
188 29 10-4-75 8683 29 10-5-75 8688 FV G 
189 OUT OF 
STOCK 11-14-75 FV 
190 17 2-7-76 17036 FV 
191 29 2-23-76 968:41G 29 3-25-76 99G7 OK ~ 
192 35 4-3-76 9450 35 4-19-76 9605 OK I , 
.. j 
193 16 2(J 8-lO-71 5159 FV 
194 LOAN 9-13-71 OK 
195 12 10-6-71 3386 
196 13 5-14-72 326 13 9-8-72 6639 OK i· 
197 10 10-4-72 6879 10 10-5-72 6889 OK 
198 20 7-17-73 7277 OK 
199- STOCK 8-17-73 OK i . -j 
200 14 8-21-73 9227 14 12-1-73 10160 FV j 
20. 23 4-22-74 8101 23 1-27-76 13838 F 1 202 17 2-7-76 17036 1 
J 
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ON OFF , SlN PLANE DATE TIME PLANE DATE TIMt STATUS " j 208 17. (continued) LOAN 6-12-73 OK 209 LOAN 6-2l-73 OK 
210 14 7-31-73 8984 14 8-2-73 9005 FV i ' 211 11 8-15-73 9857 
• 
• L 212 18 23 1-31-74 7310 FV [ .~. 213 13 2-25-74 11605 <13 3-17-74 11759 FV 
214 13 5-6-74 12176 13 4-20-75 13231 OK ' , 
215 20 6-20-75 13726 20 7-17-75 14002 OK J 
216 20 8-17-75 20 8-27-75 14382 F 
1 217 20 12-2-75 15256 OK 218 29 2-10-76 9576 29 2-23-76 968 FV 
1 19 219 2-9-74 3442 OK , 32 I 220 4 5-7-74 12641 4 9-24-75 1827 OK 
221 13 10-14-75 16820 13 11-14-75 17094 OK 
222 19 12-2-75 15266 
223 17 5-22-74 11721 OK 
-"j 
224 20 18 6-23-74 111729 i : 
l 
1 
225 21 20 2-18-75 12694 FV J 
! i I 226 17 6-14-75 ]5160 I' 227 29 2-10-76 9576 OK 228 LOAN 3-9-76 F ! i' i, 229 :15 3-30-76 9409 35 4-3-76 9450 FV j 
r 
i 
22 \ ' 1 230 29 8-25-75 8316 FV . ).', 
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ON I 
":. UNIT \ LINE \ SIN AIRPLANE\ DATE! TIME 
I 1 12 05-18-71 2203 
-! 
2 2 12 05-24-71 2259 
• 3 
4 14 02-10-72 3754 I 5 
6 12 11-08-73 10666 
7 32 10-08-74 5665 
8 35 11-19-75 8552, 
9 39 01-05-76 8638 
10 3 
11 12 05-26-71 2266 
12 13 11-27-73 5561 
I 13 4 03-09-75 7916 14 28 04-14-75 6727 15 4 I 16 5 
I 17 14 12-11-71 3241 18 10 09-16-72 6705 
! 29 20 08-17-74 10995 
i.\ '1 20 6 13 06-04-72 5561 21 10 12-06-73 11335 
22 7 14 01-06-72 3458 
23 16 05-30-72 4766 
24 
25 20 12-01-73 8659 
26 32 06-28-74 4716 
27 
28 32 04-14-76 10254 
I. 29 11 07-15-76 18675 30 8 NEW I 3! 
32 
33 11 11-04-75 16616 
35 
35 11 02-09-76 17787 
36 9 6141 
37 20 12-01-73 8659 
38 20 08-07-74 10888 
+ 39 
.1 40 4 03-15-75 130 ',. 
41 
42 10 
43 16 12-24-71 3290 
44 14 10-20-72 6345 
45 11 
46 3 07-11-73 4743 
47 19 11-26-73 8706 
. 48 131123 
':; 49 23 04-12-75 111143 
, '~ 50 11 11-18-75 16779 
-------;L 
AUTO THROTTLE COMPUTER 
OFF 
AIRPLANE DATE TIME AT STATUS 
12 05-24-71 2259 
12 05-26-71 2266 
LOAN .08-18-71 
14 10-20-72 6345 
20 09-18-73 7905 
12 04-22-74 12148 
32 
34 
out of stock 02-08-71 
12 11-08-73 10liSa 
4 
11 07-26-75 16403 
LOAN 03-25-71* 
14 01-06-72 3458 
10 09-28-72 6821 
20 
13 11-27-73 10774 
10 11-~1-74 0 
14 02-10-72 3754 
16 06-15-73* 8075 
LOAN 07-24-73 
32 10-08-74 5665 
19 01-27-76 154162 
11 08-03-76 
12 05-18-71 2203 
13 06-04-72 5561 
16 09-09-75 16101 
11 11-06-75 16633 
11 01-02-76 17109 
11 07-15-76 18675 
LOAN 06-08-73 6181 
20 01-30-74 9277 
20 08-17-74 10995 
LOAN 02-03-75* 
4 03-17-75 142 
32 04-14-76 10254 
EXCHANGE 06-21-71 
16 05-30-72 4766 
14 
14 12-11-71 3271 
3 09-09-73 10450 
19 01-10-75 
4 03-15-75 
11 12-03-75 16880 
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17 OK F 
888 FV OK 
618 F OK 





























































































































































































































































































15516 54 FV 
14578 4098 FV 
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INTRODUCTION 
During 1975 and 1976, United Airlines participated, as a subcontractor to 
Boeing, in the NASA sponsored Airborne Advanced Reconfigurab1e Computer 
System, or ARCS, pr03ram. The primary task assigned to United Airlines 
in the ARCS program was to assist Boeing in the development of system 
test design criteria, system test function, and its cost-of-ownership 
effects. 
The ARCS program was completed in the summer of 1976 with a finding that 
the ARCS type system design and its system test concept has a potential 
annual saving to an airline operator of $4,000 per aircraft when compare.! 
to a system representing today's techno1ogy.* 
Upon completion of the ARCS pl'ograrn, it became apparent that further 
development of the ARCS type concept would benefit from a detailed 
analysis of the reliability and availab"llity of a contemporary analog 
AFCS, 
United Airlines accepted, under a new contract agreement (UA Contract 
No. 32646, Boeing Purchase Order No. Y-304B05-0935N), the task of collecting 
maintenance and operational data and of assisting Boeing ill the assessment 
of the reliability and availability of the contemporary flight control 
electro"ics. 
~. PURPOSE 
The purpose of this report is to satisfy the output requirement as called 
for by the Statement of Work for United Airlines. The Statement of Work 
specifies United's responsibility to be as follOWS: 
1. Describe United Airlines Maintenance policies and present their 
underlying rationale. 
2. Describe maintenance requirements established by the FAA and their 
interface with the maintenance procedures at United. 
3. Select a contemporary flight control system for reliability and 
maintenance analysis. 
4. Examine United Airlines maintenance records and extract and document 
the data required for computation of the selected flight control 
~ystem reliability, availability and maintenance parameters. 
5. Un ited Ai rl ines sha 11 prepare and submi t a report coveri ng the work 
defined by Items 1 through 4. The report can be of U.,ited Air1 ines 
internal engineering report format and transmitted by cover letter. 
• General Electric MCP-703 triply redundant Whole Word Computer System (WWCS) 
and not the analog systems on today's wide-bodied jets. 
236 
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3. SCOPE 
It is assumed that the readers of this report are not intimately familiar 
with airline operations. For this reason, the report disc~sses relatively 
fundamental concepts and practices with respect to the maintenance operation 
at United Airlines. 
Furthermore, this report is a summary of data .collection done on a strictly 
engineering level. Maintenance philosophies discussed in this report, 
therefore, are somewhat local ized to specific pt'ograms such as the CAT II 
program in which engineering plays a key role at United. 
4. SUMMARY 
A. The basic objective of maintenance is to provide a safe. reliable 
airplane for an on-time departure in a manner that is cost effective. 
United has a special interest in being a leader of the industry in 
B. 
= 
terms of the quality of maintenance work performed at the Maintenance 
and Operations Center at San Francisco. The Center is the largest of 
its kind ir the world and serves a number of other airlines on a 
contract basis. United actively searches for innovative ideas to 
improve industry standards. A large amount of R&D type contributions 
made to the industry through ATA. ARINC and other lndustry orglnizat.ions 
is evidence of this philosophy. 
A key concept of the United Maintenance policies are represented by 
,'arious maintenance programs a~ discussed in section 6 below. The 
backbone of the avionic component maintenance is United's LIBRA 
maintenance management program. Section 7 discusses this program and 
its cond i t i on moni tori ng concept whi ch governs all AFCS components. 
In short. condition monitoring assures adequate maintenance without 
resorting to periodic removal of components or periodic testing of 
the system. United's objection to pI'e-f1ight test requirements for 
future AFCS is supported by this program. 
The airline industry is rigidly controlled by regulatory agencies. 
Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) cover practically all aspects of 
airline operation dnd compliance is monitored by the FAA inspector's 
assigned to each airline. There is a conSiderable amount of inter, 
face bebleen these inspectors and the a i r1 i ne to which they are 
assigned. 11any operations such as Category II lower weather minima 
operation require establishment of a special maintenance program. 
The individual airline is responsible for establishment of such a 
program within the gUldelines defined by the Advisory Circulars. Due 
to difference in the personnel skill level. overhaul facility. schedule 
frequency and 3vai1ability of repdir equipment. these programs vary 
from airline to airline. The phll,,·.ophy of each fAA inspector also 
ORIGINAL 'PAG'E is 
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affects the natur~ of the program as he has the power to approve the program. A detailed discllssion of the 747 CAT II maintenance program is given in sections 8 through 11. 
C. The Boeing 747 AFCS has been chosen as a candidate systepl. The re.a~ons are as follows: 
(1) Represents one of the latest analog,AFCS's. 
(2) Used by a lal'ge number of operators, both domestic and world wide. 
(3) Boeing has access to detailed system & hardware data. 
(4) Fleet of 18 at United is adequate for data collection within the time frame of this study. 
The AFCS on DC-10 fleet is the latest at United but does not satisfy (3) & (4) above. 
D. Data coller.tinn consumed a large percentage of the labor involv~d in the study. More than 10,000 f1 i ght log pages, coveri ng the 12 month period between July 1, 1975 and June 30, 1976, have been examined. Over 1000 tags which were removed from replaced units, and which al50 indicate shop test results, were reviewed. One year of 5tation maintenance records were also examined to extract line maintenance [,Ianhours. Based on the data collected, the following maintenance information was obtained. 
(1) Average time for AFCS line maintenance is 1.50 hours per event per mechanic. 
(2) Typical CAT II test time, including unit replacement, is between 2 and 2 1/2 hours. 
(:!) Dur i ng the 12 month peri ad, 1758 manhours were cha rged aga i ns t ATA Chapter 22 by line stations. 
(4) MTBt of APeS major con,puters range from 1922 hours (pitch) to 5381 (yaw). 
(5) rlTBUR (Mean Time Between Unit Removal) of AFCS I'1djor compute"s 
range from 1153 hours (pitch) to 3075 hours (yaw). 
(6) Shop tes t i ng time for above computers range from 10 hours (pitch) to 3 hours (yaw). 
(7) In terms of cost per 1110 flying hours, shop cost ior pitch 
computer is the highest among AFCS computers at $<0.95. Of 
shared senso"" INS shop cost is highest at $53.48 per 100 flying hours. 
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(8) PFCS related p,oblems caused 76 delays of which 13 were caused 




Line Maintenance cost charged to ATA Chapter 22 was $42,192. 
Shop labor cost was $97,225. (Both include overhead). Shop 
material cost was $51,844. 
Overall BITE effectiveness was 54% for the pitch computer and 
75% and 50% for the roll and yaw computers, respectively. INS, 
the only digital system examined, had a high 84% effectiVeness 
for the period examined. 
CAT It system availability was 'Jery high. 
PAGE 4 
Full CAT II was available 90% of the time. When Rcstncted CAT II is 
added, the availability improveQ to approximately 38%. 
E. It is recognized by the industry that. the reliability and availability 
of avionics system, hence MTBF and MTBUR of most components, are 
affected by the route structure. Length of flight, airport facility 
and maintenance availability are i~portant factors to be considered 
when the data of one airiine are. to be compared to that of another. 
For this reason, sections 12 & 13 are devoted to the route structure 
of United 747 fleet. 
5. REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS 
United Airlines, being a certified scheduled U.S. air carrier, operates 
under a set of regulatory requirements kno'lIl as Federa' Aviation Regulations 
(FAR's). The FAR's are published by the Fed~ral Aviation Administration 
(FAA) a ,1 they regulate practically all aspects of airline operations, 
ranging from facilities and airline management to in-flight food 
and bevera~e services. In addition, the FAA p~blishes the Adv~sory 
Circulars (AC's) which also define, specify and provide guidelines for 
specific areas of airline operation. Thus, these regulatory requirements 
as represented by the FAR's and AC's make ai, transport the most rigidly 
regulated private industry ·in the United States. 
There a,e some sixty FAR's that are being kept current by the FAA; however, 
only six of them apply specifically to United Airline;. These six FAR's 
are: 
fAR PART 25 Airworthiness Standa,-ds: Transport Cat.paary Air~l~nps 
Specifies airworthiness standards, including such items 
as load distribution, t.akeoff speeds, structural strength, 
cockpit control knob shape, etc. This FAH is primarily for 
airframe designers, but operators are also subjected to the FAR, 
particularly at time of major modification to the aircraft. 
ORIGINAL PA;~.! 
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fAR PART 43' Maintenance, Preventive Maintenance, Reh"ndlng & Alteration 
Rules as to who can perform maintenance and rework on aircraft 
or its components, who can return them to set·vice. Also 
specifies record keeping requirements including content and 
format of the recorded data. 
FAR PART 65 Certification: Airmen Other than Fl ight Crew Members 
Prescribes requirements for issu1ng of certification to 
air traffic control tower operators, aircraft dispatchers, 
mechanics, repairmen, and parachute riggers. 
FAR PART 91 General Operating and Flight Rules 
Pertains to general operating procedures and pilot 
responsibilities. Flight rules under VFR and IFR are 
also a part of this document. 
FAR PART 121 Certification & Operations: Domestic, Flag and Supplemental 
Air Carriers and Commercial Operators of Large Aircraft 
The most extensive of all FAR's applicable to commercial 
operators. Establishes certification rules including 
airline management and organization requirements, servicing 
and maintenance facilities, and in-flight services such as 
food and beverages. Also cove.red are airplane performance 
limitations, special airworthiness requirements such as 
emergency evacuation procedures, airborne instrument and 
equipment requirements, maintenance requirements, flight 
crew training, flight operations rules, dispatching rules, 
etc. 
FAR PART 145 Repair Stations 
Requirements for issuing repair' station certificates. 
Establishes rating and classes of stations, inspection 
system, and reporting of serious defects found by the 
station. Requires that once a unit is removed from the 
aircraft and sent to a repair station. it cannot be made 
serviceable unless it is checked by an acceptable technical 
document. 
The rules and regulations contained in the above documents dictate the 
conduct of airline operation. and because they apply equally to all 
commercial operators, there is no basic difference between the way United 
operates as compared to the way. for example, Delta 01' Eastern operates. 
On the other hand, however. specific method of compliance to the FAR's 
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in the FAR's are often stated in a manner which permits diversity: " 
each person maintaining or altering, or performing preventive maintenance, 
shall use method, techniques, and practices acceptable to the administrator ... " 
This diversity is frequently noticeable in the maintenance.irea. How each 
airline maintains its fleet of aircraft, components and pow~r plants depends 
largely upon the size of fleet, schedule frequency, skill level and staffing 
of maintenance personnel, availability of certain tools and facil ities. 
The following example illustrates the point: -compared to United, a small 
operator such as regional charter operators is likely to have stricter 
shop overhaul requirements imposed by the FAA on certain line replaceable 
units. The difference may be such that the small operator is not permitted 
to install those units that have been overhauled by United without additional 
testing. The rationale is that, in the FAA's viewpoint, the line personnel 
skill level at airports served by United is comparatively higher than of other 
airlines wnich leads to an early detection of faults, and hence, less 
stringent overhaul requirements for United. 
In other areas, however, the situation may be reversed. The Category II 
(CAT II) maintenance program for United fleets, for example, is 
considerably more stringent than similar programs in the industry. This 
particular case reflects somewhat conservative views of the local FAA 
inspector ann UA engineering with respect to the re1 iabil ity of the self 
test built into the contemporary Automatic Flight Control Systems (AFCS). 
Details of the CAT I! maintenance program will be described later :n this 
report. 
The FM enforces and monitors the maintenance aspect of the FAR compliance 
of each airline through the Primary Maintenance Inspectors (PMI's) assigned 
to the locality of each airline and they are often referred to as "local FAA". 
As described briefly in the above illustntion of the CAT II maintenance 
program, it is through these io"al FAA's that airlines interpret regulatory 
requirements and establish maintenance programs and procedures. Each inspector 
appear~ to exercise some autonomy in the interpretation Qf the FAR's or AC's 
which, in many instances, serves well with the airlines as airlines are very 
sensitive to any move which would confine the maintenance to one particular 
method. 
Although the FAA attempts to monitor regulatory compliance, it is impractical 
to monitor all activities of an airline. To facilitate this problem, airlines 
often act as an arm of the FAA in sharing the inspection and monitoring 
responsibilities. A good example of this is the fact that United Airlines 
r1dintenance and Operations Center, at San Francisco, is a qualified Designated 
Alteration Station (DAS), m~aning that it is authorized by the FAA to issue 
Supplementary Type Certificates (STC's) based on its engineering modification, 
and inspection capabilities. 
Because of the nature of the air transport bus iness, safety has a hlays been 
the utmost corporate goal. Whatever maintenance action is required, if it is 
safety related, it will be done. Having accomplished that primary objective, 
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otiler main·t.enance actions may follow based on the "philo50phy" that the purpose 
of maintenance is to proviae reliable departure and arrival schedules with a 
minimum amount of mechanical irregularities in the most economical manner. This 
process involves close examination of past experience both in' terms of hardware 
reliability and ~aintenance cost. The DC-8 aircraft when first. introduced in 
1959 W1:S being overhauled every 2500 hours. Today. the sami! aircraft has an 
overhaul period of 25000 hours. Similarly. the first 727 aircraft hdd an overhaul 
period of 3000 hours in 1964. This has expanded over the years to 20,000 hour5. 
A new concept of dividing the overhaul activities into smaller segments at short 
intervals has alzo emerged and become an important part of the cost effective 
maintenance at United. 
n:e overall philosophy of United maintenance is reflected by a set of unique 
rna i ntenance programs developed at Un ited and IIil1 be p.xpl a i ned 1 ater. Although 
~ost effectiveness. after safety. is basic tG all maintenance decision making. 
one important consideration is that United strives to be the industry 1eade;' in 
achieving hign quality maintenance. Generally spenking. a demand for a high level 
of performance from the equipment Unlted operates calls for tighter tolerances in 
shop specifications. This voluntary restriction is evident in many areas: 
Accelerometers are tested in four different positions instead of two. Capacitors 
discharge are monHored at more .frequent im:ervals that what manufacturers call 
for, etc. 
In addition to the FAR's and AC's there are oth~r do~uments that provide speciflc 
information and limitations necessary fer establishment of appropriate maintenance 
progra~s. These documents are: 
Type Certificate Data Sheet (FAA publication) 
Prescribes conditions and 1inoitations under whIch aircraft meet the air-
wGrthiness requirements of the FAR's. May include total time limits on 
certain aircraft components. 
Maint~nance Review Board Document (FAA) 
Defines the initial maintenance program for new aircr·aft. Includes a'l initial 
overh,u1 time limits except those contained in the Type Certificate Data Sheet. 
Airworthiness Directive (FAA) 
Provides the specifications and til1'etable for correcting r.ond"ltions Which 
may affect the airworthiness of aircraft. 
Service Bulletin (Manufacturer) 
Provi des spec i fica t ions and procedures fot· modifyi ng hardware to COl'rect 
defects or improve reliability. 
Manufacturers Manual (Manufacturer) 
242 
Provides description, operation and maintenance instructions for a particular 
aircraft or component. 
I J,-I_====~~ _______ _ 
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Industry Perfonnance Report (ATA) 
Describes the airlines experience concerning aircraft systems, components 
and engines, Typical of these reports, generated withi,n the industry, are 
the Mechanical Reliability Reports and Mechanical Interruption Summary, 
6. MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS 
It appears to be beyond the scope of this report to describe all the programs 
currently implemented at United; however, the following brief description of 
six key programs may serve as an overview. 
A. Initial Maintenance Program 
Prel iminary maintenance program developed by a'irl ines in col1aboration 
with the airframe and enyine manufacturers and approved by the Maintenance 
Review Board (MRB) "hich is composed of FAA inspectors. Projected 
reliability data supplied by airframe manufacturers is used to calculate 
spares requirements during this phase. 
B. Airframe Maintenance Progral,! 
Scheduled, routine maintenanl~ of air'craft at intervals established jointly 
by United and the FAA. The Line MaintenancE Manual specifies current 
timEs between maintenance checks and stations qualified to perfonn 
scheduled tasks, The FAA approved frequencies for 747 now are: 
"A" Check 125 Hr (l1aximum time between checks) 
"B" Check 900 Hr 
"C" Check 3600 Hr 
Many airborne system and components that require periodic inspection or 
testing are inspected or tested at above intervals or their multiples, 
Because of different skill levels, "A" checKs for 747 are currently 
perfonned at HNL, JFK, LAX, ORO and SFO while "C" checks are performed 
at SFO only, 
C. Airframe Structures Maintenance Program 
utilizing sampling and inspection, it provides continuing knowledge of 
structural conditions and the means of detecting signs of trouble at 
an early stage. 
D, Powerplant Maintenance Pro9ram 
Detailed scheduled maintenance requirements of the basic engine and 
description of the reliability analysis required to support the program. 
E. Airframe and Powerplant Component5 ~aintenance Program 
Routine maintenance of aircraft and engine components. One unique concept 
in this program is called LIBRA. LIBhA is an FAA approved maintenance 
ORIGINAL 'PAGE 1! 
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l11anagement technique. under provisions of the LIBRA. United may vary 
overhaul or inspection intervals without FAA approval it there i~ no 
change in the component rna in tenance proc~ss (Condi t i or. ~:onitor. On 
Condition. Hard Time). The concept covered by LIbRA is ilHpol·tant In 
tnat all avionic components are affected by this. Therefore, L[BRA 
wl11 be described in detail in the next ~hapter. 
F. Change Order Authorization (COA) 
Conversion of Airl'iothiness Directives, Service Bulletins, or UA 
Cngineering originated modification into accomplishment instructions. 
A: discllssed above, the backbone of the airframe and powerp1ant components 
maintenance is called LIBRII, an acronym for Logical Information Based on 
Reliability Analysis . 
Three rrima ry f4a i ntenance Processes 
LIBRA identifies that there are three types Qf maintenance; i.e. Hard Time, 
On Condition, and Condition 110nitored. Most ~omponents fjt a single primary 
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'Hi storiea lly, tne concept of rna i ntenance progressed, ina cl OCkl1i se 
direction, from Hard Time to On Condition to Condition Monitored. 
This evaluation can be closely tied with technological innovations 
as each new concept was needed to deal with new hardware installed 
in aircraft. For example, there is no merit in overhauling solid 
state devices at fixed intervals as the failure pattern of the," items 
is not as time dependent a s the fa 11 ure patterns of beari ng& Ot pull eys. 
The explanation of each of the three primary maintenance processes is 
as follows: 
A. Hard Time Maintenance 
The concept of hijrd time maintenance has been in existence since the 
beginning of the century. It is based on the theory that 1) Mechanical 
parts wear out 2) wear outs cause failures 3) failures degrade safety. 
The solution, therefore, is to overhaul the mechanical parts at pre-
determined intervals, hence the term hard time maintenance. Specifically, 
under LIBRA, units are assigned to hard time maintenance if: 
1) The fallurp. of the units has a direct adverse effect on airworthiness 
and engineering judgement indicates that the units are subject to 
wear out, or 
2) There is evidence from real and applicable data that a wear out zone 
exists and that a sufficient number of units survive to the wear out 
zone to make a hard time limit economically desirable. 
3) There is a hidden function that cannot be checked while the unit is 
installed in the aircraft. 
Under this ~oncept, units must be removed from service before they exceed 
the specific limit (e.g. certain flight hours, numoer of land;ngs or 
take-off's). They are returned to zero TSO (Time Since Overhaul) by 
accomplishment of the specified overhaul. 
B. On-Condition Mdintenance 
In the mid 50's, the original theory used for the hard time maintenance 
evolved to describe a new concept called on-condition maintenance which 
is based on a theory that, in some cases, in-position inspection can 
intercept potential failures. Thus, on-condition maintenance requires 
repetitive inspections or tests to determine condition. To be sufficient 
fQr on-condition, the test and inspections must provide reasonable 
assurance that the unit will continue to operate 5atisfactQrily until 
the next SCheduled inspection. If there is no phjsical test or inspection 
for determining the level of failure resistance of a unit, then an on-
condition program is impossible and is not an alternative. If the units 
exhibits no adverse ag~-reliability relationship, then regardless of how 
low a hard time limit is established, the reliability of the unit will 
not be improved. For such a unit, Condition Monitoring is the only 
feasible maintenance process. 
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C. COT,dition Monitoring Prflgram 
Although the concept of ~ondition monitoring has been in existence cince 
1960, the scheduled overhaul (hardtime maintenance) and ~n-condition 
maintenance have been the only formally recognized primary processes of 
rel iabil ity management. The maintenance program for the ](;1 ,l~et 9av~ 
formal recognition to the condition monitoring. The goal of Condition 
Monitoring is to obtain information from operations in a way that 
e.~perience has shown is effective at United Airlines. Thus, condition 
monitoring consists of data collection and data analysis systelns which 
portray inf(rmation upon which judgements relatlve to the safe condition 
of th~ airplane can be made. 
Under LIBRA, the following performancE measures are the basic elements 
of the condition monitoring program: 
1. Unscheduled removals 
2. Confirmed removals 
3. Deficiencies observed and corr?cted 
4. Pilot reports 
5. 3ample inspection 
6. Functional checks 
7. Shop findings 
8. Bench checks 
9. Mechanical Reliability Report~ 
10. Mechanical Irregularity Summary 
D. Avionics Systems and Condition Monitori~ 
Most present day avionics systems are free of mechanical component; which 
exhibit age-rel iabil ity relationships. Thus. practically ali avionic 
components are maintained under the Condition Monitoring program of LIBRA. 
One of the requirements d2veloped for ~ystem lest under the ARCS contract 
was that autoland system reliability should not be predicated UpOTI routine 
maintenance such as a pre-flight test. The LIBRA concept is the under-
lying reason for this requirement. Furthermore, any additional routine 
test. no matter how short, would impact the total maintenance cost. 
8. CATEGORY II MAINTENANCE PROGRAM 
246 
A specific operation such as Category II (CAT II) operation serves to lllustrat(. 
the interface between the airline and the FAA. To begin with the airborne 
system must be certified. Normally, this comes with the aircraft at time of 
purchase. Secondly. pilots must be trained and be qualified. Finally. 
airlines must prove that the level of maintenance is adequate to support the 
CAT II operation. In other words, the fact that CAT II cel·t1fication \~as 
obtained for a certain AFCS does not mean that airlines can operate it in CAT if 
weather. This point is often misunderstood by many designers. To be 
successful, manufacturers must support airlines by providing adequate 
maintenance tools and procedures. The present CAT II operation is ba5ed on 
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the regulatory guidelines in AC120-29, Certification for Approving Category I and Category II Landing Hinima for FAR 121 Operators .. 
The CAT II maintenance certification process consists of establ·ishing a program and obtaining approval from the local FAA inspector. A typical program at United includes the following steps: 
1) Define and describe system components and system operation. 
2) Define methods and standards by which components are to be overhauled by various shops. 
3) Establish tools and methods of supporting the system at the line station 1 evel • 
4) Establish the level of training required to qualify CAT II maintenance personnel. 
In the four steps described above, the methods of line station support (third step) deserves further discussion as it is the single most important item which will affect the maintenance actions and, therefore, the maintenance cost. 
Figure 1 on the following page is a typical maintenance flow chart repre-senting the course of action a line mechanic would follow when faced with an AFCS related problem. The task of maintenance engineering. then, is to define the type of test required for a specific problem and the personnel qualification necessary. In the case of the 747 AFCS. some 300 man hours were devoted to this task before the program was approved by the FAA. 
In general, there are two levels of test:one for cruise modes and the other for approach/land modes. We are concerned liith the latter when we speak of the "CAT II TEST" in the n ow chart. Many components of the contemporary AFCS's contain some type of built-in self test, or BITE. If designed and used properly, the BITE would be an ideal tool for the complicated systems particularly during short turn-arounds of 30 minutes or less. However,in the past, none of the built-in type t~sts that have been provided by manufacturers has been sufficient as a CAT II maintenance tool without additional testing, or at least this has been the position of the local FAA. These additional tests may take the form of an operational nature with some degree of dynamic simulation such as varying radio altitudes and ILS beam deviations, and are performed to assure over-all system integrity and proper interface with peri-pheral sensors that provide inputs to the AFCS. 
Usually, the FAA audits classroom training as 'ell as the practical training (OJT) to monitor the skill level of personnel and adequacy of procedures. Once the program is approved, performance data collection becomes an important part of the engineering activity. The data source is the autopilot/flight director sectiQn of the flight log sheet where pilots al"e requested to report such pertinent data as runway number, RVR, disconnect altitude, and performance judgement (satisfactory or unsatisfactory). A sample flight log sheet (Figure II) is'shown on page 14~ 
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9. AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENT FOR CAT 11 OPERATION 
250 
Advisory Circular 120-29 (Ref: Attachment 1) defines the minimum equipment 
for CAT 11 operation to be as follows: 
1. Instrument Failure Warning System. 
2. Dual ILS and Glideslope Receivers. 
3. Single Flight Dlrector with Dual Displays and Single Automatic Approach 
Coupler or two independent Flight Director Systems. 
4. Equipment for identif~cation of Decision Height (can be Radar Altimeter 
or Inner Marker). 
5. Missed approach attitude guidance (can be attitude gyros with calibrated 
pitch markings or Flight Director Command. or computed pitch command.) 
6. Autothrattle System (required if operation based on dual flight directors). 
also required any aircraft using split axis couplers if applicant cannot 
show that "It does not significantly reduce pilot workload. 
7. Ra i n Remova I Equi pment 
In addition. United MEL specifies the following systems/components/functions 
to be a part of the total CAT II equipment: 
1. Control wheel disengage switch. 
2. Disengage lights. 
3. Approach Progress Display Annunciator 
4. Marker System. 
S. Heading function of INS. 
6. Attitude function of INS 
7. Rising Runway Dis~lay in ADI 
United has traditionally elected to use the autopilot as a primary. and t.he 
F 1 i ght Di rector as a moni tori ng means for the ILS approach/l anding. Thus, 
the autothrattle system is not required for CAT II at United. 
The 8-747 AFCS i~ unique in that dual channel autaland is required for: 
CAllI approach with weather minima of 1200 feet RVR and 100 feet deci~ion 
height. 
The FAA Operations Specifications limits 747 lower weather operations as follows: 
MINlI4UMS 
HWM 1600 FEET RVR, 
DH 1 50 DOWN TO 
1200 FEET RVR DH 100. 
FROM 2000 (EET RVR, 
OH 200 DOwN TO 1600 
F£[T ~VR, DH 150. 
FLIGHT CONTROL GUIDANCE EQUIPMENT 
DUAL CHANNEL AUTOMA Tl r. LAND 1 NG 
SYSTEM MUST BE USED THROUGHOUT 
APPROACH AND LANDING. 
SINGLE CHANNEL AUTOPILOT WITH 
FLIGHT DIRECTOR MONITOR. 
• 
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At United, 1200 feet RVR and 100 feet DH is referrpd to as "Full CAT II" and 
1500 feet RVR and 150 feet D~ as "Restricted CAT II", for convenience. How 
these t~'O sets of CAT II minil11a e!fects dispatch requiren'ents is fully covell'Q 
by the Minimum Equ'ipment List which will be described bel 0,." 
10, MINIHUM EqUIPMENT LIST 
The Minimum Equipment List (MEL), as the namp implips, is a list of min;"ulI, 
airborne equipment required for ~n aircraft to continue with safe flight, 
This list, originally prepared by the airframe manufacturer and approved by 
the FAA, is continually revi sed by the a i rl i ne' to refl ect the opera t i ng 
environment. 
As a general policy, it is intended that t.he MEL be us~d to continue op~rat,on 
of an airplane until maintenance can be accomp1 ished. Every deferred item 
win be corrected as soon as pessib1e consistent with t~e avail~bilit.)' of 
parts, manpower and adequate ground time. 
Whenever an airplane is reported to have a malfunction which cannot be correded 
due to unavailability of any of the items abuve, a determination must be made 
as to the airworthiness ef the airplane for cor.tinued service. This will be 
done first at station level by the us~ of MEL. If any maintenance action is 
to be deferred, a proper authorization by a local Foreman is needed. For 
those items requiring higher authorization, the System Maintenance Controlle'-', 
permission is needed. The System Maintenance Controller possesses the final 
decision power concerning the dispatchabj1ity of the aircraft. 
It is not UnCOllTolOn, however, that pilots refuse to accept an airplane which 
has bepn determined to be airworthy by the controllpr. In this regard, 
pilots ha~e the ultimate responsibility. 
When an agreement is reached that the airplane will be flown wit~ an inopcr3tivp 
unit or system, a deferred item is initiated to ensure correction of the 
discrepancy dt the earliest possible time. As an example, the first Pdge of 
the MEL covering Chapter 22 Autoflight is shown en the following page. lhe 
first column describes sytem and component. The second cclumn, STD eqUIP 
identifies total number of system or components installed, followed by the 
column specifying minimum requirement. The number in this column is oiten 
follOWEd by a letter ~Ihich corresponds to further explanation in the Supplementd I 
Procedures Column. The next two columns pertain to nand1ing of partially 01 
completely inoperative systems. 
Thus, the sample MEL for autopilot system indicates that; there are two 
systems installed, none of which is requireJ for dispatch but cert~in 
procedure "A" is to be followed. "#" indicates that the systerr. affects the 
conduct of next flight and local dispatch is to be advised. @ denotes AFPAH, 
or Automatic Flight Planning and Monitoring, meaning that an entry into the 
AFPAH system is required. This automated system allows dispatche" to monitor 
selected items which restrict flight capabilities and routings. An example 
of AFPAH display is shown in Attachment II. The co1un,n under DEF AUTH indicates 
that System Maintenance Controller must authorize deferral. For items of lesser 
importance, "f" or the local Foreman is designated as an authority . 
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2 OA # c A. REQUffiEMENTS 
(1) There are three channels designated as 
3 OA H c follows: 
Channel A - Autopilot/Flight Director 
Channel B - Autopilot/Flight Director 
Channel C - F1ight Director Only • 
(2) Tu maIntain full Category II BtatuS down to 
I~OO ft, RVU DB 100. the dual channol 
automatic land mode mUBt be operative. 
(a) If the Channel C Fllght Director Is 
inoperative. 
1) Trip the "C" channel Pitch and Roll 
DC circuit breakers on P7 panel. 
Safety circuit breaker per 
GN/MM-I-0-12-7. 
2) Place placard on mode Belect panel 
stat!ng:"CliANNEL C INOP." 
NOTE: Auto throttle not required for 
Category II status. Refer to 
Auto Throttle. requirement in 
tel" chapter when Inoperative. 
(3) To maintain ReBtricted Cat"gol'Y IT status down 
to 1600 ft. RVR DlI 150. a Bingle channel 
Autopilot/I"light Direct<lr (A or B) and C 
ohannel Flight Director mUBt be operative In 
tho ILS mode. 
(a) If either A or B Inoperative: 
1) Trip affected Pitch DC circllil breaker 
on P7 panel. Safety circuit breaker per 
GN/M.M-I-0-27-7. 
2) Hemove aircraft from fuli Category II 
statUB. Select proper restricted 
Category II status placard. Refer to 
Special Procedure H In 5-6-2-22 .. 
MAINTENANCE MANUAL 
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11 CAT I I MAINTENANCE REQUIREf1ENTS 
Earl i er, in the Category I I Ma i ntenance Progr'am di scussion, the process of 
obtaining FAA approval of the maintenance program was described. This section 
describes the detailed requirements under the 747 CAT II Maintenance Program. 
It should be noted that the requirements coverecrnere are strictly for 747 
fleet. Not only do the CAT II programs differ among airlines, but the difference 
also exists among fleets at an airline. 
Simply stated, the CAT II maintenance consists of: 
L System/Component test when a malfunction is reported. 
2. Identification and replacement of a faulty unit. 
3. Verification test, 
4. CAT II status annunciation by placards. 
It should be noted that the above actions are taken only upon receipt of a 
malfunction report. There is no periodic test required under the present 
program. 
Basic to CAT II maintenance is that both stations and personnel must be 
qualified to perform any CAT II related mairtenance actions. Once the aircraft 
Or system is taken out of CAT II status, only those qualified can restore the 
status. There is a minimum amount of testing needed to assure the integrity 
of the system and its availability. Components and systems that must be tested 
by CAT II qualified personnel are: 
l. Pitch Computer 
2. Roll Computer 
3. Monitor and Logic Unit 
4. f~ode Selector Panel 
5. Accessory boxes 
6. Accelerometer 
7. Automatic Stabilizer Trim Unit 
8. Stabilizer Trim Interface Unit 
9. Central Control Actuator, or Inboard Elevator Control Unit, or any 
components of these units. 
Wi th the except i on of I te [.\S 4.5 and 8. tes ts requi red for the above uni ts are based 
primarily on BITE. provided that a malfunction reported is not related to land 
functions. If the malfunction is in the land mode (dual channel mode), the 
system must pass an operational test which simulates an ILS approach with 
artificial radio altitudes and ILS signals. 
There are other systems dnd components that supply inputs to the AFCS but &re 
not actua 11y a part of the AFCS. Ma i ntenance of these systems does not requi re 
the use of CAT II qualified personne~ as long as the malfunction is not related 
to CAT II performance. Equipment in this category is: 
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1. VOR/ILS Receivers 
2. Radio Altimeters 
3. Central Air Data Computers 
4. I~arker Beacon Receivers . 
5. WS Systems (INS qualified personnel are required) 
6. Windshield Wipers and Rain Repellent 
As stated above, placarding of CAT II system status is one of the \"equirements 
by the AC 120-29. The method used at United is a set of rectangular placards. 
approximately 1" x 2" in size, which read: 
1) (Gray) - this airplane is equipped to operate to Category II minimums 
of RVR 1200 DH 100. Use d4a1 auto1and mode. 
2) (Yellow) - this airplane is equipped to operate to Category II minimum~ 
of RVR 1600 OH 150. Use channel A AlP and C FlO. 
3) (Yellow) - this airplane is equipped to operate to Category II minimums 
of RVR 1600 OH 150. Use channel B AlP and C F/D. 
4) (Black) - this airplane is NOT in Category II status. Refer to Minimcm 
Equipment List and deferred section of Logbook. 
In the cour,e of the CAT II maintenance, CAT II personnel are faced with answer;,,· 
questions such as: 
1) Does the malfunction require a CAT II test? If so how much testing i~ 
required? 
2) If deferred, will it affect CAT II status? 
Knowledge required to answer these questions appears to be fundamental, yet 
sometimes confusion is created due to the complexity of the contemporary AFC5. 
To illustrate the point, the following is given as an example: If one of the 
two autopilot channels becomes "inoperative", the status must be changed ft'om 
Full CAT II to Restricted CAT II. Obviously, the system may be malfunctiordng 
only in certain mode of operation and the problem may be quite isolated from 
the ILS or autoland mode. Failure of a sensor not inVOlved In the ILS or 
auto1and mode is one example. Some part of the Altitude Hold function may share 
the same circuits with auto1and function, while failure of the cruise mode ga·;n 
compensation by airspeed has no effect on the auto1and. Clearly, the MEL 
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12, LINE MAINTENANCE STATIONS 
Of approximately 114 cities United serves. 747 fly into and out of the 12 
cities as listed in Table I. Although these 747 stations are relatively 
major ones compared to numerous regional stations such dS Fre"no or South 
Bend, they do not all have the same level of maintenance capability. Each 
station is assigned one of the three levels of classification (prime, service. 
and support) based on the need and economic,justification. The explanation 
of each level is as follows: 
Prime - Fix all discrepancies 
Service - Fix dispatch required items, perform periodic maintenance such as 
an :'A" check, plus other specialized work in;;tructed by the 
Operations Center 
Support - Fix dispatch required items. Normally support stations are equipped 
to do bare minimum work just to "get the plane out of town". 
The Table also identifies those stations that are qualified to do CAT 11 
maintenance and IN~ maintenance both of which require specially trained 
personnel 
Stations usually plan to work dispatch critical 1tems and MEL flight restrictive 
items first and pp.rform other work consistent with the availability of time, 
manpower, parts in stock, tools, and skills. ' 
13. 747 ROUTE STRUCTURE 
Dependency of a maintenance program upon the frequency of service and availability 
of spare parts and maintenance skill level has already been discussed. Another 
intel'esting point is that the reI iabil ity of much avionics hardware is 
proportionally related to average trip length, Thsse facts make it almost 
mandatory to examine route structures before any comparison study is made, 
whe~her in terms of cost-of-ownershi p or reI iabil i ty. 
What follo~ls is a presentation of route structure for United's 
Due to seasonal demand, the schedule varies from time to time. 
:covers spring to summer season of 1976. 
747 fleet. 
This study 
On any given day, each of the fleet of 18 747's is flying a segment of the 
basic pattern as shown in Table 11. If there are no s~hedule changes due 
to mechanical irregularities, every aircraft will eventually complete the 
basic pattern which starts at SFO and returns to SFO every 18 daxs. 
On a map, the pattern looks 11 ke Fi gurelV. Tabl e Ilion the following page 
shows the air miles and typical flying time between city pairs. Average 
flight time. from Tabla Ill, is 4 hours and 33 minutes. Between flights, ,the 
747 stays an aver~ge of 5 hours and 54 minutes an the ground. The flying 
time shawn is block time; that is, gate departure to gate arrival. 
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MAINTENANCE CLASSIFICATiON Of .TATIONS (i47) 
. 
STA Tl UI~ COu E CLASSIFICATluN CIII 1I 
CLE Stlpport 
EWR Support 
JFK Prime X 
PIT Support 
DEN Service 
ORO Service X 
HNL Prime X 
LAX Prime X 
SEA Suppo:-ot X 
SFO Prime X 
LAS None (Served by LAX) 
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747 ROUTE PATTERN 
On Bny given day, each of the fleet of 18 747. Is flying. segment 
of the following b88ic pattern. If there ia no schedule changes 
due to mechanical irregularitielJ, every aircraft will eventually 
complete th~ basic pattern which start. at SFa and return. to BFO 
every 18 daY8. 
I'I.T ':;TA I'I.T TlliE GnD TIME 
(MIN~ \MINl 
SFO 
34 EWR 305 730 
35 SFO 335 85 
35 IINL 305 175 
9Q2 ORD 480 150 
723 LAS 215 85 
lIB anD 205 60 
218 CLE 72 648 
953 ORD 77 78 
953 RNL 525 150 
990 OnD 480 440 
993 RNL 525 325 
100 LAX 310 85 
100 anD 225 125 
111 LAX 245 1070 
197 ITO 310 85 
118 LAX 290 80 
118 anD 220 90 
118 PIT 81 89 
107 OnD 83 77 
107 LAX 250 1100 
191 RNL 325 8:; 
96 SFO 290 785 
126 anD 240 130 
1~7 SEA 245 685 
140 OnD 215 130 
129 SFO 255 80 
12q RNL 305 105 
22 SFO 290 125 
181 RNL 305 85 
194 LAX 310 725 
6 JFK 310 1145 
5 I.AX 325 95 
5 HNJ. 325 875 
114 LAX .,15 65 
114 
PAGF. 22 
DEN 122 458 
9500 DEN 195 135 Q.J.}IGINAL PAGE IS 
193 LAX 134 QF PQOR QUAI..ITY: 76 193 liN!. 325 1085 
180 SFO 295 1220 
TOTAL 10664 13816 
AV1;P.AGE 273 354 
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Table IV is another way of showing the daily departure schedule. As indicated 
in this Table, 7475 operate most frequently in anc out of HNL, LAX. SFO and ORD. 
For the 12 month study period, between July '75 and June '76; the 747 fleet 
accumulated 53,808 flying hours, with each airplane flying 8 hours and 10 minutes 
per day on the average, as shown in Table V. The fleet accumulated 13,304 
departures, or 2.02 daily departures per aircraft. The average flying time 
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747 FLYING HOURS & DEPARTIlRES 
FLEET TlME-IN- DAILY FLT HR PER 
MONTH FLEET AtC DAY5 SERYICE (HRS) AIC UTILIZ DEPAaTURES DEPARTURE 
Jul 75 558 5318 ":32 1315 4:02 
Aug 558 5218 ":27 13D9 4:02 
~ep 540 444U 8: 13 1099 4:02 
Oct 558 46U, 8:15 1144 4:02 
Nov 540 44211 8:12 1100 4:02 
Dec 558 2183 3:55 545 1,,01 
10n 76 ,58 4494 8:03 1109 4:03 
Feb ;22 4141 7:~9 1045 3:58 
HH 558 4532 8:07 1140 3:~9 
Apr 540 4503 8:20 1113 4:03 
Hay 558 483a 8:40 1208 4:00 
Jun 540 5048 9:21 1177 4:17 
" 
TOTAl: 65H8 538uv 8:10 13304 4:02 
'I, .' , 
(Average O.lly Departures! Ale· 2.02) 
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14. MAINTENANCE ASSESSMENT 
The objective of this section is to describe the method used to collect 
maintenance parameters and to present the result of the data coilection 
relative to: 
Maintenance Time Characteristics 
line Maintenance labor 
Shop Maintenance Labor/Materials 
Spare Equipment 
Schedule Irregularity 
CAT II Availability 
To understand how data is transmitted at United, it may be helpful to review 
the general means of communication between various organizations. Figure V 
shows that, starting from flight crew, data flows via the flight log sheet 
to the line maintenance crew. The line crew, after replacement of repairable 
equipment, communicates to the shop maintenance crew via the Inspection and 
Repair (I&R) tag, which is attached to each unit returning to its home repair 
shop. Engineers function as a quarterback in this process, directly 
communica.ting with other segments of the maintenance organization. 
The flight log sheet, as shown earlier, contains following AFCS r~lated data: 
In-flight malfunction (system, channel, mode) 
CAT II data (runway, RVR, disconnect alt) 
Time Since Overhaul (TSO) - of aircraft 
rlight number, date 
When the aircraft is turned over to line maintenance crew, the following 
data may be added: 
Maintenance actions 
· Deferred maintenance code 
· Maintenance station code 
When the shop repair/overhaul is completed, the following items will be added 
before the tag is sent to central files. 
· Shop finding, failed test number, failed component parts, etc. 
· Verification of line maintenance actioll. 
When a unit is overhauled (i.e., tested per applicable documept) a fresh 
I&R tag is attached to the unit. When the unit is in~talled in the aircraft 
the tag is transferred to the replaced unlt and returned to the shop with 
data described above. 
The bulk of data collected for this st'Jdy comes from the two primary data 
sources ment ioned above. Other sou,"ces are: li ne rna i ntenance labor record 
(g Digit ATA Line Maint~nance Summary (Ref. Attachment III) which keep.s the 
line station labor exp~nditure by aircraft, date, time, station and ATA 
Chapter; ~hop Ma i nten.nce Cos t Summary whi ch keeps an accounting of 1 abor and 
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rfl3t~rj~l et.penditure by unit, and the Mechanical Irregularity Report, 
The data collection involved a review of 10,500 log sheets, ,1,020 I&R tags, 
12 cartridges of microfilm (for line labor), covering the 12 months from 
July' 75 ~o June' 76, Two record keeping forms have been developed to 
record a 11 the da ta collected from the log sheets and I&R tags. These fOfms 
are shown in Figure VI. 
Explanation of each column on the Aircraft History form, from left to rigtlt: 
Data line number, aircraft number, date, aircraft flight time since last 
overhaul, maintenance station, AFCS related or non-AFCS related equipment, 
maintenance action, engineering judgement as to validity of maintenance 
act ion (problem corre:ted - yes or no), manhour spent on the prob1 em, 1 i ne 
replaced unit, CAT II availability and CAT II performance parameters including 
pilot judgement (satisfactory or unsatisfactory). 
Explanation of each co1vmn, from left to right, on the Unit Removal History: 
Data lil~e number, aircr'aft number, aircraft TSO, date, station, description 
of in-fliy~t problem and results of ground tests, position of the replaced 
unit (systefl, I, system 2, etc), corresponding 1 ine from Ainraft History 
form, shop finding, verification of removal reason (yes or no), other 
failures not related t~ removal reason found in shop (yes or no), serial 
number of newly installed (on) and removed (off) units, additional comments. 
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A. I~aintenance Timp. Characteristic 
The maintenance flowchart and MEL showed that, depending on the nature 
of the in-flight malfunction, a CAT II operational test mayor may not 
be required. Cruise mode problems, such as HEADING SELECT or ALTITUDE 
HOLD mode anomalies.for example, do not usually require any more testing 
than BITE. Thus, maintenance actions may last as short as a few minutes 
of BITE to as long as several hours of BITE, operational tests, unit 
replacement and final verification tests. Typically speaking, however, 
composition of line maintenance action is as follows: 
LINE MAINTENANCE TEST TIME 
BITE TEST TIME (INCLUDE ACCESS) 
WAIT TIME FOR REPLACEMENT 
TEST EQUIPMENT SETUP 
CAT II AUTO LAND TEST 
CLEAN-UP AND RETURN TO NORMAL 
20 MIN 




WITH AUTOLAND TEST 2:05-2:35 
WITHOUT AUTOLAND TEST 1:20-1:50 
These figures indicate that the reduction of BITE testing time alone 
does not significantly affect the total maintenance time. Quality of 
BITE, however, does contribute to a great extent as it would eliminate 
a need for additional tests. 
FIGURE VII shows a distribution of line maintenance manhours charged 
against ATA Chapter 22, Autoflight. The distribution curve, plotted 
in 30 minute increments, reflects the typical line maintenance time 
as described above. It is evident that those problems that cannot be 
solved by routine maintenance require extensive troubleshooting, such 
as aircraft on wiring check, accumulating as long as 16 hours of line 
time. 
B. Line Maintenance Manhours 
ATA Chapter 22 covers only one system - autofllght. This makes it 
relatively simple to monitor the AFCS labor costs. However, Chapter 
22 is limited in that it includes only the major AFCS computers and 
dedicated sensors. Those shared sensors that are not strictly AFCS 
components are in Chapters other than 22. Servo components fall under 
Chapter 27. The shared sensors are normally covered by ATA Chapter 34. 
At United, Navigation units/systems are classified into UA's own codes, 
Chapters 40 through 43 in lieu of 34. Classification of the UA designated 
chapters is shown In ATTACHMENT IV. 
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0 . 3 - 0 . 5  
0 . 6 - 1 . 0  
1 . 1 - 1 . 5  
1 . 6 - 2 . 0  , .  
2 . 1 - 2 . 5  
2 . 6 - 3 . 0  
3 . 1 - 3 . 5  
3 . 6 - 4 . 0  
4 . 1 - 4 . 5  
4 . 6 - 5 . 0  
5 . 1 - 5 . 5  
5 . 6 - 6 . 0  
6 . 1 - 6 . 5  
6 . 6 - 7 . 0  
7 . 1 - 1 . 5  
7 . 6 - 8 . 0  
8 . 1 - 8 . 5  
8 . 6 - 9 . 0  
9 . 1 - 9 . 5  
9 . 6 - 1 0 . 0  
1 0 . 1 - 1 0 . 5  
1 0 . 6 - 1 1 . 0  
1 1 . 1 - 1 1 . 5  
1 1 . 6 - 1 2 . 0  
1 2 . 1 - 1 2 . 5  
1 ; > . 6 - 1 3 . 0  
1
3  
. •  1 _ 1 3 . 5  ' i '  
3  . 6 - 4 0  
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1 5 . 1 - 1 5 . 5  
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Unfortunately the present accounting system does not breakdown the line 
maintenance labor expenditure by component, Thereforp-. the data shown in 
Table VI does not give a clear picture of total AFCS cost, as far as shared 
sensors and servos are concerned. 
C. Shop Maintenance labor and Material 
Unlike line maintenance cost, shop labor and material expenditures are closely 
monitored by individual unit type (Ref. Attachment V). Table VII shows a 
summary of 12 months removal and failure of AFCS computers, servos and shared 
sensors. "Verified Removals" mean that shop findings matched the removal 
reasons. Other failures found in shop but not matched against the removal 
reasons are included in the "Total Failures" column, from which Mean Time 
Between Failures (MTBF) are computed. The formula for MTBF computation is 
a standard method commonly used by the industry: 
Unit Flying Hours 
MTBF = Number of f~ilures 
Shop maintenam:e costs associated with these removals are shown in Table VIII. 
Total shop cost is a sum of total labor cost and total material cost. The 
cost is shown in direct labor cost and does not include overhead. This 
table does not includll Automatic Test Equipment (ATE) cost, which will be 
treated separately. The costs for shared sensors (INS computer, CADC, 
Radio Altimeter, ILS/NAV receiver, compass coupler and ADI) are based on 
total shop transactions. Each removal reason for these sensors has been 
further examined in order to arrive at AFCS related costs. Table IX is an 
an attempt to compute the portion of the total shared sensor costs attr'ibutab1e 
to the AFCS. 
Ouring the period that this study covered, there were seven AFCS related 
airborne equipment~ that were tested on ATE. These seven units and 
associated ATE costs are shown in Table X. In this table the second column 
shows average ATE time per test. Due to troubleshooting and repair while 
the unit is on the ATE, it usually takes twice as long on the ATE. Thus, 
pitch computer ATE time is 5 hours, on the average, per removal. The total 















LIKE MAINTENANCE MAll HOUR 
~ 22 27 41 42 MONTH EVEHr HR EVEHr HR EVENT HR EVENT HR 
JULy 75 147 211; 135 266 186 190 22 14 
Alll * 123 l~l 194 373 165 128 23 18 
SEPr 100 154 120 345 120 114 18 12 
OCT • 82 161 200 509 117 loB 15 35 
NOV 209 240 88 316 116 216 22 24 
l.T~C .. 50 62 101 261 62 73 4 3 
JtJi 16 89 J.27 144 389 128 187 16 20 
FEB 
* 
80 177 126 242 97 158 13 43. 
MAR 127 194 121 408 130 168 20 23 
Arn * ., 71 107 98 llO 118 172 3 3 
MAY 116 203 74 161 117 153 12 9 
JUJIE * 55 67 76 173 102 101 4 9 
TOTAl. 1,149 1,1'58 1,477 3,553 1,457 1,768 172 2ll 
I AVE MH/EVEIIT 1.53 2.4:1 1.~1 1.23 
~--.-
- --- ----- ----
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UNIT REMOVAL SIl!flARY 
UNIT TOTAL VERIFIED TOTAL UNIT 
RE!fJVALS REMOVALS (7;) FAILUIlES FLYING HOUR 
PITCH COMPUTER 140 (3 POOL) 58 (417.) 84 161424 
ROLL COMPUTER 113 (1 POOL) 58 (517;) 71 161424 
YAW COMPUTER 35 (1 POOL) 16 (467;) 20 107616 
An COMPUTER 28 9 (327.) 14 53808 
AUTO STAB TRrn 34 22 (647.) 25 53808 
H)NITOR & LOGIC 51 15 (297;) 16 53808 
H)DE SEL PANEL 50 18 (367,;) 22 53608 
CONTROLLER 10 2 (20?;) 4 53808 
TRrn INTERFACE UNIT 12 1 ( 87,;) 1 53808 
AFC-BOX 1 3 1 (337;) 1 53808 
AFC-BOX 2 4 0 (25%.) 0 53808 
ACCELERalETER 1 N/A 107616 
An SERVO 3 0 (O?;) 0 53808 
!liS COHl'tmR 94 69 (73%.) 72 107616 
CAne 106 (7 POOL) 37 (357;) 59 107616 
IADIO ALT RfT UNIT 62 16 (25%.) 23 107616 
ILS /NAv RECEIVER 69 19 (287,;) 23 107616 
COHl'ASS COIlPLER 19 7 (37:t.) 9 107616 
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SHOP CC 
COH."ONENT LABOR LABOR IIATERIAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL
 
HR/UNIT cosT/UNIT coST/FAIL '...ABOR COST IIAT'L COST SOOP COST 
PITCH CCl!PtrrER 10:02 $ 83.91 $265.78 $11,416.35 $22,325.36 $33,821. 71 
ROLL CGII'trrER 9:37 86.42 260.90 9,679,08 18,524.50 28
,203.58 
YAY OOMPtrrER 2:53 25.69 6.17 873.35 123.37 
996.72 
AfT OOMPtrrER 4:54 41.88 42.04 1,172.50 588.50 1
,761.00 
AUTO STAll TRlH 4:46 39.62 159.67 1,347.13 3,991.85 5,338
.98 
MONITOR & LOGlt UNIT 4:31 37.96 213.;)2 1,936.12 3,422.64 5,358.76 
HODr: sa PNL 6:47 58.05 61.81 2,902.46 1,359.87 4,262
.33 
OONTROLLER 5:00 41.21 89.06 412.15 356.24 
768.39 
TRlH INTERFACE UNIT 1:38 16.71 0 200.50 0 200
.50 
AYC-BOX 1 5:40 48.15 0 144.44 0 
144.44 
AFC-BOX 2 5:30* 44.96* 54.64* 0 0
 0 
ACCELEROMETER 6,00 53.00 N/A 53.00 197.00 2
50.00 
AfT SERVO 2:20 20.67 a 62.00 0 
62.00 
INS OOIlPUTER 21:10 177.16 571.90 16,371.40 41,177.13 
57,548.53 
CAnC 12:49 119.04 53.92 11,189.94 3,181.34 14,371
.28 
RADIO ALT RfT mlIT 5:06 42.87 15.98 2,657.94 367.50 
3,025.44 
ILS INAV RECEIVER 3:00 67.59 20.90 4,663.71 480.70 
5,144.41 
(XJHpASS OOUPLER 4:24 37.56 16.44 713.64 147.93 861.57 
ADI 4:18 36.18 20.79 4,594.86 1,663.20 
6,258.06 
* Averjigea b.lled on previoua I"xperience 
, 
J 
--- -----'"\;" .. ~-~ .. ---~ ... ,,,--,,,<-~-,~.-. ..-----~-."'.-,-.. =, 
COST PER 100 
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SHOP COST (DUE TO AFCS RELATED REMOVALS) 
VERI FED (%) TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL COST PER 100 
REM~VALS LABOR MATERIAL SHOP COSL ... .FllGHLlIIlURS 
N/A (N/A) 0 0 0 0 
3 {14-%) $1,266.78 $257.95 $1,524.73 $1.42 
3 (60%) 214.35 68.91 283.26 0.26 
0 ( 0%) 135.18 0 135.18 0.13 
(50%) 75.12 21.13 9f..25 0.09 
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MONITOR LOGIC UNIT 




ATE TIME/TEST TOTAL HOUR COST 
2.5 HR 700 $16,100 
2.5 566 13,018 
0.5 36 828 
0.5 52 1,196 
0.75 52 1,196 
0.5 28 644 








































IUJ I.NGlNEER l~G DEPARrnE.NT 
uniTED AIRLInES 
F-1B06 DAH 2-17-7 
PACE 40 
o. Schedu 1 e I rregu 1 arl ty 
W~en C': airborne system failure results in an interruption of scheduled 
operation, such as delay or cancellation of scheduled flight, additional 
cost would be incurred. An industry survey made 1n early 1976 shows the 
following delay and cancellation costs for 747 aircraft: 
Cost for typical delay of 40 min: $550 - $1,190 
Cost for cancellation of flight: $1,500 - $5,000 
The composition of these costs includes extra ground transportation, hotel 
and meal accomoaations for passengers, overtime pey for maintenance and 
flight crews, etc. In addition, many intangible items such as competitors 
reliability, schedule similarity, load factors. etc. are important factors, 
although difficult to substantiate. All these items have different values 
depending upon the individual case, and the difficulty is evidenced by the 
large spread as shown in the industry survey. At United, costs of flight 
schedule interruptions as cited below are being used only for the purpose 
of engineering work estimates: 
747 delay cost per hour per delay: $ 300 
747 cancellation cost per departure: $3.600 
During the 12 month period, 155 delays were registered against Chapters 22, 
27,34,41,42 and 43. (~ee Table XI). Of these. 76 were AFCS related. 
The AFCS caused no cancellation in this p'!riod. The delay hours caused 
by the 76 incidents totaled 41 hours and 14 minutes, or an average of 33 
minutes per delay. 
ORIGINAl, PAGE IS 




















ATA CHAPl'ER =1 






27 YAII DAMP 
TABLE XI 
IaCHAm:CAL IRREGUU>JUTr SlHIARY 
- (747: July -15 - June 76) 
DL ex SUB 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
2 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
---
6 0 0 
7 0 2 
EN(.INEERIN(; OEPAH1'M.!::rrr 
HFI,(1Ilf F-1806 p .... n 2-17-7 41 PAt.F 








3:40 0:37 , 
3158 onl~_ 
0TlIERS 55 ___ 3 12 1---- 72,26 1:19 r-:----.-- -----. ---.---. 76,24 - ------TO'IAL 62 14 1:14 3 
34 INS 21 0 1 11,20 0,32 
ADI/RlIY SYMBOL 4 0 0 1101 0:15 
HSI/COMPASS 6 0 0 5.20 0,53 
RADIO ALT 1 0 0 0,03 0,03 
CAne 3 0 0 2:36 0:52 
GIs 1 0 
. 
0 0:25 0:25 
. SUB ToTAL -
- 'i6 0 --~ _~LI;L _J~. -O'1!!ERS 13 0 1 8·44 
---. --
TO'l!AL 49 0 2 29:29 0:36 
41 115 16 0 0 5,21 0120 
GiS 1 0 0 1:26 J :26 
HSI/COl1PASS 2 0 0 0:56 0,28 
AnI/RIIY SDmOL 4 0 1 2149 0:42 
RADIO ALT 1 0 0 0:25 
-=it SUB TOTAL -- ~- 0 -~ -- 10:57--- 01 CIrlIERS -- 9 - 0·-- 0 7,16 . 0::: __
--
TOTAL 3, 0 1 18113 0.33 
'K GiS 1 0 0 0:38 0138 
IllS 1 0 0 1.05 1105 
-
WTAL 2 0 0 1:43 0:52 
43 _~.lLIDIJ . . 1 . O . 0 0:11 0:11 
0'l'IIERS "2 0 0 oi52 Oi2b 
---------
_. 
'rofAL 3 0 D 1:03 0:21 
TO'l!AL AFCS REIATED 76 0 4 41:11, D:33 
--- -------- -. 
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15. 747 AFCS COST SUMMARY 
The c~.ts examined to this point are direct maintenance costs involving 
line and shop labor, material and test equipment. From a broader viewpoint 
of assessinp a total cost of owning the AFCS, other costs such as hardware 
acquisition costs, spares inventory and holding costs, pipeline transportation 
costs, maintenance and flight crew training costs must be taken into 
consideration. A detailed cost-of-ownership computation is out of the scope 
of this study; however, a summary of each item should serve to illustrate 
the magnitude of line and shop cost as compared to the total cost. The 
following cost items are divided into two broad categories: one time costs 
and continuous (annual) costs. 
One Time Costs 
NOTE: 
Hardware Acquisition Cost----------------------------- $2,809,399 
Spares ,~cquisition Cost------------------------------- $ 867,161 
Initial COgt of Maintenance Crew Traioing------------- $ 65,800 
Initi a 1 Cost of F1 i ght Crew Tra i ni ng n ___ n _________ ,· $ 368,520 
$4.i10,88O 
Above costs are for AFCS computers, servos and dedicated sensors to support 
the fleet of 18 747s. 
Continuing Costs (Annual) 
Line Maintenance cost (ATA Chapter 22- Includes 
Overhead) -------------------.-- $ 42,192 
Shop Labor Cost (Includes Overhead)------------------- $ 97,225 
Shop Material Cost------------------------------------ $ 51,844 
ATE Cost---------------------------------------------- $ 32,982 
Recurrent n'aining Cost of Maintenance Crew----------- $$ 6,080 
Recurrent Training Cost of Flight Crew---------------- 46,080 
Delay, Cancellation, Substitution Cost---------------- $ 1~,300 
Spares Holding Cost----------------------------------- T$--'4~6~D~,7ri6~O---
! 755,463 
Due to extremely high cost of AFCS hardware, the spares holding cost dominates 
the annual cost of owning AFCS. When this spares holding cost is excluded, 
the next highest co~t item is shop related. occupying 63% of the remaining 
cost. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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16 BITE EFFECTIVENESS 
An earlier, ARCS study identified the reliability, or effectiveness of BITE 
as a key design goal for future system test. In contemporary avionics, the 
effectiveness of BITE has been ranging from as low as 30% to a high of 84%. 
The effectiveness of BITE for the 747 AFCS, as shown in Table XII, is better 
than that of any other AFCS's. Yet, half of the units listed here average 
around 50% effectiveness. Considering the fact that 50% is the level of pure 
guesswork, it is clear that the BITE needs a drastic impro·/ement. 
17 CAT II AVAILABILITY 
278 
The CAT II system sta'us of each aircraft is displayed by a so 
called "CAT II status placard" installed on Captain's instrument panel. 
CAT II availability can be assessed by accumulating the number of flying 
hours during which these placards are indicating Full or Restricted CAT II. 
Table XIII shows sample entries as M! illustration of the method used. In 
this study, the availabilitY.was judg .. ,d by three criter.ia: Reported, Legal 
and Actual. The Reported column shows availability as reported by the line 
maintenance crew. The Legal colum'" is for an engineering judgement, so as 
to correct possible errors in 1 ine; maintenance actions. Acuta1 column 
was added to indicate availability {If 5trictl.y AFCS components, as compared 
to windshield wiper and other non AFCS systems that could cause aircraft to 
be out of CAT II status. R stands for Restricted CAT II and F stands for 
Full CAT II. There are three kinds of entries shown here to illustrate the 




Proper correction of in-flight malfunction was made, but line 
mainte~anr.e failed to adjust the placard. 
Temporary failure. Legally out of CAT II because of testing 
requirements. Actually the system was available. 
Testing showed that the system was good - satisfied legal 
requirements. But, fault did exist and was eventually corrected. 
Table XIV and Table XV are summaries of the CAT II availability study. 
Although CAT II system is not dispatch required at this moment, it is 
significant that the CAT II system on 747 is being maintained to consistently 
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• • • • 
BITE F.FFECTIVE~ 
Totiil. Bite Match Bite Fa11 Bite Pass Adjusted Bite 
Unit Bite Entry Shop Finding (1)) But Unit OK (1)) But Unit Bed (1)) Effectiveness 
P"ltch Computer 69 28 (41'/» 24 (3%) 17 (24M 541> 
Roll Computer 47 30 (641)) 10 (21'/» 7 (151)) 7% 
Ya" Computer 16 8 (501)) 8 (5of,l 0 
Al t Computer 4 
3 r%l 1 (25'f, 0 Auto Stab Trim 1~ 8 531> '. t~) 3 1201>l 671> Monitor & Logic 11 5 4%) 4 3&1>1 2 1% 5&1> 
Il'iS Computer 62 52 (841)) 10 1fi1, 0 
CADC 4 3 (7%) 1 (25~) 0 
~ 1. First three per~entage columns al'e expressed as 'f, of total. BITE entry. 
2. ADJUSTEJJ BITE EFFECTIVEIIESS is expressed as'f, of (TOW.L BITE ElmlY - BITE PASS BUT UNIT BAD). 
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CAT II AVAILABILITY: SAMPLE ENTRIES 
CAT I AVAIL.AK.ITY 
I OAT( I TSO j STA I ~ ~ f'EPOOTED LEGAL ACTUAl. rN-FLI~T Plt08LEW WAIHT(NANCE ACTION ~ ~ R F R r R r 
10,17 jo2~: LAX 1ST OFFICER WINDSHIELD WIPER BLADE X EF #460 NOT CAT II % ,. ~ V ~3 STICKS OUT IN FLT 
10/20 1661 : SFO (CORRECTION OF DEF #460) ~EPLACED BLADE -- t-, V 1/ 01 
1.:1/21 1664: ORO NOTE - CAPT INST PNL HAS "NOT CAT V V tI 36 II" PLACARD CORRECTED TO CAT II 
REPLACE MALU. NOT ~ ~ ~ f,4 
" 
06/12 1 b346: ORD CAPT F'D ANNUNCIATOR LATE WOULD 
I ~t~r~I ~~~D .~~~ II 131 NOT lcLUMINATE DURING APPROACH X 
06/13 18369: LAX CORRECTION OF OEF #598) ALU BITE OK CAT I I 
" 
.; v' 15 
(PREVIOUS WRITE-UP'S ON WARNING LIG ~TS 
" 
V .; 
103/18 17238: ORO WITH "A" AlP iN CMO & VOR/LOC. HAD X UNABLE TO DUP 8ITE CKS V 
" 
t/ 15 STEADY RED AlP WARN LITE. "B" AlP O~ OK ROLL & PITCH 
03/19 17240: ORO SAME AS ABOVE X REPLACED AlP ROLL 
" " 
V' 26 CHANNEL. CKS OK 
(NO MORE PROBLEI~) 
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lUI TABLE XIV 
uniTED AIRunES 
REPORTED 
,'/~ I N/A i KESTRICTED I I 
eOO) I 78:44 , 291:28 
I I elJ04 167: 19 I 452:23 I I ~Ol (J , Ll: S4 P:2: 49 
I "'J 11 42:09 17:0) 
1 
~rJ 12 , D:l1 I 201 :24 I I 
<013 I i07:4) I 240: 15 I 
el)1 ~ I 3:45 ! 46:05 
I 







2019 I 199: 01 I 228:37 1 I I 
':1J2IJ , 11(,:19 ';16:00 I I 
:,IJ" 'j I 11 ..... ~ : ')1 , 202: 4 3 
I I <027 ! fA: 37 241: 16 
, 
G02~ 124:21, 193:21 
~O29 215:35 639:45 
8032 99:45 265:22 
&OJ~ 3;" 36 137: 10 
-------- ~----
FLEET 1514:18 4701:04 
------ -- -- -
- .. - .------- ---
t. 01 Till A 
RV JJIG Hi' t!. i: I U./41. 




68:49 243: 19 
122: 11 455:49 
4) :01 192:09 
7 :51 113: 06 




10: 59 413:51 
- 60:26 
146:32 232: 08 
73:24 376:0U 
46:54 2Ul : 34 
42:04 134: 22 
60:57 193: 21 
87:48 ?01:21 
81 :33 303:42 
18:25 131:15 
944: 01 4133:13 
--~~-- ,-----
1,7'01, 7,681. 
"",,' , F-1806 '''''' 2-17-77 
PA .. I 46 
TOIAl FLYiNG 11M: 53"08 
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FULL/RESTRICTED ----- 97.19% 
LEGAL CAT II AVAILABILITY: 
fUlL----------------- 90.57% 
FULL/RESTRICTED ----- 98.25% 
ACTUAL CAT II AVAILABILITY: 






















AnAt~M[ II! ,I 
(Ae 128-29) 
1==,,;,M,;;I,,;,NI;;,M;;;;UM~R~EQ~l;;;;;IR.,;E~M~EI=H,,;,S==~=f_ _______ CAT II (A'_L AIRCRAFT) 
SINGLE FLIGHT DIRECTOR 1/ OR MINIMUM REQUIREMENT - TWO -
ENGINE PROPELLER AIRCRAFT ONLY. 
SINGLE A~TOMATIC ~PPROACH 
COUPLER 2/ 
I1ISTRUMENT FAILURE :4ARNING 
SYSTEM 
REQUIRED PLUS FLIGHT CREW 
ASSIGNHENTS AND PROCEDURES 
SPECIFIED IN NOTE 3/ BELOW, 
--+---
DUAL ILS AND GLIDESLOPE 
RECEIVERS 
SINGLE FLIGHT DIRECTOR WITH 
DUAL DISPLAYS 1/ AND SINGLE 
AUTOMATIC APPRCACHGOUPI.ER 
2/ OR TWO INDEPENDENT FLIGHT 
DIRECTOR SY~TEI~S 
EQUIPMENT FOR lDENTIFICATIOII 
or DECISION HEIGIH 
REQU I RED 
I--REQUIRED 
REQUIRED. CAN BE: 
(1) RADAR ALTIMETER, OR 
(2) r NNER MARKERS. 
--------------------+----- ------~ 
11155£0 APPROACH ATT nUDE 
GUIDANCE 
AUTOTIIROTTLE SYSTEM 
REQUIRED. CAN BE: 
(1) ATTITUDE GYROS WITH 
CALIBRATED PITCH MARKINGS, 
OR 
(2) FLIGHT DIRECTOR PITCH 
COMI1AND, OR 
(J) COMPUTED PITCH COMfIAND. 
-I REQUIRED ALL TURBOJETS IF 0PrR-
ATiONS BASED ON DUAL FLIGHT 
DIRECTORS. ALSO REQUIREC ANY 
I AIRCRAFT USING SPLIT AXIS W,PLEHS IF APPliCANT CAN'T j SHOW IT DOES NOT SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCE PILOT WORKLOAD. ---_. __ ._-- ---- - --i"WI REMOVAL rQu IPMENT REQU I RLU 
-------,----- -. -- --- - ---- -
IIOll',; 1/ "INGLE AtI'., FLIGHT DIRr(fO;(~ II BASIC GLlOESLOPl INfORMATlUN 
DISPLAYEU ON SAI~E 111"TI(lJI~ErI!. 
2/ "PLlT AX I" ACClPTABLI 
3/ IF rr1p~OVED FAILURl WARIIING \YSTlfl NOT PRUVlDlO FOR C~T I 
OPERATIONS APPLICANT MU'" 1.5[ABllSH ILIGHT CRLW PROLIDURES 
AND DUTY ASSIGNMENTS TO PROVIDE II1I1EUIATL DUfCTION or 
E~SENTIAl ItiSTRUNENT ANU [QUIPMrNt FAII.UHI~. SUCH 
i'ROC[OURES ANO AS~IGtiMENT~ ARE HEQUIREO FOk CATEGOR II 
OPERATIONS. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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. '.1<711 
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(1"-.1 L-1 1 " " .- I 
I. r I " I ~ I I' •. I 
1 I,' " I I 
" .... ; li I ... 
~.r~ J II I ' 
1 1. ~:lf, , 1: 1 
I I'll (117. I L:11 r ,", , 
I I'lf ~ It=: 1. ':'1 r t' I' I 
nt~"r, t 1 1(,(,1'"'" i 
I. t'll" ~-:-1t-·, 1 11 1 ' ,r , 
nF-'[, 1. 11"1'-1" :- .~ ~l 
LI'I;" ~)I-~ J "1.1 t·,r._,'·~ 
Lt'lC Ot3J ~;1:t r-;5~ 
LNf Ett:=:-h) 1. 5:,~.:, 
SF!) 11101=;"~­
L r'lC ~71'; 1 ~Jl t:;Sr:::. 
'~f'lF: ",:; 1 ,:, I ';:' ,~ 
I r11. nt-,1~~11C:,'·,..:.; 
I t·lf" nt=: I (11 r.~;Cj~., 
Htll J 11 I',~n;" I I 
1..1'11 nt-,I~·ll'.'.r. 
I t'l'- ~;-It". I I , I I " I I 
1 HI I II"', I til r .. "",:, 
I, • .t'lf I"lt: 1 1::"11 I,',r I 
y L-..,--. . ..I 
INPUT lD / 
I;!~:'T TII'E 













.. _ .. ,=="_~_ .. =-=",,,=_",,,'= __ '~_' 11---- '1 
9 DIGIT ATA <1Jt'MRY c: 
:J 
~ 
'" :8 JOI 4273-1 AE~CE EVALUATION 6-DI6IT OETAIL ~ALYSIS MON-ROUTINE MAINTENANCE 
~ 
~~ jj~ OAU-()4/011176 
TYPE pI ~E TT~E 0 JOI 
~ EIIllI~ NO T50 STA eHK A p;j() 
O«IiINATED AA~-fLT NAN 
DATE TI~ • D~TE H~~ 
~ 
~ 
~e850 2862 1S61S O«D 1 L 0100-0 02-21 11.00 
ORD TOTALS 7 
De162 227S 19106 'DX 1 L 0000-0 03-16 23.15 
DelF 2043 177'3 ~L 1 
Delr 2043 17'J3 ~L 1 
DeaF 204S 19205 ~~L 2 
DeaSO 2617 13~ ~ 1 
DelSO 2619 0402 ~ 2 
Deaso 262S 130t9 ~ 1 
De850 2629 13032 PHL 2 
DeeSO 2161 1919 ~L 1 
DelSO 2861 1999 ~L 2 
PHL TOTALS 
D 0000-0 '03-02 "9.00 
L OOOP-(1 O~-Q2 .19Al(l , 
D 0000-0 03-10 21.00 
L OOOH! ~::1!dOJO , 
L 0000-0 02-27 10.30 
I. ,Q(W:i)_ . OZ-z.z. , , 
L 0000-0 03-15 22.30 
L J)OOCHI, , ~-Q3 
o 0000-0 00-00 
. -. £ -, 
oe850 2311 10823 SEA A C OOQO-P. _OQ-QO ., 
De161 2472 13533 SEA 2 "0000-0 00-00 
oe861 2475 16974 SEA A _D ~O, 00-00 _, . 
Dease 2606 13035 SEA A 0 0000-0 00-00 
Dease 2612 ~11 SEA A e ~Q..~!lL_ 
DeaSO 2616 ,,,-09 SE~ 2 L 0000-0 00-00 
peaso 2617 13611 SEA 807 L 0315-0 00-00 
DeasO 2617 13652 SEA 2 C -0000-0 -00-00 
Deaso 2624 9317 SEA 1 L 0000-0 00-00 
SEA TOTALS <> 
Deaf 2053 1~1a SFO 2 
D(862 2210 0333 Sf 0 1 
Dea~O 2310 14905 SFO 2 
oe8S0 2612 6392 SFO 1 
SFO TOTALS 
2Z1C Cl TOTALS 
T011.!_5 
o 0100-0 03-04 5.00 
L e100-0 03-11 13.00 
D 0100-0 03-21 13.50 





























2210 01 05 7 AlP OPERATI~AL CKK/ANALYZE~ [H</SELf 
2210 01 07 7 AlP OPERATIONAL CHK/AHALYZ,R eH,/SELF 
Z21Jl 01 07 7 
2210 01 07 7 
.m.o JlUJS Z 
2210 01 02 1 
•. .2.2.1.11. Jll 07 7 
2210 01 07 7 
__ ,ZZ.1Jl 01 01 7 
2210 01 07 7 
2210 01 62 0 AlP OPERATIONAL C~K/~~LY2ER CHK/SELF 
2210 01 04 1 
2210 01 ()9 7 
2210 01 01 0 
WD 01 05 7 
2210 01 01 0 
2210 01 01 0 
2210 01 60 0 
2210 01 02 T l:l ~ 
2210 01 01 D AlP OPEq~ ",'NAl 
2210 01 02 7 
'-HK/ANALYZEP (H~Jsa.1' ~ 
2210 01 01 7 
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ATTACHMENT I V 










AILERON & TAB (MECHANICAL, HYDRAULIC, ELECTRICAL) 
RUDDER & TAB 
ELEVATOR & TAB 
HORIZONTAL STABILIZERS 
FLAPS 
SPOILER, DRAG DEVICES & VARIABLE AERODYNAMIC FAIRINGS 
GUST LOCK & DAMPENER 
LIFT AUGMENTATION 
34 NAVIGATION 
FLIGHT ENVIRONMENT/AIR DATA (UA) 
ATTITUDE AND DIRECTION 
LANDING AND TAXIING AIDS 
INDEPENDENT POSITION DETERMINING 
GROUND PROXll~ITY WARNIN~ (UA) 
DEPENDENT POSITION DETE~MINING 
POSITION COMPUTING 
40 (UA) NAVIGATION - GENERAL 
ALL WEATHER LANDING 
ALTERNATE TRACK COMPUTER 




CLEAR AIR TURDULENCE DETECTION 


















ATTA"c~ENT IV (CONTlIIIJED) 
ATA CHAPTER INDEX 
41 (UA) NAVIGATION - INSTRUMENTS 





FLIGHT COMMAND INSTRUMENTATION 
STANDBY ATTITUDE INDICATOR SYSTEM 
42 (UA) NAVIGATION - RADIO 
AUTOMATIC DIRECTION FINDING 
VHF (VOR/LOC/GS) SYSTEMS 
MARKER 
LORAN 
GROUND GU IOANCE 
MICROWAVE LANDING SYSTEM 
OMEGA NAVIGATION SYSTEM 
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010 YIC CC,.PT!Z 
[;\ ~ PTe .. (,,:'0(j:"1: 
117 rH:1-' TO .-,1 ~ 
[il0 lS"iA~ OlP1; 
727 P!:D C "'IiTRLR 
~s PIED CQ'ITl:lP 
Cil PfO rt;",T:;. lP 
, .. r ;.t T .. ~"v; 
7 .. 1 "'IT L .... PTP 
"';lJ .I.T-<-: ~ 'IIDTP 
CIO n-sC (",pTt:! 
Jla liT C(l'" PUt 
Z7 fLl"u P 5.'0/ 11-: 
r .. U/onL .lUEL 
"a lIP £'lu' crt! 
"Sf, YA/R(lL !lc.n 
(lab .\(CEL PT;:H 
Da lCca prrCH 
121 AIQ OAT SEP-.: 
2131 POSTN SE"'S 
VI-'F ~.eCfIY~<: 
Ge:Ob~ VtfF PNl 
GJ 128 lAo V~IF PNL 
VHF TRAfrtSC'::YVER 
YHF TRANSCEIVER 
C~NTRAl S" UNIT 
R;;:COIIOER V'Jtc; 
Co;N rJR.V I stir PWR 
P"L-GEH CIVI1. 
GC'" ceNT U"IIT 
PAIflEL G'£H CCNT 
pc:r;I.IlATr)It-YI"ILT 
PlUS ~.,:!·T u·'I~ 
C ... ~T'I., ; -G!" 
.\': !: t:" GE'" APu 
RiG/VI'L 1 
P"L-GEN (CNT 




eaTH.Y CH .. tGC:. 
811TT",y 
··T ... 73141 .' 
SHOP COST SUMMARY EXAMPLE 
Sfoel .. ,.wri ..... "'" CllST "PeRT' 
.A~T HUNS!_ SfOUENC~ 
.'N 
Cl S t~VT COST C("IPfTnOl U~l T5 Klutts 
421 .. 027 1"203441101 '.0 1 .. 99 
oIt21 00.1,7 l"?O ~ .. qll03 , D ,,1 011 
..... , ~11t- 121'l1 .. ql~tl' 4.') 1/l.I('I 
4zi C;Ol~ IIt!f'JltQ}C'''1 Il.t) 1Po .. ,,, 
"Zr. 14b5Z 14Z0H91301 20 D 
" 
.. 
,,"20 <)77 .. IltlO2"Cl1303 J. , 3 .. 13 
l.,Z\! OJ 7t ~ 1"-'01"91307 •• 0 6. 5~ 
~6r. .;CO~ l')l(,Q'5Zr :OI , 00 
~:J llJq 1 .. ~O85;:1l102 , .. 111. .. SO 
.. 21 C)o~q 14l0J'50zullF, '.j "l".03 
42 i .,t-('C') 1420352010') 1.' 4 :m 
.. 21 .. O~2 1)1030:,20001 '.0 12.b5 
4.N C;Cbl 135a7 ... QH05 4 •• ".98 
1020 -:))1') 13 '0,,,"ISQ8 1.0 21.3'5 
420 q77 ~ 1~ju24"15Jq •• .00 1,20 "IllOo IHC.<!lo91S'J8 Io~.O "''5. II !) 
lola Q(l105 1330Z491S08 7.0 ZI v; 
"'10 q',HI9 ~1'3'J2.t,<;I1508 Y.O 21 .. 35 
1,20 cu.so U~07"9110B 3.0 3".50 
"20 lCl~ 1330'='('<;11501 B.O 31,.1(, 
530 9198 1410J,\31201 .31.0 Z49 .. 57 
'530 2546 11-.2:0J4J1301 .!9.0 123.03 
530 9006 lltZoe..r,.31303 ~7 .. 0 131 .. 0\5 
530 "J005 HIOE4)llOI 45.0 185 .. 19 
530 9C35 l';;J.0~31702 101,,0 319 .. 32 
5BO 900" 1520B432h~\- 4.0 33.50 
'Il'. '''If!I''H OF OfC!",,1E1I 
lliS3R ~u.req IlIl 
O-)LLlftS DOLLilAS 
fll.OIt 1.00-
)"<:1. C8 :,ll .... ll 
1 ; 1.2·J 3b,,"1 
211.<;\ SElJ.22 
~I. 68 .(h' 




It)7.b3 2'7 .. tiP 
'"'1 S!:: 00 
QS.Sq <000 
,,~ .. ~ 3 .00 
161 BJ d'.l ?<It 
.00 .00 
10~.z.4'j 8.<!1:l.11 
101 83 85 74 
161 .. 113 8S .. 1" 
261 .. 51 n.'H-
15t! 7q <;1'.1 65 
1906.11 66 ... 50 
939 .. 95 607 .. 45 








.O.Qq, __ ~5~Zl.2'" 
!-6~ 27blC~.OI 
ljl,),'.l1 1614.)1 




.. O'l 10 l"' .. qO 
':>57.3~ 10"1.01 
~o~ ... ~ ID~OO.OO 





1881 .. ~" 
1.107 _ 57 
247 .. 57 
232 .. 20 
'!S'o.61, 
2571.21 
I~H ... O 
1318.37 












1700 .. 16 
301.43 
434.7Z 
25"iS .. 2Z 
2415.72 
128'98.12 
530 90lb 1520Joft33101 847.0 3B06.96 27168 .. 7" 2<;1919.79 571811.5) 







'l)T .. oa 
2B35 .. 10 
29110.03 
2131\.92 
41'51 .. 621 
1111.;'1 






4Z0 IOlj02 HIOC;bUOOI 4 •• 18.11 
560 9026 153C261130(' 333 .. 0 1357.42 
560 qO~2 15302611218 l~.O 30. '38 
560 Q032 15301611203 430.Q 1149.66 
560 9("131 IS301611201 "i5.11 ID.1'; 
!rBI.t '101'0 1'5)0'\611205 41 .. 0 2T1.6(, 
SbO f:J607 153(%11202 237.0 1311.67 
42'1 Q496 Iltl0961lilOZ 6.0 1Q.05 
500 0060 153(.26112Z2 173.0 b21." 7 
560 Q081 15302611221 323_0 7)".71 
SSt: qOl1 15303611201 1100.'1 6'n 6'" 
5t-c Cl'i19 15101b12101 J.('?J 150.05 
5035 IOOU 15,04'612102 '.1 35.fl'1 
'Ib 1 119q 15l0Qe.12102 20 0 2'!1 31 
SlIb qUOD 1530~12401 11.0 ~".31 
.. ··0 .. a.oo 
'" 
138.36 
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1.c"i.Ho 
11 .... ~ 
1 O.l! ': 
1< .. 2~ 




~(\ .. 5f, 
Z J.9T 




35 .. '31 
3~ .. 1l 
11 .... 0 
44.31 
6Q.4'l' 
So] .. 3t 
21.13 
4l •• 2 
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Pan American Data 
Component Reliability and Maintenance Data 
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_ .. 1 ... _",--," 
~€a ~.".""V~. .~.~~ 
Pi'tJ 




Computer, Yaw Damper 
Unit, Monitor & Logic 
Unit, Auto Stabilizer Trim 
Computer, Auto Throttle 
Dedicated Sensors 
Accelerometer, Normal 
Box, Accessory Stabilizer Trim 
BOX, Accessory jl 
Box, Accessory #2 
Control/Display Units 
Panel, Mode Select 
Control, A/P Flight 
Light Set, Flight Mode Annunciator 
Indicator, Attitude Director 
Shared Sensors 
Receiver: Navigation 
Transceivers Low Range Fadio Alt. 
Unit, Inertial Navigation 
Computer, Central Air Data 
Coupler, MHR Compass 
Servo Components 
Power Pkg, Inboard Elev Control 
Power Pkg, Inboard Ail Control 
Pm.ze:r Pkg t Rudder Control 
SIi~rvCr Auto Throttle 






























2591415-~02 Mod A 
1964693-1 








































































































































Ccmputcr, y~w Damper 
linit, r.1cnitor & r.agic 
~:'.it, r.uto St'r.bilizer T:::im 
Computer, Auto Thro~tle 
-___ "-=::==.--'='c:..=,..~ _ __:r""_ .. c 
REHOVAL RATh_ 
AFCS CO.HPONENTS 





72224 2591415-902 ~:od A 
7227.0 1964693-1 
DeQIC5~:Se~=s~o~r~s~ ______________________________________ . 
.l1ccclerome t~r t t>;ormal 
Box, Acccss0ry Stabilizer Trim 
Bex, AcCafiSOr.l' #1 









QTY. P.R.1/'- P.R.R. '§(.»? 
3 148 2.389/.794 
3 149 2.405/.802 
2 38 0.613/.305 
1 46 0.743 
1 55 0.8B8 
1 10 0.161 
2 0 
1 18 0.290 
1 6 0.096 
1 2 0.032 
Contr~1/DJ5n1~a~y~U~n~i~t~s~ ____________________________________________________________________________ __ 
N 
~'" w 
Panel, Mode Select 
Control, AlP F1ignt 
Light Set! Flight Hade z.Jlnunciator 
Indicat.or, Attitude Director 
Shared- ~.:'!'lscrs 
Receiver, Nuvigation 
Tro.nscei ,,"er, LON Hange Radio Alt. 
~nit, Inertial Navigation 
Co~putcr, Central Air Data 
t;oupler, z.1HR Compass 
Power I'kg, Inbcrlrd Elev Control 
,'c", • .";:-c Pk9, J:.~board Ail Control 
PCj\.:~.:r P':';g, Rut.1dar Control 
!..~E'rynr Auto ',,::hrot:.tle 
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0.016 
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PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS 
REF. NASA-1-13654 
Summar of B747 -121. 121F Aircraft Times 
Tot~l No. Total *De- Avg. Cycles Hrs. Hrs:-of Utilization Cyc1 asl par- Per AlC Per Per 
AlC MolYr Pel' Day Mo. tures Per Oay Cycl e _~_'!Il" re Hau 's 
32 Dec/76 9.895.65 9.98 2496 2271 2.52 3.96 4.4 
32 Jan/77 10.364.70 10.45 2621 2385 2.64 3.95 4.3 
32 Feb/77 9,339.79 1O.·~2 2387 2172 2.66 3.91 4.3 
32 Mar/77 10,4;32.85 10.57 2701 2458 2.72 3.88 4.3 
32 Apr/77 10.583.67 11.02 2720 2475 2.83 3.89 4.3 
32 May/77 U,<'l6.B7 11.70 2905 2644 2.93 3.B8 4.3 
Total PA 5824 AP Days 61,943.53 10.64 15830 14405 2.72 3.91 4.3 
atal UA 658B AP Days 53,BOB.00 B.17 1<1597 13304 2.22 3.69 4.0 
.Departures for PA calculated at same ratio to cycles as UA. i.e. 91%. 
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COMPONENT REPLACEMENT TIMES z 8 "' 
"' 
P ". 
Z ~ P 0 t'~ ~ .-l0 oU 00 
MAJOR COMPUTERS 
N NU 
U NO: N t'U t'H 
'" 
., H 
U H ~ ~ '" 
HR MIN HR MIN 
OB'fAIN REPLACEMENT PART " '" 
REPLACEMENT TIME (IF SIGNIFJCANT) - - - -
PERFORM BITE TEST OR SYSTEM TEST -
15 - 15 
TEST EQUIPMENT SET-UP (IF HEQUIRED) - - - -
AUTOLAND OPERATIONAL CHECK (IF REQUIRED) - - - -
RETURN SYSTEM TO NORMAL - 10 - 10 
TOTAL TASK TIME • 1 25 1 25 
*Assumed average 60 minutes to obtain replacement. 
REF. NhSl;-:'-: ;'6~·1 
=::7".r= H~' __ -' 
' ........ 
, 
~l 8 H z 
~ 8 P ~ 1 ~ H Z :>l p 
-. P H 
€;: ~ 0: U 8 0 
0 H U 
U to ~ 
.-l-~ 
0 
"' ofg ""H ... N", 0 NH N8 
~~ N'" NH N8 N NH NO t'~ t'~ r-~ 
'" 
0 0: 
8 8 8 
~ H '" Z 0 
l>< 0 0 8 :.: 8 :.il :.il 
HR 11IN HR jMIN HR MIN IIR MIN 





20 - 20 - 20 - 15 
-
- - \30 - 30 - -
- - -
145 - 1 4$ - -
- 10 - 30 - 30 1 - 10 
1 30 3 05 .1 3_ 105 1 25 
Pa,;" 1 of 5 
L 'tE.}~:~:-:::;: - - :- --: ~.-~.'~~~' __ v __ ,, __ .. ___ ' ".~_ _" ._ '.... ''',_"" "'" ,; ,:_ ............ ,ic" ".' ...... '" _ ,,,.. "1\.,cl!~t~~' .. ~' ." ..... _ ... ~. "--'~--'-"'-~~' ~~ __ ~_..J""-'-'~_~'~j\,,_ .• .............., .-.-. _ _ 4.:1 __ . _._ . _~ -:' ___ ._:.i'=~:·. "-__ ~:,-:































'" U ~ 
I 
OBTAIN REPLACEMENT PART . 
REPLACE~mNT TIME (IF SIGNIFICANT) 
PERFORM BITE TEST OR SYSTEM TEST 
TEST EQUIPMENT SET-UP (IF REQUIRED) 
AUTO LAND OPERATIONAL CHECK (IF REQUIRED) 
RETURN SYSTEM 70 NORMAL 
TOTAL TASK TII1E • 





8 ~ ~ r<I 
'" 
8 
~ Z H 
r<I 
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PERFORM BITE TEST OR SYSTEM TEST - 30 - 15 - 25 
TEST EQUIPMENT SET-UP IIF REQUIRED) - 45 ii- - - 10 
AUTOLAND OPERATIONAL CHECK I (IF REQUIRED) _ 45 I-
- I - -
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RETURN .sYSTEM TO NOIDIAL 
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Compu ter, Pi tah 
Computer l Roll 
Computer, Yaw Damper 
Unit, Monitor and Logic 
Unit, Auto Stabilizer Trim 
Computer, Auto Throttle 
Accelerometer, Normal 
BOx, Accessory Stabilizer Trim 
Box, Accessory *1 
Box, Accessory #2 
Panel, Mode Selector 
Control, A/P Flight 
Servo, Auto Throttle 































Units Cost Units 
96 ·1,1J.8,112.00 28 
96 1,161,504.00 24 
64 288,640.00 12 
32 316,544.00 16 
32 182,080.00 13 
32 208,000.00 4 
64 42,240.00 5 
32 76,288.00 8 
32 108,352.00 6 
32 189,088.00 6 
32 483,8Jn .QO 15 
32 79,648.00 7 
32 30,656.00 6 
32 4,284,992.00 
133,906.00/Plane 


































SUMMARY OF PAA SUPPORT FOR AVIONICS SYSTEMS AT LINE STATIONS 
PAA 747 aircraft operate thru 47 locations in addition to the NYC and SFO bases. 
Of the 47 classified PAA B747 stations, 14 are in the U. S.A. or possessions and 
33 are in foreign countries. 
Other type aircraft B707/B727 operate thru 46 additional stations for a total of 
93 Pan Am stations. (Attachment - "Pan American Line Stations". ) 0 
Operating schedules and aircraft patterns are seasonal with two major changes 
per year in April and November to accommodate passenger demand. Additional 
minor changes occur during the Spring and Fall months. 
During a schedule period, a specific repetitive pattern is assigned to each air-
craft. in the fleet with provisions for phase-in and phase-out as dictated by 
scheduled service requirements and equipment breakdowns. 
For purposes of denoting station capability for service to the aircraft, including 
spares proviSioning, each station is assigned a classification. Class 1 thru S. 
Class 1 having the least capability and Class 5 the greatest. (Attachment· B747 
Station Classification List. ) ® 
Class 5 am, 4 stations have capability for full service to all aircraft systems and 
include avionics specialist crews. Lower classified stations have overall spec· 
ially qualified personnel, each of whom may do work on all systems including 
avionics. Continuous training programs maintain personnel qualifications at the 
required level. 
At some 10catLns service to the aircraft is contracted to other airlines or agen-
cies under Pan Am direction .. 
Some of the factors for determining station classifications and distribution of 
spares are contained in the attached. (Attachment - Aircraft Spare Parts Allo-
cations - Line Stations. ) ® 
The content of individual station kits may also be adjusted within the assigned 
classification by selective addition or deletion of parts. Studies have been made 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 



























Cif mathematical concepts for station parts allocations. However, due to practi-
cai considerations which cannot be given mathematical values, all require a prac-
tical overlay and man'lal review for optimum parts distribution. (Attachment-
Problem Statements, Variable&, Relationship, Solution Method. ) @ 
A typical Pan Am spare parts kit publication currently in use is attached. Note 
the selective variations from the assigned classifications. Also, note a Pool 
Item nur.lber opposite various items. An international organization of some 70 
airlines provides for pre"contracted borrows and loans of station spare parts by 
the variGus airlines. The concept is mutually beneficial to all participants from 
a standpoint of economics. (Attachment - Pan Am 747 Line Station Aircraft 
Parts Kit.) 0 
An extracted listing shows some typical current station holdings of Automatic 
Flight Control spares including whether owned by Pan Am or provided by an-
other airline through pooling. (Attachment - 747 Station Parts Allocation. ) ® 
For those avionics parts provisioned rr .• ainly by operational/geographic factors 
and not necessarily related to station size, a cOIT1pletely selective distribution 
is used using a different kit format. (Attachment - Line Station Avionic Kit. ) ® 
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P'~ Alv[('J) TECHNICAL OPERATIONS MANUAL 
LINE STATION CLASSIFICATIONS 
1. Introduction 
A. All stations which handle aircraft maintained according 
to Pan Am Maintenance policies are classified, pro-
visioned, and staffed for each type of aircraft to bE 
serviced according to the degree of .service to b~ ren-
dered. 
B. This publication denotes the classifications of all Line 
St~tions for the purpose of allocating spare parts, 
tot;'l, ground maintenance· equipment, and Naintenance 
Manuals. In addition, Station Naintenance personnel will 
be,9ualified to handle the applicable type of aircraf~ 
eqUlprnent. 
I 
c. These classifications are governed largely by Schedule 
Frequency, Aircraft Routing, Servicing, J.iaintenance Re-
quirements/ and the Station geographic location in 
relation to supply points. Other considerations are but 
are not limited to, Crew change point, Passenger D~nsit~, 
Locked Pattern Aircraft, Main Base for another airline, 
Special navigational problems, commissary provisioning 
point, etc. A station may hold any combination of clas-
sifications depending on the above variables as the:; 
affect each type of aircraft. 
D. Flight spare parts kit handling is detailed in TOM 30-
05-35. 
2. Description at Classifications 
ClaBB 5 ,- High fre:quency station staffed, stocked and equipped 
to perfcJrm transit and A services. May perform 
schedulf!d time limited services and include su?port 
shop ac·tivities, provide maintenance support at:. 
other locations, scheduled non-routine mainteniUlce 
during layover periods. Staffing may include an 
inspe:ction unit. . 
Class 4 - High fJ:equency station staffed, stocked and equipped 
to perform transit and A services. Non-routine 
maintenance limited to minimum equipment list COl1-
tinued items and those affecting passenger comfort/ 
convenience. May provide area support to other 
statiCJns. 
Class 3 - Moderate frequency station staffed, stocked and 
equipped to perform transit and/or A services. 
These stations normally handle higher frequency 
Sep 75, H"Y-~. 
AtC 
than class 2 and/or are isolated from nearby support 
from another station. Non-routine maintenance 
limIted to mandatory items. 
ORIGThl'AL PAGElS 
























Class 2 - Low or moderate frequency station with limited 
maintendnce personnel and spare parts. These 
stations normally handle a higher frequency than 
class 1 or are more isolated from stations of a 
higher classification, or both. 
Class 1 - Low frequency transit or alterr,.u.te station with 
limited or no maintenance personnel and spare 
'rOM 25-50.-05 
Page 2 
parts. These stations are normally located within 
close proximity to stations of higher classification 
and in some cases handle diversions only. 
Sep 75, N"y-"+ 
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Uf.!t.'..t~I§ to satisfy tj(m,lotla ut sp(~c.lfic lOl~r.1tions In crdl'r 
t.o mol f nl "in scl·"lIu 1 "S, ~rov I,k fo, pasg •. :o8t't comfo'C't and 
Jnsu,..!' t.he ",,,ohnnil.·at l.ntq,rtt.y of th .... l(~rnft ",hUe' 
opera! lnll "'my {>:um maIn ba3~ Locations, 
(h) '10 fllcUi.t.ntil P"),"/,OI\iC ro·analysis of parts II:velB. 
SI) lhat' th.:y r<:fl<!ct ",lln..,nt opl!tatinr, X'>Jqlllrnoonts and 
l"amov!l.l ratea 
ql" fo11."I1111\ f~'I('rS an' c:on"ld.-:re·J 1n dNClrm1nlng tlJ" c'il1ssi£lcall.on 
\)r l,;'1u:h station t~·c :jl)An:': pllrts ~Llucati{)ns;. 
2 Fr.,q""n~y 01 flIghts, 
J SnVl~<l r<qui(<rrn;nt.s U'ransit • A • II Ne ) , 
4, 'lNm!nnt!ol1 MId/or LlIyov"r locations .. 
'b fltr,h!. CtcW ChSlll.(i!" or slir> point. 
7 F'I "xl .. ! ty ! 0 b,AS" or larf.~' utllt ion 






MalntC'll.9;nce facLlltiC06 l'''!.nlt:nane<! r4!8UUrC(l's), 
.. 
'hl'l'ugh·· r llght mal nt~1Innc" n t acf.on, 
f" Sl' •. llm: o:oquipll1l'nt, 
StdL.lon or «,((port g~ogrlll'hk condlti.ons {LlIi" Held 
eit!vlIUon. l"xttl!1DI1 r.\l.m~tie conditlollu). 
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{"OIl f 1 gur ar. I 011 r.h :tn?,,11 )10!" 
11, C;"ogr:<phl c wmot ,II'f'S3, 
1,1, ~'luip!Ill,lnt sllbstituti.on (hbt.orlcal Clnd/or prllbahlr.), 
19. Gp.og('aph1..cal COV2r.ag~. 
(b) Parts, 
(c) Maintt'llllllC{' 
2(). Op"'T.lltional and Nnvl.glltional requirements, 
21 f.ft!lIlY or fl ight C<luc"Ulltlon 1.111[lUc:t, 
til'll Pas~;engl!.·r laRH. 
(b) i·'),!ght ere" ti!iJ:(' lio\itntlon .. 
.(c) Airpor t cur [(IN 
I.d) Paaseng.,r cons!dH:ltions ~hot.::lG <)tc ,i" 
<2 Huttiple m"~l!ls of rAil ait'~r.Il£t operatIng into or. tI\l "ugh 
sentlon., 
24. Cover aircrilft "v;!.i.iabHHy. 
2.5 . Sc hV.dul.! I.\i l'crn iL gr ou ~d till',! 
C .. ~ ." ..anu. appt:,R.talH.·It~ t-1ork ... 
26, Fl.J.ght kit. '.lllpplem,,,,tn . p<Hl'.llillr to sped(lr. uJ.n,rlltt or 
aml\J.1 numb"" of airt:l:efr., 
27.. Thl."fl{: itogine.: fll'rry practica.bllity, 
UtTf.l'MftNT:lIG l:n r:,OlIt'i':NT 
u ..... _- ..... ~ .... ~ __ .~ ......... _ • ..___ ... _ .. 
1'lIcto~s <'onc.i.dc!nd .tn d<!:lHmi.njng >1h<1.t "I"Jcl£lc 1'<11:(.0 lIn, i"clucl~.j i,n 
stat!oT: ki1:s. ".,l,,~.tivI5 <.upp!.cm"nt6 antl/ol' flight "pm:.·,s kit:! 
1.. HP.l'/Clill. publical iung (go, no-go Jist)" 
cant \ nU',:!ll . . .. ., . 
~.,-----.....,----~--:-~-:--' .-- - ._ ..... 
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2, Unlt reliability UnHurt" r&tr.), 
:3 Unit COfit va .. dt·lay cOSl:/~."posur", 
5 Re.lunclancy of sraUm 01' pILl ts" 
6, Passenger conv"ni"nce Hems, 
7, Crew convenience items. 
8, Spare engine allocation (parts source-robbing), 
9, KA's planned - parts ..,ffact. 
10. QCA's or QCS1's - parts required and or parts exposure, 
11, Pooling considerations (prOVide Dr participate). 
12. Special tools or equipment required. 
13. Number of aircraft vs. number of units required VB. 
flight spare kit allocation. 
J.4. C.l(, clean up rc,sponsibUity (aircraft). 
15, Appearance and cabin C.!. clean up responsibility. 
16. Support from nearby station. 
17. Operational penalty, 
(a) Probability factor of failure rat.! ae station. 
19. Resupply point. 
SOmP. or all of the £0110<11ng information sources arc used to determine 
3par"5 allocations~ 
1, Unscheduled removal inputs. 
Line S,-ation turnover information. 
. ' 
.3, Engiot:cring failure rate (reliability) eati_tes. 
Operating plan. 
conti.nucd." fJ ~"""" 
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5, Minimum F.quipmant I.ist {I.-5-0), 
6, Configuration llllviation I.ist (1-5-1), 
1, Restricted Flight Assigmoonts (QXlL). 
Publication 0.-5-5). 
8. Cr"w scheduling. 
9, Monthly ¥.ainten~.no::e RL~ports .. 
10. Rapid microfIlm. 
11, Vendors publiClltiol1B. 
12, Pnrts ~~nuals, 
13, Overhaul manuals. 
14. Wiring manuals .. 
15.. Component manuals. 
16. Repairable parts manuals. 
17" Halntlll1llllCC1 manuals. 
18. 'rraining I!I8lluals. 
20, Hain Base cxp",."iellcc: (inpilts). 
21. Flight Operations 'lmpt1rienc:e (inputs) .. 
22, Surplus information from Component Control. 
23. i;.omponent ContJ~ol reviews (pr1.or nnw pur;;has"9). 
2(... ':ompon~'n t Overha"l shop expcr.l.l!nc"". 
25. }looling Documents. 
26, l:"ircct contact wah oth",. airll non, 
27. F'or ml" typn aircraft - Uk\! itfl.m or pr"",,n. aircraft, 
28. l1!l.ln~"'""ni:o tr'.!lay R"poTtao 











~c) Non-kit ,lu\.oys, 
===~. ~'-;T l 
! ~ 
I {h) 
29, TI£lc:hniuo.l Opcr.,tions .;:ontrol I:entl<r ¢.l<p"rienctJ r~eOtr.lDnndat!ons 
310 
(u) Lagiuclcs for faklaw lip maintenanc.c, 
(b) Lell'iI! .• ,,;1 BorroNing activity, 
(ej ~hronl.c: Xcthnl~a! problem . 
Prolonged peri,,:! "a-usage inputs from stations. 











RELATIONSHIPS/SOLUTION METHOD ' 
PROBLEM STATEMENTS: 
1. Hhat is the probabil ity that a demand wi 11 be made? 
(Assuming no regeneration). 
VARiABLES: 
Hhat is the probability that demands will exceed the allocated 
quantity in an interval of time? (assuming a regenerative 
process). 
1. Lambda - T ()l~) = (l/MTBR) (Total Hours per week). 
2. Lambda - s (i\s ) = (l/MTBR) (Total Hours per week into a location). 
3. T-Out (-r out) = (Out-transit time to a location, 
4. Dr.-BAR (IT! ) = Mean waiting time (for" a unit~u be produced). 
5. Tsubs (Ts) = Total support time (ku.,- + D,t: ). -" 
6. Ssub c(Sc) = Shop cycle time. " "" 
7 < P = Steady-state in-process quantity (Sc X A t) 
8. Isub;( (I.,. ) = Intransit time. 
9. I = Steady-state intransit quantity ( 'liAT ). 
10. Mu (}J) = Expected demands during resupply time ('A, X Ts). 
RELATIONSHIPS: 
1. The probability of no demands when the allocation is 0: 
P(x=O;;>..) = (e-P ) 
2. The probability that the number of demands will not exceed an 
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Pan American World Airways, Inc. ~. 
® 
ATA CHAPTER INCE.\ REPAIRABLE COHPONE~r • LINES~·AT,oJilpAp.l KIT 
ATA CHAPTER 34 - NAVIGATION 
OArE PAGE 
,,.,,1 1 I-+-0< I 'JI'O,T t.CST frv"," ""I'lCqAFTI I r.,!>1.~ I I~·~ I 1 .!
073401 !Unit Oisp1av Ins COU 
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ODD I 7883460-031 t.e.L50ao_{)O 25 
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LINE STATION AVIONIC KIT 
CLASS PART NUMDER CODE 
000 2067631-S114 13 4 32 Altimeter Unit. 
TYPE AIRCRAFI 
7?n_01," . , n 
701-139 - 11 
-14 
70 7-321 -\ 6 
. \ 
70 7-121 -15 
REI\ARKS : 
Iroo L 
7n7_" ' o_ ,O x __ 
_ ?1 




ALA - SIA 
lDNTAINER 
NLHBER 




4 3 1 
I POOl . 
" .. il ~ l il ~ il ~ il g I ~ 
ABJ GUA MAR 
CIlM I 
AKL I Ml'l 
AIlS HAIl MEX 
\MIi 
ANe l>lo.A 
INK , 111'0 I 1 [MfA l 
I IDIL 12 IKID 
iHri ",". 
RAll 
DE l IST I>YJW 
BAQ 01<1 IJFK 
I J ocr 
JNB IKUC 
Ii I "" r X81 I X1I1 ~,vn I lGIT LAX I l 
Rnr. 100 
RXX .RV 
IlLS rFiiI ,LIS III ~' 
RRIl I FPO 11ltl 16 1 OK£) 
BSB 3 . flS nRn 
lo~l~ aKA IMAD OSA 
I BUll I ns •. 
DATE: 6 /10/ 77 
3 18 
SI S7. 0 0 G-4S1 
KCR NlHBER 
1 .. 0 
1 .. ..- ;nn 
S: 63 
I~ I POr ill ~ 
PAP .rn 
SIN 
on" .. n 




PR C 1 STO 
P"l"V 
I . Tn I .vn 
I. 







5 1!, I 
~ 11'0,11. 

















CLASS PART NarnER i;iODE DESCRIPTION CXlST NUMDER 
Receiver, VHF NAV 4152.00 G-310 
aoc G-30B 
522-4280-108 73458 s1RV -2B 
TYPE AIRCRAFT CXlNTAINER 
NUIBER KCR NUMBER 
720_n?,n _,n 'lll2=lllJl,,~ _. 2Q, 39 1 637 
707-l39 -11 721-01 -27 'no 450 494 
707-321C -14 727-21C -28 304 441 528 
07-321 -16 747 -25 
7A 3 0 4 551 
720-030B -u 747SP -21 x 10, 470 593 
707-121 -15 363 479 623 
REHAJU(S : 
Group 8 stations reorder from JFK 
~ POOL ~ POOL· ~ POOL :;j I PCr ~ I POr ~ PO ... ~ g § g '" I~ ~ g g '" g g g g 
-
g g g g ~ ~ 
'.BJ CUA 1 ~A' 
AGG CUM T PAP ~r.Y1 3 
AKL 1 CGS 1 IHAJ MEL 1 
AMS 1 HAM !lEX SIN I 1 
AMM 
ANC GOO 




HNL 2 HID POS 
D~ HOU !IN 1 ppr. 1 <:mY DA -
'BAH 1 1 DEL 1 IST mw PI"1' 1 
DAQ DKR JFK -.0" ..... 
DLA .ncr 
DPS JND UC 1 1 -~-l 
DFV 1 KIl.L 
DEC mw 1 RUT. NVll : nn 1 1o"" 2 1 
TIER DUS IAN , uno : .,.,... 1 
DEY !lJ!T 1 1 .m-r 1 1 I;"p. 
BGO "AT I' .. " 2 "",n 1 
BOG NDO TPE 1 
RIT 1 • •• IT St.L 
BOS 1 _1 'F'i I .IS DE 8/oD 1 WAS 1 
DRU 1 1 !D1I 3 KO WJJ,l 
BSB FRA 1 I !DS (jRD 1 1 SIlO !Jl1T 
-
WA T 
:l"UE CEO MAD OSA SEA 1 GLA l SL 
DATE: 6/10/77 PAGE: 34-1-20 
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A'.oN ~ CJ) TECHNICAL OPERATIONS MANUAL 
RETURN OR REUSE (ROR) PROGRAM 
1. Scope 
2. 
This publication describes the RETURN OR REUSE (ROR) Program, the method of 
determlning serviceability of RDR units. and the handling and tagging of 
removed units .. 
Policy \ 
A. The RCR Program permits the direct return to stock of components or parts 
that have been removed in the COUfse of correcting a non~routine discre-, 
paniY but have subElequently been found serviceable. 
B. The: RDR Program may be applied whenever a line-replaceable component or 
part cannot be functionally checked on the ground and subsequent in-flight 
analysis is needed to confirm corrective maintenance action. 
~: Restrictions apecified by the applicable 1-5-0 publication must be 
observed. 
C. The Maintenance Supervisor hall been assigned the authority Bnd responsibility 
to certify the serviceability of ROR Units returned to stock. 
D. The serviceability of an ROR Unit is established prior to its return to 
stock and is based on one or more of these methods: 
(1) Maintenance Analysis, I.E., visual examination, review of A!.rcraft 
Maintenance LoS, etc. 
(2) Functional Check 
(3) Opera.ional Check 
(4) Bench Check. 
E. Removed ROR Units, while awatting analysis or check, must be considered 
unserviceable and segregated from serviceable unit.. The quarantined unit 
must be identified 8S "ROR Unit Awaiting Analysis" and renw.in under the 





Components and Repairable Parts are tagged per standard practices excepl; 
that IIROR HANDI,Umll should be entered ort:,~.~B" Stub of removed unit. 
(1) On units found serviceable and being returned to inventory the Mechanic 
must enter on HBII Stub in WORK ACCCliPLISHED opace "Serviceability 
Confirmed per TOM 30 .. 20-45" and sign WORK ACCOMPLISHED BY. The Mainte-
nance SUIJervisor must aign the' OK TO INSTAL'. apace on "B" and lie" 
Stubs and handle per TOM 30-1S"OS. 
(2) If removed unit ~ obviously unserviceable (e.g. housing cracked, 
leaking sealB, sealed adjustments braken, etc.) return unit to Prime 
Supply point. If unit ~ (;bvh",;}}' un!>el"V:l.ceable , r-equest FED 
to confirm corrective action via Pllll. 'lll' l(.uHo_ 
• 
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A. Replace component/part per applicable Maintenance Manual Publication. 
B. Request that the FEO confirm corrective action via Pan-op Radio during the 
next flight leg. 
C. Response from FED via Fan.Qp should be received within 20 minutes af:er 
depa~turet if no reply id received send Telex per Figure 1 to next Do~nlinc 
Station requesting confirmaLion. 
D. If confirmation of the corrective action is dependent IJPon inflight opera-
tion of the corrected system (e.g. autopilot or navigationel system~) or 
whel."c teleconununication problems exist, the request may have tc be directed 
to Stations beyond the next Dow-nline St.ation • 
~ If reply not received within 4 hours after aircraft a~rivai at 
D.ownline Station, send follow-lip message. If reply not received in 
a reasonable time connider the part unservicable and return to Primt' 
Supply Point. On IIBIt Stub of camponent or a:el'airable tag, in addi R 
tion to discrepancy information, note, "ROR Reply Not Received!!. 
E. Upon receipt of the confirmation request from an Up line Stet ion, the Scnio-
Maintenance Supervisc.r revi,ews the Alc Maintenartce Log and discUSR~S the 
,performan.ce of the correcLed system with the Flight Crew. Based on his 
findings, the Senior Mainteuance Supervisor prepares an appropriate l'eply 
per Figure 1. 
tl.Q.TIi: If the request refers to an Ale that has already tran&ited or was divflrtcd 
to another StaUon, the reque3t must be redirected to the next Station 
that can provide the confirmRtion. Copy NYCMJ and MM at Station thet 
originated mesBag~. 
F. If response from Downline Station indicates that discrepancy was corrected, 
quarantined unit must be returned to Prime Supply Point; if discrepancy 
was ~ corrected, unit may b~ returned to local inventory. 
TOM 30-20-45 
Page 2 
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OF (Down line Station) MMPA 
(File Time) 
ROR (Key Word) CIN (Code Number if Applicable) 
SiN (Serial Number if Applicable) POS (Position) INSTALLED 
N (A/C Reg. Number) FLT (Number and Date) TO CORRECT 
(Quote Log Item and Give Details on Checks and Corrective 
Action Taken). ADVISE IF OUR ACTION CORRECTED 
(CONFIRMATION REQUEST) 
OF ________________ ~MMPA 
(Originating Station) MMP A _,-,(Fc..!i",l=.e-,T",i",m",eL)_ 
ROR YT (File Time of Message from Upline Station) 
i 
N (A/C Reg. Number) FLT _..>.(N",u",m",b",e=-,r,--,a",n",d,-"D",a",t",e.l..) __ 
ACTION 
as App Hcable). 
(Enter IICorrected" or "Did not Correct" 
(CONFIRMATION REPLY) 
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@~ .Al\f'l.747 Maintenance Manual 
RELEASE OF AIRCRAFT WITII RESTR ICTED FLIGHT ASSIGNHENT 
General 
A. Systems or units, when partially or wholly inoperative or replac{"d by 
substitute units, can cause restrictions to st,nien dispatch or down 
line schedule freedom of the aircraft involved. This publicatil',n lists 
systems or units involved and describe!' notification requiremL~nl!:l. 
B. Sections 3 and 4 supplement, but do not replace Aircraft Hinimllin 
Equipment List (HEL) l~or Plight Rcleds-e, 1-.1-0 J ConfiguraLJon /Il!Vi<llion 
List J 1-5-1 or other N<lintenance Manual Publications. 
Notification Reguirements 
A. Wh~n an aircraft is released by Maintenance with a restriction to its 
schedule freedom, Maintenance will ilmlcd ia t~ ly notify .:If fpc t p, fune l Lt1tlS 
as follows: 
(1) Prior to aircraft departure, notify Stn. Operations office of nil 
details of restriction, since restriction tllay require fl ight pl.11l 
revision. 




NOTE: This action will cause Communications to stvitch 11le::;sage to 
all flight Dispatch Centers plus NYCOXPA, NYCl-LJl'A, FRANHPA, 
LONMHPA, NYCMMPA, HIAllHPA, LAXHHPA. SFOMHPA, IINU·IHPA ANU 
TYOMNPA. 
Include all pertinent data such as aircraft number, etc. Add the 
specific HEL/CDL ATA section and it£::m numbers to end of me!::lsagc:. 
Describe in detail conditions causing restriction. 
(5) Enter item in Continued Item section of Aircraft Maintenance Log, 
TOft 15-10-05. 
(a) Include the following additional information in the continuPod 
item entry in double space block letters: 
QXI SENT 
This entry advises that it is a restrictinq item and confirms 
that a telex message has been sent per item (2) above. 
~: This is necessary in order that the aircraft may he 
restored to normal schedulinq pattern. 
(6) Snmple message: QF QXIOWPA, Q)(}UoJl1PA 
• BEYJolMPA 011519 
N732PA HELEASED FLT 00201 Wlm CENTER TANK 






















AI RUNE MANUALS SYsTEM )-)-
747 MAINTENANCE MANUAL 
When corrective action has been accomplished on an item which caused 
aircraft schedule restriction, Maintenance will i-nmteuiately notify 
affected functions as follows: 
(1) Prepare a wire message addressed to QXIOWPA and QXMMHPA .us out-
lined in 2.A •• (1) thru (4). 
(2) Enter corrective action in Continued Item section of Aircraft 
Maintenance Log, TOM 15-10-05. 
Ca) lndicate in corrective aotion entry that the requit"ed nl~sJlage has been 
sent by the fol1o~inq statement in double space block lett~rs: 
QKI LIFTED. 
(3) Sample message: QF QXIOWPA. QXMMMPA 
• T1IRMMPA 021535 
N732PA FLT 00201 CENTER TANK FUEL BOOST 
HJHP REPLACED SYSTEM (;~ECKS OK. 
3. Conditions Which May Result In Restricted Flight Assignment 
A. The following is a list of systems and units whi~h, when partially or 
wholly inoperative or replaced by substitute units, can cause an aircraft 
to be operated with restricted flight assignments. 
~:g~-25 I 

















































Cabin Pressure ontrol System ~ 
Automatic Control 
Manua 1 Co tro I 
Cabin Alt. Warn ng Horn System 
Main Equip. Ctr~ Cooling Flow 
Control Vilive 
Flight Deck Equip, Cooling 
Dump Valve 
Galley/Lav Vent Valve 
Cabin Pressure Relief 
Flapper Doors 
Ram Air Outlet Assemblies 
Aft Cargo Heating System 
Inoperative 
Ram Air Inlet Doors 
Ram Ai~ Vent Heater 
(200C and 100F) 












Auto-Pllot (See Section 4) 
1-5-0 
Autopilot Disengaged Lights 
I': H'ECTI VlTY 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 






May restrict to unpressurized flight 
and limit lower cargo compt. loading. 
Limits flight altitude 
Reduces range over water. 
Reduces range over water. 
Limits flight altitude, 
Reduces performance and structurally 
limited weight requirements. 
Reduces performance and structurally 
limited weight requirements. Affects 
fuel requirements. 
Prohibits carriage of live animals. 
Reduces perfo~ance and structurally 
limited weight requirements. Affects 
fuel requirements. 
Affects crew equipment for cold air. 
Affects landing minimums. 









A1RI.INE JlAANU4LS SYSTEM 




Passenger Notice Signs 1-5-0 
Wing Illumination Light Covers 1-5-1 
Overwing Emergency Light Covers 1-5-1 
Wing Illumination Ught 1-5-0 
34 NAVIGATION 
Flight Director Systems 1-5-0 
Master Instr~nent Warning Sys. 1-5-0 
Flight Mode Annunciator 1-5-0 
Distance Measuring Equip. 1-5-0 
Weather Radar 1-5-0 
ADF Radio CompRBB 1-5.0 
VHF Navigation Receivers - VOR/ILS 1-5-0 
Low Range Radio Altimeter 1-5-0 
ATe Transponder (and Altitude 1-5-0 
Reporting System) 
Inertial Navigation System 1-5-0 
(Navigational Info Doly) 








Affects Passenger Seating/Notification 
requirements-. 
Reduces performance Bnd structurally 
limited weight requirements. 
Reduces performance snd structurally 
limited weight requirements. 
Requires portable lamp for night 
operations in icing c~ndition. 
Affects weather minimums. 
Affects weather minimums. 
Affects weather mirlimums. 
Affects operating routeS. 
OlRnges route to avoid hazardous 
weather. 
Requires extra fuel for alterrlate. 
Affects Its miniInums. 
Affects weather minimums. 
Requires notification in flight 
plan. 
Changes route if predicated on INS. 
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AIRLINE MANUALS SYSTEM 
747 MAINTENANCE MANUAL 
SYSTEM 
34 NAVIGATION (Cont'd) 
Mach/AiLspeed Warning System 
Standby Attitude Indicator 
Magnetic Heading Reference 
System 
Central Air Data Computer 
Systems 
Automatic Altitude Reporting 
35 OXYGEN 
Passenger and Crew Oxygen Sys. 
Portable Oxygen Bottles 
(Bot tIe and Mask) 
36 PNEUMATIC SYSTEM 
Bleed Air Precooler Systems 
(Temp. control function) 
Intermediate Bleed Check Valves 

















Affects VFR flights. 
Affects IFR snd VFR flight. 
Limits flight altitude. 
Same as for ATC·Transponder 
Limits flight altitude. 
Limits flight altitude. 
Restricts flight operation 
icing conditions. 
Restricts flight operation 
iCing conditions. 
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Dc t 12/73, 
328 
AIRLINE MANUALS SYSTEM 
747 MAINTENANCE MANUAL 
(e) 1 each Honitor and Logic Unit. 
Cd) 1 each Mode Select Panel. 
(e) 1 each Automatic Stabiliz~t' Trim Unit. 
(f)· 2 each 117.-6Ji" indicators (with Flight Director 'lUd expanded 
localizer needles). 
(g) 2 each Flight Mode Annunciators. 
(h) AFCS Accy Boxes 111 and 1f2 and Stab Trim Accy Bux. 
(3) Low Range Radio Altimeter Systems. 
(a) A Decision Height (DR) light for each pilot's panel. 
(b) 2 each low range altimeter systems. 
(4) Central Air Data Systems. 
(a) 2 each Central Air Data Systems. 
'(5) Rain Repellent Systems. 
(6) Central Instrument Warning System. 
(n) each CIWS Ctlmputer. 
(b) 2 f;!uch Warning l.ight Modules. 











































































Minimum Equipmant List (ME L) 
For items in nonobviou5 locations, 




Releasing Aircraft With Items 
Inoperative 
Definitions 
Weigh~nd Fuel Penalties 
Pan A Additions 
Aireon itioning 















Airborne Auxiliary Power 
Doors 
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214.000 P 2 LIMITATIONS 
Feb 23,1977 
LOCATION GUIDE FIlR 
MEL ITEMS IN NONOBVIOUS LOCATIONS 
ADI ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 34-13 
Airspeed Indicator ••••.•••• _ ••• _ •••••••••••••• 34·1 
Altimeter. , • , ••. , ••••.•••••••••••••••••• , , , ••• 34·4 
Altitude Alert ............. , ................. 34-28 
APU Bleed Valve ............................ 36·12 
APU Fuel ............................ _ .... ",28·16 
APU Generator.. .. .. .. .. • . .. ..... .. .. ... ... 24-1 
Autobrake .................................. 32-23 
Autopilot Disengage Lights •••••••• ,. , •• , •...• 22-2 
Autopilot Disengage Switch .................. 22-1 
Autopilot Progress Lights •••••••• " •••••••• ,. 34·19 
Brake Gage ................ , ................. 29-11 
Cargo Alrcondltlonlng ....................... 21·53 
Cargo Heat, AI!.. ............................ 21-41 
Cargo Heat, Fwd ............................ 21-41 
CAS (In airspeed Indicator) .................... 34-1 
Compass .............................. , ••••• 34-16 
Door, Cockpit. ........................ , ....... _ 25-2 
DoO~ Crew Service .......................... 25·11 
000 Latches and Hinges, Cargo •• , •••• ,.,. _,.52-3 
Door, Main Entry.,., •• , ••• , ••• _ •••.•• __ •• __ • 25·10 
Door Mode Selector, Main Entry ••.. , •.• , . , .... 52·8 
Door Stop Fitting, Crew Service .............. 52·10 
Doar Stop Fitting, Main Entry ........ _ .. _ .... _ 52-9 
Door Stop Pins, Cargo ........................ 52·4 
Door Warning Lights ........ , .... , ............ 52·1 
Equipment Cooling .......................... 21·33 
Flight Mode Annunciator .................... 34·19 
Flight Director ............................ , .• 34-12 
Flight Director Progress Lights, •.••••••.•••• 34-19 
Flight Idle .................................... 76-3 
Flight Recorder .............................. ,31·2 
Fuel Heat ............. _ ...................... 73·1 
Galley/Lav Fan ••••.•• , ••••••.•.••••..••••••• 21-46 
Galley Power ................................ 24-21 
Ground tdle Llgh!.. ........................... 76·2 
Ground Proximity Warning System, , •••• , ••• , 34-32 
High·Stage Valve ............................. 36-1 
Hydraulic EDP Depressurization ............... 29-' 
214.000 p 2 
lAS Bug ................... "., ............... 22·5 
INS, Attitude ............ ' .................... 34-10 
INS, Blower ................................. 21·3' 
INS, Navlgallon, ..••••.•.........•.•••••.•... 34-21 
Instrument Warning Systems ..•. , ••.•....... 34·' 8 
Leading 'Edge Overheat. ... , .•••••• , ....•..•. 26-22 
Mach/Airspeed Warning, •••....•...•.......... 34·3 
Machmater ...........•. , • , .•••..•.• , , •....... 34·2 
Marker Beacon...... .. • .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ... .. 34-25 
Megaphone ...•.....••........••••••• , ....... , 25·3 
Overrutatlon Warning ......................... 27·12 
Precooler, Engine .•.••..•. ,.,., •• ,., ••. ,',., •• 36·2 
Pressurization ............................... 21-22 
Pylon Bleed Air Valve., ....................... 36·5 
RABS ........................................ 78·6 
Radar. , .................. , ............ , , , .. , 34-23 
Radio Altimeter ...................... , ...... , 34·29 
Ram Air Vent, cargo ......................... 21·51 
Reversers, Engine ...................... ,., ... 78·1 
Sialic AIr Temperature Indicator •.. ,.",.,.,., 34-8 
Seats, Attendant. ............ _ ................ 25-5 
Seats, Crew . ................................ 25-13 
Selcal, • , •....•.......•.• , •••• , . , • , •• , • , • , , •.. 23·8 
Shoulder Harness ..................... _ ... __ .. 25-4 
Slide, Crew Service Door.. . .......... , .. ' .. 2&·11 
Slide, Main Entry Door. .. .................... 25·10 
Smoke Barrier, Upper Deck Stairs ............. 25-9 
Stall Warning .............. , , , , . .. . . . .. . .... 27.8 
Standby Horizon ......................... _. __ .34·11 
STP System ................... "" ....... 26·16 
Takeoff Warning .... , ........................ , 27·3 
Total Air Temperature Indicator." .• , ......... 34-9 
Transponder ...................... _ .......... 34-26 
True Airspeed ............. , ... , ... , , , .• , . .. . 34·1 
Verllcal Speed Indicator ........ , ............ 34-~3 
Voice Recorder ........ , ...... ,., ............. 31.3 
Weight and Balanoe System (OBAWS) ......... 31-4 
Wing Isolation Valve ......................... 36·14 
Yaw Damper .•... ,., .•• ,', ••.••....•.. , .••. ,., 22·3 





































• 'pIn Am 747 Alrctlfl OPuraUng M.nuII 
LlMITA1fIONS 214.010 and MM 1·5.Q P 1 
Oct 28, 19~6 Minimum Equipment li<;i (\'iEL) 
-----
AIllCRAFT MINIMUM EQUIPMENT LIST (MEL) FOR FLIGHT RE~EASE 
AT A CHAPTERS 
21- AIR CONDITIONING & PRESSURIZATION SO-ICE & RAIN PROTECTION 73- ENGINE FUEL & CONTROL 
22-AUTOPILOT 31-INSTRUMENTS 74-ENGINEIGNITION 
23-COMMUNICATIONS 32-LANDINGGEAR 75-ENGINEAIR 
24- ELECTRICAL POWER 33- LIGHTS 76- ENGINE CONTROLS 
25- EQUIPMENT & FURNISHINGS 34- NAVIGATION 77- ENGINE INDICAT'NG 
26- FIRE PROTECTION 35- OXYGEN 7B- ENGINE EXHAUS r 
27- FLIGHT CONTROLS 36- PNEUMATIC 79- ENGINE OIL 
2B- FUEL 49- AIRBORNE AUX POWER 80- ENGINE STARTING 
29-HYDRAULICPOWER 52-DOORS 82-ENGINEWATERINJECIIO:' 
GENERAL 
An airplane Is type' certificated wUh all required 
equipment In an operating condition. However. the 
FAA permits revenue dispatch with some of these 
items Inoperative when the remaining operalive 
Instruments and equipment provide for conlinued 
safe operations. 
This seclion lists Instruments and Items of 
equipment which the FAA alloWS to be Inoperative, 
and highlights some of the units and systems which 
must be operative. 
For the sake of brevity, the MEL does not Include 
obviously required Items such as \/ings. rudders. 
flaps, engines, landing gear, etc. Also, the list does 
not Include Items which do nut affect the 
airworthiness of the aircraft such as galley 
eqUipment. entertainment systems. passenger con-
venience items, etc. However, It Is Important to note 
that all items which are related to the airworthiness 
of the aircraft and not Included on the list are 
automatically required to be operative. 
An Inoperative Instrument or lIem of eqUipment not 
listed In this publica lion on which there may be a 
question of airworthIness is to be referred to thl' 
appropriate Operalions Headquarters authority 
through NYC TeChnical Operallons Control Center 
(Tech Center). 
Training and ferry flights may be dispatched, when 
necessary, with less than the equipment herein 
specified provided all equipment required to assure 
airworthiness and all equipment expected to be 
utilized on the flight Is operable. This determination 
will be made by the appropriate Operalions 
Headquarters Authority. 
RESPONSIBILITY 
It shall be the Joint responsibility of the incolT':)g 
captain. flight engineer. and senior malntenarh,e 
supervisor to determine that all required maintenance 
Is programmed prior to next flight. The minimum 
equipment list is designed to provide coverage f0~ 
individual Inoperative Items in non~related systelr~, 
No publication can adequately coverthe!'lnumeral ; 
combinatlon~ of multiple dis~repancy Items whlC'1 
I,lay' lequire atttmtiun III olJL.r lo t:ollduct a fliq!l: 
safely. It is particularly in this area of mUltf;t!e 
rJi!:crepancles snd c!.opeclally c1isr:repancies Ir 
related systems, Ihat good judgment, based on H-Ie 
circumstances of the case, including climatic 8'1';; 
enroute condilions, must be used in deciding iIi 
hold or release a flight. The decision 01 the captain 
In command of tile flight to have allo ...... dt.lt:: 
inoperative items corrected prior to flight wilt lakr. 
precedence over the prOVisions contained In Ihl:'; 
publlcallon, 
ACTION 
When the airplane Is to be operated With :.jny 
Instrument or it~m of equipment ino~erallve. tN" 
pilot in command shall comply with the appiO"I'~; 
praced!., S spf:lcilied in the Alrcrart Operatinn 
Manual for such operation. 
Approprlat~ action must be taken to assure that no 
secondary hazard can b~ intloduced by ell I inoperatl..,e 
component. Therefore. the cause of the troubll? 11',1.( 
be neutralized, If necessary, by disconnectioll e,.. 
removal in order to eliminate any further fal:',.;,'t>s " 
the system InVOlved. 
Inoperative f!f '"':alfunctlonlng Instruments or l1emn 
of equipment must be adequately placarded at the 
appropriate control or Instrument. An entry slld:! 
also be made in the appropriate section of the 
Aircraft Maintenance Log detailing any inoperative 
Instrument or Item of eqUipment. The ConlinuAd 
Item entry must Include instructions to notify 
interested groups when continued Item has bt:en 
corrected; (MM 1-5-5 and FOM chapter 8, A'.'cr .. fl 
Airworthiness). 214.010 and MM 1·5·0 p 1 
'" ,., 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 




























214.010 and MM 1·5·0 p 2 LIMITATIONS 
Minimum Equipment List (MEL) 
RELEASING AiRCRAFT WITH ITEMS INOPERATIVE 
If a flight Is to be released with an Inoperative (Inop) 
Item or Items, the llight engineer w1l1 advise all other 
crewmembers whose work may be affected In any 
way by the Inoperatlve Item. The senior maintenance 
supervisor shall notify the Operations office who 
shall notify Ihe next responsible dispatch center of 
Items affecting clearance or passenger service. See 
MM 1·5·5 lor notification requirements for Release 
of Jel Aircraft with Reslrlcted Flight Assignments. 
DEFINITIONS 
• Extended Dverwatar Dperallon means a flight 
conducted over water at a dJstance In excess of 50 
nautical miles from the nearesl shore line. 
• VFR flight condillons means VFR atmospheric 
conditions lor Ihe area of flight and does nol 
perlaln to the dispatch release, flight plan or 
clearance. 
• Icing condilion means the almospherlc environ· 
ment Is such Ihat Ice can form on the aircraft or In 
the englns. 
• Illoperalive means any time a system andlor 
component malfunctions to the extent that it does 
not accomplish its Inlended purpose anlHor Is not 
conSistently functioning within Its designed 
operating IImlt(s) or tolerance(s). 
WEIGHT AND FUEL PENAf.TIES 
Several MEL Items require reduction of takeoff. 
landing and enroute weights and the addition of 
exira fuel. The appllcallon of these weight and luel 
penalties is described below. 
TAKEOFF WEIGHT PENALTY 
The takeoll weight penalty Is sublracted from the 
perlormance limited TOGW (nol Ihe max structural 
TOGW). With long runways and/or cool OAT's, the 
performance limited TOGW can be high enough to 
absorb the weight penalty and still permit lakeoff at 
the maximum structural TOGW. 
rio • If Ihe MEL Item specifies only one takeoff weight 
penalty, It Is sublracted lrom both the TOGW 
limited by runway and TOGW limited by climb. 
• Some MEL Items specify one takeoff weight 
penalty for TOGW limited by runway and another 
for TOGW limited by climb; In this case, subtract 
L,. each penalty Irom related TOGW. 
214.010 P 2 and MM 1-6·0 p 2 
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Oct 28,1976 
LANDING WEIGHT PENALTY 
The landing weight penalty Is subtracted from the 
performance limited LGW (nol maximum struclural 
LGW). With long runways and lor cool temperalures. 
the performance limited LGW can be high enough 10 
absorb the weight penalty and stili permit landing at 
the maximum structural LGW. 
• When the penaily Is given In pounds, It '5 .., 
subtracted irom the LGW limited by climb (not 
LGW limited by runway). 
• When the penalty Is given In feet, It 15 subtrac~ed 
from Ihe availabie landing field length (or added to 
the required landing field length) on the LGW 
limited by Runway chart. .J 
ENROUTE WEIGHT PENALTY 
The enroule weight penalty Is applicable 10 flights 
that are forecast to be longer than three hours. 
The weight penalty Is subtracted lrom the "Enrout • .., 
Limitations (formerly 2 Engine Enloule) max DTW" 
as pul:Jlltlhed ill \htl Ruut-a afld Airport manual "f" 
page for the particular route sector. If there Is no 
"Enrc.ruto Limitations max DTW" puhll~hl,;jd lor the 
particular route sector, subtract the weight pnnalty 
from the maximum structurol ZFW. <t I 
FUEL PENALTY 
The luel penalty Is the percenlage of total required 
fuel that must be added. Total required fuel consists 
of estimated fuel burn plus res~rve (excluding laxl 
and storlJG fuel), In calculating max TOGW for the 
case where TOGW is limited by max Landing Weight 
(max TOGW ; max Landing Weight + estimaled 
Fuel Burn). be sure thaI this estimated fuet burn 15 
Increased by the percentage 9f fuel penalty, 
otherwise a payload penalty could resull. 
PAN AM ADDiTIONS 
This section contains information beyond thAt 
required by the master FAA Minimum Equipment 
List. Identified as follows: 
• (~) Asterisk indicates a Pan Am Item not included 
In the masler FAA Minimum Equipmenl List. 
• aX) Reqd is an lIem that may re:.itrict dispatch or 
downllne SChedules. A OXI Required Item must be 
Iransmltted to downime stalions, to NYC Tech 
Center, and a logboo~ notification made by 
Mainlenance as indicated In MM 1·5·5. 
• Notify NYCMJ indicates an item that the Technical 
Operations Control Center (Tech Center) wants to 
be aware of for planning purposes. It entered on 
tile Continued Item Sheet, it should be brought 10 
the attention of maintenance at the nl!xl station 
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. ___ --=L!~ITA!.!~fII~~~~,OlO and MM 1-5-0 p 9 
Feb 23,1977 Minimum Equipment List (MEL) 
SYSTEM OR UNIT"NUMBER INSTALLED REQUIREMENTS FOR FLIGHT 
21 AFT CARGO 
AIRCONOITIONING 
-54 Aft Cargo Airconditloning 1 May be li1Op. 
Position Indication {74 SPI 
-55 
Trim Air Modulating VI''' 
Aft Cargo Aircondition ng 1 May b)llnop provided: 
_ Duct overheat protection system is inoptlrativl!, OR 
Indications (747SP) - Trim air modulating valve is kept in full cool (closed) position. 
-66 
Compt and Duct Temp]"ture 
Aft Cargo AirconditioniC9 1 May be inop provided: 




-I Autopilot System 2 
(OXI Reqd) 
-2 Autopilot Disengaged LIghts 2 
-+ See 34-19 for Progress Display 
Lights 
-3 Yaw Damper 2 
-4 Auto Thrc.ttle 1 
-5 Airspeed Command Bugs 2 
-6 Not Appl!cable 
-7 Autoland Bias Actuator 1 
(747SP Glltoland onlv) 
ORIGINAL PAGE 1B 
OF POOR QUALITY 
- Duct temperature indication is operative. OR 
- Trim air modulatinlJ valve is kept in full cool (closed) position. 
One may be Inop. Any mode which functions normally may be used 
- One required for CAT II operation ru 1600 AVA; two required tor CAT II 
operation to 1200 RVA. See RAM 1/301 and 1/401 17471 for other CAT II 
requirements. 
Onll control wheul disengage switch may be inop prOVIded the autopilot is not 
utilized below initial apPloach altitude. 
Both lights must be operative for autoland operation 1747SP: four lights) 
- One light must be operative for all other autopilot modes or fUllclif'ns. 
(747SP: one hght lor the autopilot bClIlg used.J 
- All lights may bl! mop if till! autopilots arc not used. 
O.,e may be Inop. 
~ay be Inop. 
First officer's bug may be lnap. 
Captain's bug may be Inop provided autothrattle not used. 
Use tha whim airspeed bugs if the command bug(sJ is inop. 
May be inop and autaland used, provided the flare and touchdown are 
control Iud manually. 

















Pin Am 747 Alrcrlft OPU.ttll'lII Manu", r 
___________________ -'t,~IT""TIONS 214.010 and MM 1-5·0 p 17 I 
.i: 
Minimum Equipment List (ME II Oct 28 1976 
• ... .... .. 
SYSTEM OR UWT & NUMBER INSTALLED REQUIREMENTS FOR FLIGHT 
.J 
26 FIRE PROTECTION I I 
-lB thru -21 Not Applicable i 
-22 Wing Leiiclng Edge Overheat The two detectors in each pyllJn !if installed) may be lnop. Tha remJindtll of the I 
Warning System system must be operat!vtl (747SP and 200C: Test 8 may be inop). I 
-23 Master Fir!! Warning Lights 2 One may be lnop provided all other fire warning devices, both visual and aurdl. I (forward glareshield) arc fully operative. The airplane may not depart a stalion where repairs or i replacements can be m~e. 
If the bell reset fuature is 31so inop. flight ellgineer must be prepared to Sill!11CP 
the fire bp.1I from his station if the pilot an the operative Sidu is dOSl:nt. 
-24 lower Cargo Smoke Detector 1 May be lnop provided: 
No-Airflow Light (747SP) - System is checked beftJre each mght, ANt) 
- Smoke Is introduced into fwd or aft cargo sampling oriticr and nnnn~1 
warning indication verified. 
-26 Auto Discharge Fire 
-
May be inop. 

















27 F~IGHT CONT .. <lLS , , 
-1 Control Surface Position 1 May be Inop provided a positive visual cheek of affected surface m.:Jvel(1cnt 1s : 
Indicating System made prior to departure. 
-2 Leading Edge Flap Position 2 Amber light on the fwd panel, must be operative. 
Light Systems Green light on the fwd panel, mlY be inop provided the leading edge flaps 
(Notify NVCMJI module on the flight engineer's panel is completely operative. 
I Leading edge flaps module nn the flight enginepr's panel, may have either the 
amber or green light inop for roaeh flap sp.gment. provided both fwd l'Janel 
I lights (amber and green) an~ operative. With any light Inop, monitor the operative lights on the flight en~ineer's panei I 
when transhioning to flaps 0, 1 or 5. I 
I 





n: ~! 1 h I '[ 
, I 
I 
-4 Hydraulic Power Valve Clostld 8 One per axis may be inop provided ~hp. relat2d valve I;. vel Wed in the OPen 
Lights position prior to initial departure. 
. 
! 
- To verify wing valves, sp.e MM 27·13·01. 
- To verify tail valves, see MM 27-23·01. 
-5 Hydraulic Power Valves B May be inop in open position. 
- To verify valve position, see item 27·4 above for MM refefonce. 
-6 Stabilizer Brake Rei Lights. 2 May be inop. 
-7 Lateral Trim System 1 May be-Inop provided: 
- One autopilot is operative, AND 
- lateral trim system is centered. See MM 27·11·00. 
-B Stall Warning System 1 Must be operative. 
214.010 and MM 1-5·0 p 17 
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214.010 and MM 1·5·0 p 28 LlMITATlONS _________________
_ _ 
Minimum Equipment List (MEL) Dec 16,1976 
. YSTEM OR UNIT &NUMBER INST ALLED REQUIREMENTS FOR FLIGHT 
30 ICE 8< RAIN PROTECT~ 
-12 Number One Window Heat 
Ollcrride Function 
-13 Window Heat Power Lights 
, 
-14 Window Heat Overhilat 
Test Feature 
-16 Rain Repellent Systems 
(OXI R'od) 
-16 Windshield Wipers 
(OXI Roqd) 




May be ioop. 
lights for windows No.1 and No, 2 may be loop provided window heat 
functions properly prior to each takeoff . 
Lights for No.3 windows may be loop, 
Not required for Inop No.1 or No.2 window heaters. 
1 May bo loop. 
2 May be Inop provided airplane is not operated in proclpltation withlR airport 
traffic areas. 
- Both systems required for CAT II operation with moderate to heavy rain. 
2 May be ioop provided aircraft is nat operated in precipitation withfn airport 
traffic Draas. 
2 May be ioop. 













2 One must be operative. 
1 In event of malfunction or failure of the flight recorder, the airplane may 
continue the flight Or series of flights. but may not depart a 5tation where 
repair or replacemenu can be made. 
1. In event of malfunction or failure of the voice recorder, the airplane may 
continue the flight or series of flights. but may not depart a station where 
replacements can be made. 
-4 Weight and Balance 1 PallingII' Airplane: May be Inop {presently deactivatedl. 
indicator 
(mU R,~d lor l00F 81 200c) 
-5 No~ applicable 
Cargo Airplane: May be Inop with no restrictions if pallets/containers are weighed 
by Pan Am,OR 
-If pallets/containers are not weighed by Pan Am, reduce performance limited 
TOGW bV 20,000 lb. 
-50. AOM/ALM 262.106 (200C), 262.705 (100F). 
( I 
~----~.~-----~~------.. -----------------------~-
214.010 and MM 1·5·0 p '23 
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214.010 and MM '·5·0 p !j2~L::.:IM::.I:..:T.::A:..:T.::IO::.:N.:.:S~ __________________ _ 
Minimum Equipment List (MEL) Oct 2B, 1976 
- --
··i 
SYSTEM OR uNIT & NUMBER INSTALLED REQUIREMENTS FOR FLIGHT ; 
.. -
33 LIGHTS 
-9 Antl·Collislon Lights 2 May be Inop for day operations. I 
(OXI Reqd) ; 
-10 Wing illumination Lights 2 May bf: inop for day or night operations provided a portable lamp Is availt!:le i 
for night operations in icing conditions. 
-11 Potitlon LI!jhts - Wing Tips 4 May be Inop for daylight operations. 
and Tail IOXI Aeqd) - One of two taillights may be inop for night flight. 
i 
-12 Exterior Emergency System 1 May be inop for daylight operations only. I Light' (OXI Reqd) I 
, 
-13 Interior Emergency System 1 A random 25% of lights may be Inop provided: 
lights - The inop lights afe not adjacent, AND 
- At least two of the three lights at each tmtry door are operative. 
-14 Logo Lights 2 M<lV be inop. 
34 NAVIGATION 
-1 Airspeed Indicators 
- True Airspeed (TAS) and Computed Airspeed (CAS) milV be innp. 
-2 Mach Indicators 2 One may b.: inop. 
(one Inop, Notify 
- Altitude must be limited to a maximum of 29,000 ft if failure af the second 
NYCMJ) Indi::ator accurs in flight. 
!two inop. OXI Reqd) 
Two may be loup provided: 
- Airplane altitude is limit~d to a maximum of 29,000 ft. AND 
- A placard which 11!tS fonh thi5limitation is affixed to the instrument pilnel. 
See AOM 213.030 for IAS·Mach conversion chart. 
-3 Mach/Airspeed Warning 1 When an aural warning sounds ea:lv. the airplilllc must be operated ilt ~pceds 
System (OXI Reqd) below this warnin!] indication. 
- Fifth·pad, gear duwn [lr auxiliary fuel airspeed warning system, if Installed and 
0ptlrative, may be used in lieu of the lIormal mach/airspeed waming system. 
The speed at which the substitute warning sounds must be observed aslirnit 
airspeed. 
-4 Altimeter Iserva-pneumatlc! 2 One required at each pilat station. 
(Pan Am standard! 
- In standby mode, US!! ADM 207.DBB for altitude correction. 
-5 Altimeter (electric! 2 One required al each pilot stlltion. 
IAA 123F onlv) 
-6 Altimeter IstandbV pneumatic 1 Must be operative. 
IAA 123F only) 
214,OiO and MM !·5·0 p 32 
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Poin Am 747 AircrAft opu.Ung Manull 
____________________ 1,!M!TAT!9tJ~?14,!!!~nd MM 1·5·0.l! 33 
Oct 28, 1976 Minimum EquiPrn"n! Li~t. (Mal· 







a. Servo-pneumatic altimeter 
b. Not Applicable 
c. Standby pneumatic 
altimeter ~ 
Static Air Temperatur 
Indicator. , 
Total Air Temperature\ 
Indicator 
ADl Bank-and.Pitch I 
Functions (Horizon 
Indicators) 





-12 Flight Director Systems 3 
(al! inop, OXI Reqd) 
(one inop, Notify NYCMJJ 
-13 ADI Turn & Bank ISlip) 2 
Indications 
-14 ADI Test Switch 
-16 ADI Slow/Fast Indicator 
-16 Magnetl:: Heading Reference 
Systems· MHRS {Compass 
1 and 21 
lOX 1 Rlqdl 
-17 Magneti·: Standby Compass 
(Notify NYCMJ) 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 




One may be Inop provided related air data computer is operative. 
May btl lnop provided VFR conditions exist at departure and arrival airports, 
May btl Inop provided totBI air temperature indicator 15 operative, 
May be Inop provided 51atlc air temperature indicator is operative. 
Bank and pitch functions must be operative in both ADl's, AND 
- At least two INS systems must be opcfiltive in NAvar ATT mode, AND 
- Each ADI must lJe supplied by a differtmt INS system, AND 
- S2e item 34·11 Standby Attitude Indicator for oth~r requirements. 
May be inop provided: 
- Operation Is limiwd to day VFR conditions on.ly, AND 
- Three INS systems are operative in N AV or ATT mode, AND 
- Attitude transfer switching to each pHot's ADI is operative, AND 
- At least one ADI has an operative rale·oHurn indieatian. 
The airplane may continue the fli!lht or series of fli!lhts /Jut may not depart a 
station where Icpairs or replacements can be made. 
All may be inop provided the visibility at the destination is forecast 10 be onc 
mile or more. 
- If the visibility at the destination is forcctlst to be less than one mile, at lea~f 
one flight director system with dual di5plays must he operatill~. 
Rate·of·turn indit:atlon may be inop in both ADI's provided the stJnciby 
attitude indicator (standby horizon) is opt!rativl'. 
- See item 34·11 Standby Attitudl! Indicator for other requirements. 
May be Inop, 
May he inop. 
One may t.e lnop for IFR conditions provided: 
- Both HSI compass cards are opl!ratille. AND 
- Operative compass system can bl! transferred to thl' HSI and RMI on the 
inop side, AND 
- True headin!] is available from the INS on the inop Side. 
Ono may be inop for VF A f1i!lht conditions provided the operatille compass 
system can be transferred to the HSI or RMI on the .nup side, 
May be inop provided: 
- Both compass,' and eompass·2 systems are operative, AND 
- Three INS's are operative, at least one providin!J trUl! heading, AND 
- The airplane may continue the fIi!lht or series 01 fhuhls but may not depart 
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214.010 and MM 1·5·0 P 34 LIMITATIONS 
Minimum Equipment List (MEL) 0,01 2B. 19: 3 
SYSTEM OR UHIT & NUMBER INSTALLED REQUIREMENTS FOR FLIGHT 'I r-------------------------------------~ 
34 NAVIGATION 
-18 Master Instrument Warning 
Systems (OXI ReqdJ 
-19 Flight Mode Annllnciator 
(OX I R.qdl 
-20 Central Air Data Campti'tcr 
Systems (CADC) 
INotily NYCMJI 
-21 VHF Navigation Recelvers-
VOR/ILS 
IOXI R.qdl 




-23 Weather Radar 2 
(both inop, aXI Reqdl 
Ion. Inop. Notify NYCMJI 
May be inop except for CAT II operation. 
May be Inop e;o(cept: 
- If the autopilot andlor flight director is to be used In ILS or land marje, 
the lights associated with the mode to be used must be operative. 
One may be inop provided following system~ arc operative: 
- TAT gage if CADC·2Is inop. 
- Altimeter vibrator Cln the side whh the inop CADe. 
- Ma~h indicator on the 'Jpposite side or altitude i~ limited to 29,000 ft. 
- Related autofJilot Is available eXCl.pt for altitude, lAS, and VIS control. At 
glldeslope engage, initial pitchover may be more abrupt than I'ormal 
(for 8·10 seconds) 
- Automatic alth~de reporting (or -:heck Item 31\·26). 
- Ground proximity warning test normal (or chllck item 34:321. 
Two VOR systems must be operative. 
Both I LS systems may be Inop excJpt' 
- One must be operat:ve for CAT I operation. 
- Twc; mu~t be operativl.! for CAT II op!!ration. 
VOR and ILS test switch may be inop. 
200C: VOR·3 l11ay be inop or may be IJsed to meet any of the requirements 
above. 
80th may be inop except: 
- One must be operative for operation in the continental U.S., Alaska anri 
Hawaii. 
Operative weather rildar is required for routes between the Tokyo anj 
Anchorage FIR's if the route flown is north of NOPAC 1. 
One system required when current weather reports indicate thundefstc;,'ffis or 
other potentiillly hazardous wCdther !:onditions, whIch can be deteC'ted bv 
airborne weather radar, mny be eypected alor,g tlte route to be fi.lW!l. 
Under the following conditions. inop weatht:T radar may be contmucd to the 
next scheriuled stop where parts are available and repairs .:an bl;! made: 
If no poten~jally hazdrclous wll<lther conditions detectable by rill.lill aft: 
forl!cast for the (oute to be flown. OR 
The aircraft can proceed through areas of hazardous weather under dily 
VFR conditions, OR 
- The route to be Itown is altered to avoid ha!arduus forecast weather 
without relying solely on the altitude capability ::If the airplan~. 







Pin Am 747 Alrcr;!lft OpUlting MlnllJll 
'Oet 28, 1976 
SYSTEM OR UNIT & NUMCER INSTALLED 
34 NAVIGATION 
-24 ADF Radio Compass 2 
(aX I Rcqd) 
·26 Marker Beacon Receiver 1 
-26 ATe Transponder and 2 
Altitude Reporting System 
(both sys inop, aXt Reqdl 
lone inop. NotifY NYCMJ) 
-27 inertial Navigation Systems 3 
(navigational info onM 
(lNS·3. Notify NYCMJ) 
(lNS·1 or 2 Nav mode 
inop. aXI Reqd) 
See 34·' U for attitude 
requirements. 
-28 Altitude Alerting System 1 
(Notify NYCMJ) 
-29 low Range Radio Altimeter 2 
IOXI A'qd) 
-30 Radio Altimeter Altitude 2 
Display (in AD!) 
-31 Nat Applicable 
-32 Ground Proximity Warning 1 
SY'tem (Notify NYCMJ) 
-
LIMITATIONS 214.010 and MM .1-5·0 p 3f:. 
Minimum Equipment List (MEL) 
-
-
REQUIREMENTS FOR FLIGHT . 
Two system5 required over routes on which navigation is based on ADF. 
EXCEPT i 
-
Qn~ system required Qver routes on which navigation is based on ADF. I provided that the airplane is equipped with two operating VOIl systems and VOR na~igational aids are so located and the airplane so fuclcJ that in case of 
failure of the ADF receiver. the flight may proceed safely to d suitable ! 
airport by means of VOR aids and complete an instrument appro,lcl'I by use t 
of the remaining airplane radio system. i 
May be Inop except where fan marker{sl are a required part of the airways or I 1nstl ument approach system to be u~E!d. 
One required for all flights dispatched Into positive control areas ami terminal 
j 
: 
control areas (TeA's), EXCEPT that If inop. the requirement may be waived ) by the inclusion of "Transponder Inop" (or "Automatic Altitude Reponing 
Inop'" in the Remarks section of the flightplan. Thp. 'airphllle may continue th~ , , 
flight or series of flights, but may not tlt:part a station whtlrtl cl!pairs or fl!ptac/'!· I 
menlS can be made. I 
INS·3 may be inop. , , 
I INS·' and IN5·2 must be operative in NAV mode over any route for which INS navigation is required. 
- Over routes authorized for cockpit naviU:1!!nr.. INS·l and INS·2 must be 
I operative in at least ATT mode. NAV mode may be considered operative with all following functions mop: 
- Wind display inop on both COU's. I - Either TK/GS or OlSTfT1ME display inop on one CDU. 
- Alert light inop on one COU, proviulld DIST/TIME is operative. i 
- Up to four waypcint positions on each system. Howl!lIt!r, for autopilot· 
coupled operation, at least five consecutiVE! wavpoint positions mu!of be i 
operative. 
If Inop, the airplane may continue the flight or series of flights but may not 
depart a station where repairs or replacemllnts can be made. 
No.2 may be Inop. except two systems required for CAT II operation. 
If No.1 is Inop, check limitation In 34·32 Ground Proximity Warning. 




In event of malfunction or failure. the airplane may continue the f1i\Jht or ~t!rh'i I 






214.010 and MM 1·5·0 p ::.~, 
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Pan Am 747 Alrcrllft Op"ratl'l~ ""'. 
214.010 and MM 1·5·0 p 36 LIMITATIONS 
Minimum Equipment List (MEL) 
SYSTEM OR UNIT&NUMBER INSTALLED 
34 NAVIGATION 
-33 ·Vertlcal Speed Indicators 
Ipilots'} 
35 OXYGEN 
-1 Passenger and Crew Oxygen 
Systems 
lOX I R.qd} 
-2 Portable Oxygen Botries 
(Bottle and Mask) 
10XI Reqd} 
-3 Dual Oxygen Pressure 
Indicator 
(flight engineer's panel) 
-4 Not Applicable 
36 PNEUfMTlC SYSTEM 
-1 Hlgh·Stage Bleed Air Valves 
-2 Bleed Air PrecQoier System 
(temp control function) 
lOX I R.qd} 
-3 Engine Bleed Air Pressure 
Relief Valves 
-4 Engine Bleed Air Pressure 
Relief Lights 
lif installed) 
-5 Pylon Bleed Air Valves 








REQUIREMENTS FOR FLIGHT 
Must bE operative. 
Crew system mun be operative. 
Passenger system may be inop at flight altitudes of 10,000 it or billow. 
See ADM 207.140 or MM 12·15·15 for minimum pressure requirt:nll'III~" 
- See Aircraft LOc1ding Manual 212.OflO lor pilssengef mas\.. (eqUlrclncr~I!o. 
Must be operative for f1iyht over 25,000 ft. 
- See AOM 207.140 for number ot lIuttlcs and mimmum pressvrp.~ 
,oJ 
May be inop provided all uxygen cylinder gages are chocked to tmsure P;'!,>:.'." '" ,,> 
above the required amount. 
See ADM 207.140 or MM 12·15·15 for minimum pressure requirement .. 
NOTE 
Items -2, -5, -6 and -7 may not slmultClneously uffect more than OM 
engine, and on romliining engines the starter valves IOUst be OfJl:rdti\~. 
INotify NYCMJ) 
One may be inop secured In the closed positlm u MM 36-11·05. 
- Maintain at leilst 70% N 1 on the affected el .' 'e whim in icing conditionl 
One rnl::ly he Inop provided: 
items 36 -6, Band 7 arc operative on other throe engines, AND 
Flight is not opl.'ratctJ in icing condition. AND 
- Related bleed air switch is kl!pt in off 1-"IO~itiQn after engine start, AND 
- Related nacelle anti'lce switch is kept in off position. 
One may be inop in the claslld positiol~ provided the related high stage ''/i:!.e 
Is secured in the closet.! pusition per MM 36·11·05. 
May be Inop. 
One may be Inop (secured in closed position per MM 36·11·04 after engine stdrtl. ~ 
provide.d items 36 -2.6 and 7 are operative on other three enginl!s. I"w 
- If only the slilrt solenoid is inop, see MEL item 36·13. I 
- For Manual Start. see AI'.!M 207.163 and MM 36·11·04. I 
- Wing Isolation villve switches must be in the open position for takeoff dP~ I' 
all flap operations. 
APU may not be used for cabin ventilation and premlrization when makinq I 






i" I , 
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PAN AM MAINTENANCE PROGRAM 
Introduction 
Pan Am's aircraft are maintained in a continuous state of 
airworthiness by means of scheduled and unscheduled maintenance. 
Scheduled maintenance consists of tasks scheduled at designated 
time intervals, component changes, scheduled inspections, 
and modifications. Unscheduled maintenance results from 
scheduled task findings, malfunction reports and condition 
monitoring. 
The Pan American Maintenance Program has been uniquely 
developed to meet the requirements of B747 A/C. Pan Am was 
the world's first 747 operator. Our fleet has accumulated 
nearly a million ~perating hours and is the largest in the 
world. It consists of passenger, cargo and SP aircraft. 
Pan Am has long r,,'~ognizea the importance of effective 
maintenance programs, both f~'um safety and economic view-
points. Consequel1tly, it has established an organization to 
exclusively develop, imp~~ment and maintain the maintenance 
program. 
The Pan Am Maintenancl2 J?,'v:pcam is FAA approved in accordance 
with FAA Advisory Circulur 120-17. This allows Pan Am to 
add and delete items, change time limits and establish 
service patterns without prior FAA approval. 





Development of the tasks and categorizing of 
the processes, i.e., on-condition, hard time, 
condition monitoring. 
The packaging of the items and developing a 
servicing pattern, i. e., wh2n, where, & hm~ 
often the aircraft must be serviced to accom-




The development of an effective feed-
to measure the effectiveness of the 
program. 
d) Adjusting of the program to respond to results of 
monitoring and to changes in operating requirements. 
[- i 
, I I . 
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Development of the program 
The B747 maintenance program was developed using an MSG-2 
analysis. This program was part of the original FI,A MRB 
program. As service experience was gained, new requirements 
became obvious and the program underwent substantial changes. 
The present program has been refined by experience gained in 
nearly a million operating hours. It is no longer controlled 
by the MRB program but is on Pan Am's FAA Approved Maintenance 
Program. 
The Pan Am approach to developing a maintenance program is 
to review each item both from the necessity and effective-
ness standpoints and develop an optimum time limit. The 
items are treated independently of services. Each stands on 
its own technical justification. 
Packaging of items 
Once all the items have been established at their optimized 
time limit, they can be packaged in a manner which will meet 
the ohjectives of the operating plan. Basically, Pan Am 
develups the maintenance program to fit into and to comple-
ment the operating requirements. Pan Am does not take an 
aircraft out of service for maintenance except for heavy 
service. Routine maintenance is accomplished so as not to 
conflict with operating requirements. Specj~~~ally, there 
is always an aircraft that overnights in New York. Proper 
scheduling insures that a specific AIC is scheduled into 
this slot to perform a service. 
The services consists of: 
- Transit: Prior to each flight. 
- A Service: More comprehensive. Includes some 
routine work items when aircraft are on the 
ground over four hours. 
- Base Check: Scheduled at 225±30 hours. Accomplished 
- B Check: 
at Pan Am base, and includes non routine and 
routine work items. 
Scheduled at 450±45 hours. Accomplished 
at Pan Am Base and consists of additional 







No specific time limit, includes the above 
plus refurbishing, high time routine items, 
modifications and heavy structural inspection. 
since the service schedule is designed to accommodate 
Pan Am operating requirements and since the individual 
items are not tied to specific services, the maintenance 
program is extremely flexible. It is readily revised to 
meet changes in operating requirements. 
The Pan Am "B" service concept is the result of an 
evo~utionary process. The traditional servicing concepts 
employ letter checks at increasing intervals such as A, B, 
e, etc., checks at 175, 350, 1400 hour intervals respectively. 
Each higher letter check consists of larger and more complex 
service packages. Other than tradition, there is no technical 
justification for such rigid maintenance schedules. With 
these traditional concepts, a maintenance program is imposed 
upon operational requirements instead of being built around 
them. 
Pan Am analyzed the maintenance requirements vis-a-vis the 
operating requirements. The fallout of this analysis is a 
service concept whereby service packages of approximately 
equal manhours, elapsed time and work skills are developed 
to be performed at relatively small increments of time. 
Scheduling is based on total air time on the Ale rather 
than time since last service. The advantages of this are, 
- Assures "averaging" of specified service interval, 
i.e., no service time is thrown away. 
- Makes more Ale available for operations since no 
excess services are done. 
Determines more precisely when services are requinOld. 
Eases scheduling constraints. 
- Frequent servicing reduces unscheduled maintenance 
or surprises, and produces more timely feed-back to 
the system. 
- Better utilizes individual time limits. 
Monitoring: 
Any effective maintenance program requires good feed-back 
to measure how well it is performing. 
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Again, Pan Am has undergone the development, implementation and abandonment of numerous monitoring systems. A description of the various systems which were utilized and which led to the present system will not be made. The systems which are now in effect, and which were developed through evolutionary process utilizes the following philosophy: 
- Use only the information which has greatest impact for improvement. 0 
In addition to the structural findings, many 
techniques have been ur"veloped which facilitate inspections. Again the trail and error of new 
operations can be avoided. 
Landing Gear _0 The gear is maintained throughout the life of t.:e aircraft by servicing, corrosion prevention and limited repair. Overhaul, the 
complete disassembly and reassembly with zero time parts, is not required by the Pan Am program. The 
condition of the gear is monitored by routirie inspection and by sampling. The tanker fleet will benefit greatly from the sample program because improvements already found necessary on the older 
aircraft Ivill have been incorporated, and service 
experience will have demonstrated the performance 
of these improvements. 
fl 
! I II 
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COMPONENTS .lliD PARTS - OVERHAUL .lliD RELATED WORK TIME LIMITS 
1. GENERAL POLICIES 
2. TIME LIMIT3 
3. ENGINE LIF Il LIMITS 
4. Deleted. 
1. General Polieies 
A. Included herein are components, overhaul time limits and related 
work time limits. These data establish PAA approved time limits 
for overhaul and related work. Important "Condition Monitoring" 
items are Hsted in this publication. Compo:lents of lesser 
importance that are "Condition Honitoring lt are n'Jt listed. 
B. A 90,000 hour time limit, when shown, is a temporary time limit used 
to satisfy EDP requirements until a technical time limit can be de-
termined in accordance with the M-246 procedures. This procedure has 
been adopted in order to speed-up the listing of a new component in 
this publication for effectivity purposes. A technical time limit 
will supersedt! the 90,000 hour time limit in the near future. 
c. All reference to time limits means aircraft air time unless othert·;ise 
~'1oted. 
D. C.M. signifie" Condition Monitoring. O.C. signifies On Condition. 
(TOM 25-15-10) 
E. References directly below those items that are listed as On Condition 
refer to the supporting work item. 
F. Publication reference shows applicable Maintenance Manual publication 
containing specifications. 
G. The results of the sampling program on landing gears will be reported 
to Boeing on forms 9242-3759 and 9242-3760, in the same manner as 
Structural Inspection Items. 
H. Time Record Type column shows time record requirement "On Condition" 
and "Condition Monitoring" items, as stipulated in TOM 10-60-70. 
1. Unless effectivity limitations are indicated, items are applicable 
to all airplanes listed under Section 2.B. 
EFFECTIVITY 
ALL 
, -,J . 
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1. J. Intentionally left blank. 
K. In any item where a sampling program is required, the sampling time 
limit ~s to be considered the limiting time limit, unless otherwise 
specified in this publication. 
L. Hultiple Time Limit Program 
Description 
In order. to fully utilize the time limits, i.e., schedule as near to 
a limit as feasible, a multiple time limit is established. 
Hultiple time limits are provided in addition to the specified time 
limit. Multiple time limits'may be used providing that specified 
supplementary tasks are performed, with satisfactory resdlution of 
any discrepancies. Supplementary tasks are idehtified by a suffix 
to the mUltiple time limit, and are listed below. Supplementary 
tasks must be accomplished within 500 hours prior to an item reach-
ing its time limit, unless otherwise specified. Hultiple time 
limits will not be used to routinely schedule services. They will 
be used only to alleviate difficulties in aircraft scheduling, as 
limiting time limits are approached. Reliability must be notified 
each time a multiple time limit;· used. 
TOH 10-60-73 contains the policy and> cedures for the Hultiple 
Time Limits. 
SUPPLEMENTARY TASKS 
The task(s) number(s) will appear as Slash/Number after the mUltiple 
time limit in the appropriate publication. 
1. Review available log book activity for preceding 10 days to 
detect any deterioration related to this item. Accomplish 
within 225 hours of the item reaching its time limit. 
2. Review continued item and maintenance service item files for 
discrepancies related to this item. Accomplish within 225 
hours of the item reaching its time limit. 
3. Perform operational check to assure satisfactory functioning 
of components/systems related to this item. 
4. Perforn, a physical examination and shake check to determine the 
condition of this item. 
5. Perform an area level inspection of the area related to this item. 
I 5-2-1 
6. Perform a detail level inspection of the area related to this 
item. 
Page 2 
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KEYWORD AND DESCRIPTION 
22 - AUTOFLIGHT 
Box, Accessory 01, Auto Flight 
Box, Accessory ~2t Auto Fli~ht Control 
Box, Accessory n~, Auto Flight Control 
Clutch Pack AssEmbly, Engine Control 
See 747 5-2-2. Item 22-300 
Accelerometer, Normal, Auto Pilot 
1I04AI Accelerometer. Lateral. Auto Pilot 
il05 I Box Assy. Accessory Stab Trim 
nil 06 
..,to 
Computer, Auto Throttle 
.... 
z~ ..... 
~O\..,.) II 09 I Computer, Pitch 
(]1 
I 


































EFFECTIVITY III SjWlCll A 2 2 P AI II V 
I I 2 















































KE):"\..'ORD .;;;~ ;)ESCRIPTION 
2~ - At'TOFLIGHT (cont 1 d) 










~ I i 21 IUnit, ~onitor ~ Logic, Auto Pilot 
22 Unit, Landing Control & Logic 
24 I Panel, Mode Select 
25 I Light Set, Flight Mode Annunciator 
27 I Servo, Auto Throttle, Auto Pilot 
30 IUnit, Trim, Auto Stabilizer 
tIm f 
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I I !~QIT I MAINTE~A.'CE 
PER I PROCESS IC 
2 I C.H, 
1 I C.M. 
11 C.M. 
1 I C.H. 
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T TI)!E I I CODE ~\J}!JlER 
E KE~L;ORD ~~D DESCRIPTION R~~~lll OR 11 PART NL:-JlER 
31 - INSTRUMENTS (cant'd) 
12D Accelerometer, Three (3) Axis. 7&-1 73124 
See 5-2-2 Item 31-302. 
12E Transmitter, Stabilizer Position. TP.-O 
See S-2-2 Item 31-302. 
12F Time Display eDit TR-O 
(l310003J) 
J2G Time Base Unit TR-O 
(1310003J) 
12H Transmitter, Control Hheel Posi::ion TR-D 
See 5-2-2 Item 31-302 
._=-=-
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KEYWORD AND DESCRIPTION 
34 - NAVIGATION 





1111 Annunciator-Ce.ntral Instrument: T·Ta-rning 
1112 I ilnt2nna, Loop 
1 115 I Antenna. Low Ran~e Radio Altimeter 
*Bench check concu~ent with 5-2-2 
item 34-407 (1340018J) 
i 118 I Antenna, Ma=ker 
21 I Antenna, Weather Radar 
NOTE: Avianca Oni v: OVerhaul at 
---- Shop visit if removal date 
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EFFECTIVITY 
MAINTENANCE 11\1 51 WI CIA 
PROCE'S 2 2 P A I Y 










xix! ~ xl X· -, 
-I -l X 
-'-1- Xi 
XIXI~~XlX 
Xlxl J:1 xl xl X 
Xlxl xl xl Xl ~ 
x lxlxl xl xl j 
















































KEYWORD AND DESCRIPTION 
M 
34 - NA7IGATION (cont'd) 
I 24 Battery t INS 
I 
Bench Check 
I 25 Compass, Magnetic Standby 
I 26 Compensator-Remote Magnetic 
Compass 
\ 27 Computer, Central Air Data 
MPA 1340024J 
\ 28 Computer-Altitude Alert 
\ 20 Computer - Central Instrument 
Warnin~ 
1 3n Coupler, }fagnetic Compass 
\ 33 Coupler, Sense, ADF 
_-'::":::=~~====r=== ,_~c-=".===, __ 
, • 
EFFECTIVITY 
TIME PAA CODE HO. QTY MA IHTENAKCE I I S W C A 
--
RECORD OR PER PROCESS 2 2 P A I V 
TYPE PART HO. Alc I I 2 F I 
TR-O O.C. X XX xix -1100 
500 - - - - - X 
TR-O C.M. X XX X X X 
TR-O C.M. X Xp X X X 
TR-O C.M. X Xl) \)b X 
TR-O C.l!. X xb [ )1 ~ X 
TR-O C.M. X Xl) [ 1 [', X 
TR-O C.M. X Xl, I) [ 1 X 
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E KEYWORD AHD DESCRIPTION RECORD 
H TYPE 
34 - NAVIGATION [cant'd) 
135 Computer, Ground Proximity Warning 
MFA 1340024J TR-O 
136 Feed Assembly, Weather Radar Antenna TR-O 
140 Indicator - True Airspeed TR-O 
142 Indicator, Attitude Oirector TR-O 
, 
145 Indicator, DME TR-O 
148 Indicator, Gyro Horizon Standby TR-O 
151 Indicator, Horizontal Situation TR-O 
154 Indicator, Instant \fert .. Velocity TR-O 
" 
EFFECTI V I TY 
PAA CODE HO. QTY MA I HTEHAHCE I I S W C A OR PER PROCESS 2 2 P A I V PART HO. Alc I I 2 F I 
, , 
." ..... ~ )1 ~ I: 'thl\.. X • . 
C.M. X. I l ) -
C.X. X. 'll 1 ~ I~ 
I C.M. X _ Il l I ~ I) 
C.M. X III l Illl 
C.M. X 11 X X X 
C.H. X X X X X 
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E KEYWORD AND DESCRIPTION RECORD 
M TYPE 
34 NAVIGATION (cant'd) 
I 57 Indicator-Low Ran~e Radio Altimeter TR-O 
I 60 Indicator, Mach TR-O 
I 601. Indicator, Mach/Indicated Airspeed TR-Q 
I 63 Indicator, Airspeed TR-Q 
I 64 Indicator, INS Time To Go TR-O 
I 66 Indicator, RMI TR-Q 
I 67 Indicator - Static Air Temp TR-O 
I 68 Indicator - Total Air Temp TR-Q 
L-...- .----
----
----,--,..-.~~--c--~.-... -- .. -.-. 
,----
EFFECTIVITY 
PAA CODE ~J. QTY MA I HTENANCE I I S W C A OR PER PROCESS Z Z P A I V PART NO. Alc I I Z 
F I 
C.M. XX X X X X 
. 
C.M. XX X X - -
C.M. - - - - X 
C.M. XX X X - -
C.M. , XX Ixlx - -
C.M. X X jJll 1 ] X 
C.M. Xix I ljl 11 X 
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E KEYWORD AND DESCRIPTION 
M 
34 - NAVIGATION {cont'd) 
I 69 Indicator, Weather Radar 
* Bench Check 
NOTE-For Avianca only: 
-- Overhaul at shop visit if removal 
date exceeds 24 months since last 
overhaul. 
I 70 Inverter - Solid State 
172 Panel, Control ADF 
I 75 Panel, Control ATe 
I 78 Panel, Control VOR/ILS 
I 81 Panel, Control Weather Radar 
I NOTE-For Avianca Onlv: OVerhaul at shop visit if removal date exceeds 24 months since last overhaul. 







i. I" 0 " 
~~--------~ 
I 
! TIME EFFECTI V ITY PH CODE NO. QTV MAINTENANCE I I S W C A RECORD OR PER PROCESS 2 2 P & I V 
TYPE PART HO. AIr. I 12 F I 
TR-O C.M. xl> ' . 
I 
I 
TR-O C.M. X I J J 
TR-O C.M. X I 1 ! J J 
TR-O C.M. X . ~ J 
, 
TR-O C.li. X , I ' I J 
TR-O C.M. X P I ' 
TR-Q C.M. X .1 ~ I J I 1 
, 
j' 1 
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• • 
TIME PAA CODE NO. QTY MA I NTENAN CE KEYWORD AND DESCRIPTION RECORD OR PER PROCESS TYPE PART NO. Alc 
34 - NAVIGATION (cont'dl 
Receiver, Marker TR-O C.M. 
Receiver, VOR/ILS 
TR-O C.M. 
* Bench Check 9000* 
Reflector-Weather Radar Antenna TR-O C.M. 
< 
Sensor, Magnetic Field (Flux Valve) TR-O C.M. 
Sensor, Total Air Temp LR & RH TR-O C.M. 
• 
Switch, Antenna VOR/US TR-O C.M. 
Switch - Hac:h Airspeed t·rarning TR-O C.M. 
Transceh7er, m·!'E Interrogator TR-O C.M. 
----- ----- -- - -
_ ~ ___ ~ -:::::-0: _ 
, 
EFFECT! V I TY 
I I S W 
2 2 P A 
I I 2 
F I 
X xl >j) 
X xl >! ' 
xll I : 
xl> I: 
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KEYWORD ~,D DESCRIPTION N E 
I !-: 
3h - NAVIGATION (c~nt'd) 
.. ." ~ ;; Ilio2 
m 
.... 
0 .... __ 0 










I !1oslTransceiver, Weather Radar 
lOSITransponder, ATC Beacon 
, 
l**Bench Check. FAA Mandatory. After 
January 1, 1976, ATC Transponders may not 
be used unless they have been Bench 
Checked within the preceding 24 Calendar 
Months. 





111121 Uni t, 
I 
111l411:nit, ! . 
Control/Display INS 
INS Mode Select 
~avigation INS 
TINE . CODE :,l"!11lER 
RECORD . OR 
I TYPE I PART Nl'!1BER 
. I 
I 
I I TR-O I 
TR-O I 
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~-..: -.. :...-..- -.". AIRLINE MANUALS SYSTr:M ---747 MAINTENANCE MANUAL 
SERVICE ITEM lIME LIMITS 
1. General 
2. Service Item Time Limits 
1. GeneL·a1 
3. Deleted 
A; This publication lists the service checks to be performed at routine 
service periods. Work items must be scheduled for accomplishment 
~,dthin the time periods shown. 
B. All reference to time limits means aircraft air time unless ot:lerwiee 
noted. 
C. Publication reference shows 8foplicable Maintenance Manual pulllic.rtion 
'containing specifications. 
D. In lllly item where a sampling ).'rogram is ~:!quired~ the snmpling time 
limit il1 to be considered the limiting time limit, unless otheruise 
specified in this publicati~n. 
E. When an item in this publication is required lo support the time limit 
of a component listed in the 747 aircraft 5-2-1 publication, 9 note to 
this effect is inserted directly b~low the item. Such items calulot be 
extended or deleted without considering the component time limit require-
ment. 
F. Unless effectivity limitations are indicated, items are applicable to 
all airplanes li~ted under section 2.B. 
G. riultipl~ Time Limit 
Desc dptilln 
In ord~L to fully utilize the time limits, i.e. J schedule a~ near to 
n limit as feasible, a multiple ti~e limit is estab11~hed. 
Multiple time limits are proyided in addiLion to the apeC"ified time 
limit. Multiple time limits may be used providing that specified 
supplementary tasks are performed, with satisfactory resolution of 
any discrepancies. Supplementary tasks are identified by a suffix 
to the multiple time limit, and are listed below. Supplementary 
tasks must be accomplished within 500 houre prior to an item reaching 
ita time limit~ unless otherwise specified. Multiple time limits 
will not be used to routinely schedule se1vices. They will be u~ed 
only to alleviate difficulties in aircraft acheduling) as limiting 
time limits are approached. Reliability must be notified each time 
an mUltiple tima limit is used. 
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AIRLINE MANUltLS .5»SJEM 
747 MAINTENANCE MANUAL 
1. G. :ontinued 
SUPPLEMENTAR~ T.\SKS 
The task(s) number{s) will appear as Slash/Number after the mUltiple 
time limit in the appropriate puuJ ieatian. 
1. Review available log book activity for preceding 10 days to detect 
any deterioration related to this j tern. Accomplish within 225 
huurs of the item reaching its time limit. 
2. Review continued item and m,glntenance service item files for 
discrepancies related to this item. Accomplish within 225 
hours of the item reaching its time 11mit. 
3. Per:orm operational check to assure satisfactory functioning 
of components/systems related to thi~ item. 
4. Perforl1 a physical examination and shake check to determine 
the c9~dition of thIs item. 
5. Perform an area level inspection of the area related to this 
item. 
6. Perform a detail level inspection of the area related to this 
item. 
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EFFECT! V I TY 
SERVICE/INSPECTION PU6L1 CATION TIME LIMIT I I S W C A 2 2 P A I V 
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22 - Al~O FLIGHT 
Perform functional check of Limit S~itches on 5,100 X X XX X X 
Clutch Pack As 5 eml- . of the Auto Throttle. 
(0050026J) 
Support item for 5-2-1 ite,m 22-03. 
I 
I 
I I , I I I 
l, i I ~ :; 
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34 - NAVIGAIIO~ 
406 I De Ie ted MFA 134002l.,.; 




See 5-2-1 item 34-15. (2340004J) 
1
-Test the following ground proximity warning system 
functions: 
1. Altitude rate I 2. Glide slope deviation 
#S~mple 5 aircraft. To ~e eligible as a sample, item 
mus~ be scheduled at +0 -20\ of the present time 
limit. For additional instructions on future schedu:-
ing, rei~rence General Section 1. D., Page 1. 
~ 234006~ 
Check ~lactrical bonding between the ADF antennas and 
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